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Introduction

I

General William L. Shelton, USAF
Commander, Air Force Space Command

n June 2010, the president released a new National Space
Policy (NSP) defining the principles, goals, and guidelines
aimed at advancing and preserving national space interests.
The new policy acknowledges the congested, contested, and
competitive nature of space as compared to the beginning of the
Space Age when there were only a few nations which possessed
the means to access and benefit from the space domain. Today we live in a world enabled by space capabilities providing
weather, imaging, communications, warning, position, timing,
and navigation information used by governments and individuals alike. At Air Force Space Command (AFSPC), we understand this well as the providers of GPS capability. GPS timing
signals literally enable the interactions of the global economy,
yet it was originally intended to provide accurate navigation for
military systems. Indeed, much has changed since the dawn of
the Space Age, and the president’s NSP acknowledges the opportunities and challenges in space.
The theme of this issue of the High Frontier Journal sparked
interest inside the national security space enterprise and across
the government. The contributing authors to this edition span
the Department of Defense (DoD), civil organizations, and industry partners. Deputy Secretary of Defense William J. Lynn
and Ambassador Gregory L. Schulte, deputy assistant secretary
of defense for space policy, both provide the senior DoD perspective on the implications of the president’s policy and how it
impacts the DoD’s strategic approach to space. The Honorable
Erin C. Conaton, under secretary of the Air Force, outlines the
Air Force’s focus areas of greater space situational awareness
and launch as key enablers of the new policy. Given our continued focus on improving space acquisition, we are fortunate
to have the perspective of Mr. Robert A. Gold, senior advisor,
deputy assistant secretary of defense for space and intelligence
in the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition,
Technology, and Logistics. He outlines five major acquisition
challenges as DoD implements the NSP.
AFSPC has tremendous partnerships with National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), and the National
Reconnaissance Office, and leaders in those organizations
kindly contributed to this edition. NASA Administrator Major General Charles B. Bolden, Jr., USMC, retired, outlines the
president’s vision for the future of civil space and discusses
NASA’s future partnerships with commercial launch companies
for access to low Earth orbit. Brigadier General John Raymond
and Mr. Kurt M. Neuman discuss preservation strategies for the
space environment and the need for international cooperation.
NOAA’s Acting Director, Office of Space Commercialization,
Mr. Charles S. Baker, discusses cooperative acquisition initiatives with NASA and efforts to develop the space workforce.
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Rounding out the Senior Leader Perspectives is Dr. Andrew
Palowitch, director, Space Protection Program, who offers another view of cooperation through the lens of collective assurance with international partners.
The new NSP generated much discussion among space professionals of all ranks and that is very encouraging. In fact, we
received so many articles that this edition comes in an extended
online version. Contributing authors cover the strategic and operational aspects of the policy, its historical context compared
to previous space policies and challenges with implementation.
I encourage everyone to visit the High Frontier Journal website and explore the extended digital version.
The next issue of the High Frontier Journal will examine
Cyber Defense—Protecting Operations in an Evolving Domain. The fast pace of change in the cyber domain requires
a forward-leaning approach from all our professionals. There
are unique challenges and opportunities within the cyberspace
domain and I look forward to the perspectives and discussion
in the next journal.
General William L. Shelton, USAF
(BS, Astronautical Engineering, US
Air Force Academy [USAFA], Colorado; MS, Astronautical Engineering,
US Air Force Institute of Technology,
Ohio; MS, National Security Strategy, National War College, Washington, DC) is the commander of
Air Force Space Command, Peterson
AFB, Colorado. He is responsible for
organizing, equipping, training, and
maintaining mission-ready space and
cyberspace forces and capabilities for
North American Aerospace Defense Command, US Strategic Command, and other combatant commands around the world. General
Shelton oversees Air Force network operations; manages a global
network of satellite command and control, communications, missile
warning and space launch facilities; and is responsible for space system development and acquisition. He leads more than 46,000 professionals, assigned to 88 locations worldwide and deployed to an additional 35 global locations.
General Shelton entered the Air Force in 1976 as a graduate of
the USAFA. He has served in various assignments, including research
and development testing, space operations, and staff work. The general has commanded at the squadron, group, wing and numbered air
force levels, and served on the staffs at major command headquarters,
Air Force headquarters and the Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Prior to assuming his current position, General Shelton was the assistant vice chief of staff and director, Air Staff, US Air Force, Pentagon,
Washington, DC.
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Senior Leader Perspective

Remarks on Space Policy

D

Mr. William J. Lynn, III
Deputy Secretary of Defense
Pentagon, Washington, DC

uring the past 50 years, our space activities have benefited the global economy, enhanced our national security, strengthened international relationships, advanced scientific
discovery, and improved our way of life. However, the space
environment is evolving—it is more congested, contested, and
competitive than ever before—and US space systems face increasing threats.
On 3 November 2010, I outlined the challenges we now face
in the space environment, along with the Department of Defense’s (DoD) approach to meeting these challenges and harnessing the opportunities they provide.
Enabled by the new National Space Policy (NSP), the DoD
intends to promote the responsible use of space, pursue greater
cooperation with allies and commercial firms, assure missionessential space functions, and improve acquisition processes to
energize the space industrial base. I noted that implementing
these changes will strengthen our national security, positively
affect US industry, and protect the space-enabled services we
rely on.
The speech, “Remarks on Space Policy at US Strategic Command Space Symposium” as delivered at the 2010 Strategic
Space Symposium, is reprinted here.1
We meet at an important juncture in military space. At the
National Space Symposium in April, I outlined how the space
environment we operate in is changing. In June, the president’s
NSP codified several precepts about this new environment and
how we as a nation should approach it.
Today, I would like to share my thinking on how the DoD’s
strategic approach to space must shift. For over 50 years we
have derived tremendous benefits from our presence in space.
We have been—and will continue to be—the world’s preeminent leader in space. But the environment we operate in has
changed so markedly that we have reached a historical inflection point.
For the first few decades of the space age, space was the private preserve of the US and USSR. The reality of superpower
dominance in space was not only borne out in the skies above.
It was also embodied in the thinking and institutional practices
of our military space community.
Rather than working closely with other nations, we chose to
go-it-alone on most key space systems. We also chose to place
multiple missions on single buses. And for the most part, we
chose not to let cost restrict our ambitions. Funding for military
space programs was strong, and our industrial base was buoyed
by its near-monopoly on global space exports.
These long-standing features of the space environment have
given way to far more complex realities.
3

A decade into the 21st century, space is characterized by what
I have called the three C’s: congested, contested, and competitive.
Congested because 60 nations now have a presence in space.
9,000 satellite transponders will be active by 2015. And the
skies over Earth are so cluttered with debris that further collisions could eventually put some usable orbits in jeopardy.
As I said in April, we are approaching a point at which the
limitless frontier no longer seems quite so limitless.
Space is also becoming contested.
In today’s space environment we cannot take the stability or
sustainability of space—or access to it—for granted. It used to
be that the primary threat to a satellite was launch failure. Now
many countries can hold space systems at risk through kinetic
and non-kinetic means. Some nations are even jamming satellite signals to censor news, illustrating how counter space capabilities can be used for political, as well as military purposes.
The market for space services has also become more competitive. US firms once captured nearly three quarters of global
business. They now account for 30 to 40 percent.
In short, the space environment has fundamentally changed,
and probably irrevocably so.
The president’s NSP, released in June, recognizes these
changes, and directs several important shifts in space policy.
Today I would like to outline four key elements that emerge
from the president’s policy that the DoD will carry forward in
its military space activities. These elements will inform the development of the National Security Space Strategy, which we
will release jointly with the director of national intelligence
later this fall.2
They are a move toward the sustainability and stability of the
space domain; a new emphasis on international cooperation; an
expansion of how we protect space systems in a contested environment; and, finally, the improvement of our space acquisition
process.
Let me outline each of these developments in turn.
First, the president’s NSP declares that the sustainability and
stability of space, as well as free access to it, is a vital national
interest.
Fostering a more cooperative, predictable environment with
minimal risk of accidents or purposeful interference will enhance, rather than detract from, our national security. To create
this environment, the president’s space policy calls for bilateral
and multilateral transparency and confidence building measures
which will help establish norms of behavior in space.
Along with the right to use and explore space comes the responsibility to be a good steward of it.
So, a key question for the department is how our national
security space systems can help enable this vision.
Thanks to the work done by US Strategic Command and its
components to track debris and alert other nations about possi-
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ble conjunctions between spacecraft, our systems have already
helped foster cooperation in space.
The European Union’s initiative to develop an international
“Code of Conduct for Space Activities” is another way to develop norms that reduce mishaps, misperceptions, and mistrust.
We now need to consider what further measures of transparency, verification, and confidence-building can enhance the stability of space.
Second, the president’s space policy places a new emphasis
on international cooperation.
Though we have said before that we will pursue international
cooperation, this time I am convinced that the need for it in military space is more pressing than ever. With some exceptions,
we have not fully embraced partners in the design or operation
of military space systems, or fully extended to allies the battlefield advantages space systems provide. We will now.
As with terrestrial defense alliances, partnerships in space
can add resilience and capabilities, without relinquishing the
strategic advantage our systems provide. At their fullest, these
partnerships could consist of completely interoperable systems
in which costs, benefits, and risks are shared among trusted participants.
Our partnership with Australia on the Wideband Global Satellite Communications system is one example of how we can
integrate allies into our space architecture. But we can go further.
For instance, US Strategic Command is exploring how to implement concepts such as evolving the Joint Space Operations
Center that is a US-only enterprise to a Combined Space Operations Center that has international participation. Turning our
space operations center into a coalition enterprise, with close
allies working side-by-side with our own commanders, could
bring levels of cooperation to new heights.
We must also explore sharing capabilities, such as missile
warning and maritime awareness, with a wider set of partners.
Increasingly, we will want to operate in coalitions in space, just
as we do in other domains.
To achieve this, the department will examine all mission areas to identify where shared interests open the door to greater
levels of cooperation. We can and we will utilize partnerships
with other nations to achieve our mission goals.
Alliances in space can strengthen deterrence as well. Integrating our capabilities with those of our allies and partners can
raise the costs of aggression and make it more difficult for a
potential adversary to successfully target our systems.
Alliances in space serve the same deterrent function as basing troops in allied countries. They ensure an attack on one is
an attack on all.
We must also continue to expand our partnership with commercial providers. By sharing or exchanging capabilities and
data, we can ensure access to information and services from a
more diverse set of systems—an advantage in a contested space
environment.
Coalitions and partnerships, with both nations and firms, will
not only help us achieve our security objectives in space more
efficiently. They will also fundamentally strengthen our space
High Frontier

posture.
Third, the new space policy directs the DoD to assure mission essential functions, even when space assets are degraded
or disrupted.
Achieving this will entail expanding how we protect our
space systems in a contested environment.
Deterrence has always been a core part of our national security strategy. But, in the contested space environment we face
today, we can no longer rely solely on the threat of retaliation to
protect space systems from attack.
Making our space systems more resilient, and our combat
power less reliant on their full functioning, will help deny adversaries the benefit from an attack in space. Just as in the cyber
domain, denying the benefit of attack can join retaliatory deterrence as a disincentive to adversaries.
To learn how to operate in a degraded information environment, and thereby lower the benefit of an attack, we are holding
training exercises where we experience “a day without space.”
Through these training exercises, we are slowly learning how to
“fight through” interference.
We are also developing technology to help us mitigate the
loss or degradation of on-orbit systems. For instance, we now
have ground-, air-, and naval-based platforms that increasingly
can augment or replace space assets. Responsive space capabilities can also play an important role in reconstituting functionality either during or after an attack.
Ultimately, there is no silver bullet solution to a contested
space environment. But a strategy which encompasses a broad
range of options will have the greatest chance of success.
At the same time, we need to make clear that the US views
its space assets as a vital national interest. Consistent with our
inherent right of self-defense, we will respond accordingly to
attacks on them.
Dealing with a congested, competitive, and contested space
environment is not our only challenge. The fiscal climate our
nation faces, as well as the globalization of the aerospace industry, makes it even more difficult to maintain our competitive
advantage in space. We must become better buyers of space
systems and work to ensure the health of our space industrial
base.
Let me briefly touch on initiatives in two areas that affect the
industrial base.
As you know, Secretary Robert M. Gates has made export
control reform a priority.
Presently, many items generally available on the global market for space commerce are prohibited from being exported by
US companies without government approval. Our current export policy puts us in a double bind. We are hurting our own
space suppliers in the international market. But we are not really hindering states of concern from acquiring sensitive space
technologies.
To redress the current state of affairs, the administration is
committed to comprehensive export control reform. The foundation of this is what we term the “four singles:” a single export
control licensing agency, a single tiered list of controlled items,
a single coordination center for enforcement, and a single, uni4

fied information technology infrastructure.
We recognize that controlling sensitive space exports remains a concern. But we need a different approach. We should
be building “higher fences” around our most sensitive technologies, while delisting those items whose export does not threaten
our security.
We are currently reviewing space items controlled under
the munitions licensing authority of the Department of State,
as well as the related category on the Commerce Department’s
dual use item control list.
Our review recommends placing items in tiers according
to the importance of their technology and substantially revising how they are controlled. We are replacing vague, catch-all
terms with objective, specific criteria. Our goal is to clearly
delineate what is controlled and what is not. And we will soon
be reaching out to industry to ask for their involvement.
To complement export control reform, the department needs
to improve its space acquisition process to ensure we maintain
world-class space capabilities at affordable costs.
Space systems have often been among the most expensive
platforms we acquire for our defense. Hard work by industry
and by government has begun to yield performance improvements.
But, despite hard won progress, we need to become even
more efficient if we are to continue fielding new capabilities at
the rate necessary to preserve our technological edge.
In the military space sector, as in other sectors, transformational development should only be employed in circumstances
where compelling reasons exist to do so.
But in many cases incremental development will be the
right approach. And here, we can gain substantial efficiencies
through two innovative techniques: block buys of satellites and
the deliberate management of the engineering workforce.
Block buys have the potential to reduce costs and timelines
by creating more predictable demand and allowing larger material buys with fewer spares. Similarly, establishing a predictable demand schedule can stabilize the engineering workforce
associated with a project. Keeping engineers in place allows
them to pursue development and production simultaneously,
further reducing manufacturing costs while incrementally increasing capabilities.
Together with export control reform, better acquisition models and practices can help strengthen our space industrial base.
Our intent is to maintain US leadership both in space technologies and in the international marketplace for space goods and
services.
In conclusion, the new NSP affirms the centrality of space to
our national security and seeks to maintain those advantages in
the face of an evolving space environment.
Today I have identified four precepts established in the NSP
that are critically important to military space: a move toward the
sustainability and stability of the space domain; a new emphasis
on international cooperation; expanding how we protect space
systems in a contested environment; and the improvement of
the space acquisition process.
5

These precepts will inform our National Security Space
Strategy, which will be released later this fall.
Succeeding in the new space environment will depend as
much on changing mindsets 50 years in the making as it will on
altering longstanding institutional practices. The fundamental
mission of the DoD to deter war and to protect the security of
our country stays the same. But how we use space capabilities
to achieve this mission will change.
As representatives from industry, from across government,
and from other nations, all of you will play an important role
in building this new future. We have the most to lose from this
changing environment in space, and we have the most to gain if
we adapt our strategy and process. So I challenge you to help
bring this new era of cooperation in military space into being,
and to ensure we achieve the industrial efficiencies necessary to
underwrite innovation over the long term.
Together, I am confident we can preserve our ability to operate in space, and to enjoy the benefits that entails.
Notes:
1
Deputy Secretary of Defense William J. Lynn, III, “Remarks on
Space Policy at US Strategic Command Space Symposium,” speech, Nebraska, 3 November 2010.
2
The National Security Space was signed in January 2011.
Mr. William J. Lynn, III (BA,
Dartmouth; JD, Cornell; MPA,
Public Affairs, Princeton) is the
30th deputy secretary of defense.
Mr. Lynn’s career has included
extensive public service at various levels within government. Mr.
Lynn served as the under secretary
of defense (comptroller) from 1997
until 2001 and for four years prior
to that he was the director of program analysis and evaluation in the
Office of the Secretary of Defense.
Before entering the Department
of Defense in 1993, Mr. Lynn served for six years on the staff of Senator Edward Kennedy as liaison to the Senate Armed Services Committee. Prior to 1987, he was a senior fellow at the National Defense
University and was on the professional staff of the Institute for Defense Analyses. From 1982 to 1985, he served as the executive director of the Defense Organization Project at the Center for Strategic and
International Studies.
Mr. Lynn also has experience in the private sector from 20012009. He served as senior vice president of Government Operations
and Strategy at Raytheon Company. He also served as executive vice
president of DFI International, a Washington-based management consulting firm, from 2001 to 2002.
His publications include a book, Toward a More Effective Defense,
as well as articles in various newspapers and professional journals. He
has been recognized for numerous professional and service contributions.
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A New National Security Strategy for Space

T

Ambassador Gregory L. Schulte
Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Defense for Space Policy
Washington, DC

he Department of Defense’s (DoD) strategic approach to
space must change.
This was the message of Deputy Secretary of Defense William J. Lynn, III at US Strategic Command’s (USSTRATCOM)
Space Symposium last November. And this is the significance of
the National Security Space Strategy jointly signed by Secretary
Robert M. Gates and Director of National Intelligence James
Clapper.1
Change is required to implement the new National Space Policy (NSP), and change is required to meet the new challenges in
space. The National Security Space Strategy provides the strategic guidance—the “ends” and “ways”—for that change. The
DoD space community must now work on implementation—the
“means.”
The Changing Space Environment
During the Cold War, space was the private reserve of the
US and Soviet Union. It was the “high frontier” from which we
could support national defense and power projection with near
impunity.
Today, space is increasingly a shared domain in which we
operate together with more and more space-faring countries—
both close allies and potential adversaries. It is a domain that is
increasingly challenged by what Secretary Lynn has called “the
three C’s”: congested, contested, and competitive.
• Congested. There are over 1,100 active systems on orbit, and an additional 21,000 pieces of debris littering the
skies. Radio frequency interference is also a concern, with
more than 9,000 satellite transponders expected to be on
orbit in 2015.
• Contested. China demonstrated a direct-ascent antisatellite capability in 2007 and is developing other capabilities
to disrupt and disable satellites. Iran and others have demonstrated the ability to jam satellite signals. Our reliance
on space tempts potential adversaries to see it as a vulnerability to be exploited.
• Competitive. Eleven countries are operating 22 launch
sites. More than 60 nations and government consortia
currently operate satellites. The US share of worldwide
satellite exports dropped from nearly 2/3 in 1997 to 1/3
in 2008. This is a significant challenge to our industrial base … but also opens opportunities for international
cooperation.
National Security Objectives—The “Ends”
The new National Security Space Strategy lays out three priHigh Frontier

mary objectives to implement the NSP and address the increasingly congested, contested, and competitive nature of the space
environment. These objectives are to:
1. Strengthen safety, stability, and security in space;
2. Maintain and enhance the strategic national security advantages afforded to the US by space; and
3. Energize the space industrial base that supports US national security.
In the past, our overriding objective was to protect our national security advantages in space. Now we must also concern ourselves with protecting the domain itself. We also must protect
critical aspects of the industrial base that support our advantages.
Strategic Approaches—The “Ways”
To achieve these objectives, the new National Security Space
Strategy lays out five strategic approaches:
1. Promote responsible, peaceful, and safe use of space;
2. Provide improved US space capabilities;
3. Partner with responsible nations, international organizations, and commercial firms;
4. Prevent and deter aggression against space infrastructure
that supports US national security; and
5. Prepare to defeat attacks and to operate in a degraded environment.
These approaches, as elaborated in the strategy, require us to
think differently in a variety of areas. I wish to emphasize four
that are particularly important from a policy perspective.
Rules of the Road
Imagine driving your vehicle at 70 miles per hour, amidst
thousands of other drivers on a busy interstate, with no traffic
rules or police to enforce good behavior. While this seems like
a daily occurrence in the Washington, DC area, it is analogous
to the increasingly congested space domain in which we operate
and depend upon for vital national security services and information. We must accelerate our work on “rules of the road,”
norms, or codes of conduct in the domain, all synonymous terms
for defining acceptable behavior by responsible actors in space.
There are a variety of potential roles for such rules. These
include: promoting spaceflight safety; reducing unintentional
interference; maximizing the use of crowded orbits; reducing
mistrust and misperceptions; and discouraging destabilizing behavior. Rules encourage good behavior but also provide a way
to hold accountable those who act irresponsibly.
Rules normally apply in peacetime, but may also help to
shape crisis behavior. Rules may be written and agreed to internationally. Rules may also be tacit, based upon established
practice, diplomatic or military-to-military exchanges, or even
6

declaratory policy. During the Cold War, there were tacit “rules
of the road” between the US and USSR founded in part on treaty
obligations not to interfere with either side’s “national technical
means.” Such rules of the road do not exist today in clear and
verifiable terms, even as more countries develop capabilities that
can be used for hostile purposes.
As a first step in developing rules, the DoD and the State
Department are seriously engaging the European Union on its
proposed Code of Conduct for the responsible use of space and
are encouraging other space-faring countries, including Russia, China, and India, to do the same. In his November speech,
Secretary Lynn called for considering what further measures of
transparency, verification, and confidence-building can enhance
the stability of space, and we are working actively towards this
end.
If we are to see these rules reach fruition and meaningfully shape responsible behavior in the space domain, they must
be accompanied by practical measures to implement them and
monitor compliance. USSTRATCOM is already doing important work to help other countries avoid collisions by providing space situational awareness (SSA) services. Just as the Air
Force is the world’s premier provider of global positioning data,
USSTRATCOM is becoming the world’s premier provider of
collision warning.
While there may be no help for DC traffic, strengthening SSA
and our mechanisms to share it will reinforce the development of
international norms to help promote responsible use of the space
domain and to strengthen its safety, stability, and security.
Resiliency and Mission Assurance
Second, we need to increase our emphasis on resiliency and
mission assurance in an increasingly congested domain.
Past means to protect our space systems were frequently too
narrow. Too often they provided system-level protection or no
protection at all. They also tended to focus on specific satellites,
not the missions they performed.
We need a different approach. Specifically, we need to make
our space-based architectures more resilient and to assure the
missions they support. This may entail a variety of means:
• No matter what else, we must improve our capability to
“fight through” interference. Our military services are
already conducting training and exercises that simulate a
degraded space environment, helping and indeed requiring them to develop the necessary tactics, techniques, and
procedures for this environment.
• Rather than relying on a small number of complex satellites for critical functions, we may want to distribute their
functions across multiple satellites or increase the number
of simpler, singly purposed spacecraft. Hosting DoD payloads across a larger number of commercial, civilian, or
foreign satellites could similarly increase resiliency.
• We may want to use international partnerships to increase
resiliency through collaborative spacecraft development,
shared constellations, hosted payloads, or shared missions. Wideband Global Satellite Communications is a
good example. Australia has joined the constellation and
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other allies are looking at doing the same. A larger, more
international constellation adds resilience and also encourages adversary restraint by making “an attack on one an
attack on all.”
• We may want to have a responsive capability to rapidly
augment, replenish, and reconstitute space-based capabilities that have been degraded or lost. The Operationally
Responsive Space program is starting us on a trajectory
to that end.
• We may want to pursue cross-domain solutions with
ground-, sea-, or air-based systems backing up spacebased capabilities. Space problems do not always require
a space solution. Interdependent, multi-domain capabilities provide an effective way to assure critical warfighting
and intelligence functions despite potential degradation or
loss. Unmanned aerial vehicles are one option that we are
exploring.
• In many cases, we may want to pursue multiple means.
Take for example the Global Positioning System, a spacebased capability critical to all of our services. To enhance
its resiliency and mission assurance, we may want a combination of on-orbit spares, interoperability with Europe’s
Galileo satellite system, and land- or air-based backup systems.
Resiliency and mission assurance can help protect critical
capabilities in crisis and conflict. Moreover, to the extent we
develop and demonstrate resilience and mission assurance, potential adversaries may be dissuaded in peacetime from pursuing
counterspace capabilities.
Deterrence
We also need to think differently about deterrence.
We must not assume that attacks in space can or should be
deterred by the threat of retaliation in space. Rather, as Secretary
Lynn has argued, a strategy that encompasses a broad range of
options will have the greatest chance for success.
Many of the actions that I previously described can contribute
to deterrence by encouraging adversary restraint:
• Creating norms that would need to be broken;
• Building international partnerships that would need to be
attacked; and
• Strengthening resilience and mission assurance that would
reduce the benefit of attack.
The threat of retaliation—imposing costs—can still play a
role, though it need not be confined to space. Indeed, the threat
of retaliation elsewhere may be more credible.
As Secretary Lynn said, we must make clear that the US
“views its space assets as a vital national interest. Consistent
with our inherent right of self-defense, we will respond accordingly to attacks on them.” This implies certainty of response but
in a manner of our own choosing.
Ultimately, like any deterrent strategy, the deterrent strategy
for space must be developed in the context of particular countries
and particular scenarios. And we must consider the best means
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to convey our deterrent messages in peacetime and to influence
the decision-making of potential adversaries in crisis and war.
Acting in Coalition
The new strategy also requires us to think differently about
coalition operations in space.
In the past, space was a domain in which we operated largely
alone or with only a few very close allies. Increasingly we need
to think about space as a domain where we operate as a coalition.
Coalition operations are already routine in the air, on land,
and at sea. Our Airmen, Soldiers, Sailors, and Marines regularly operate with the armed forces of allies and partner nations,
whether patrolling for pirates off the coast of Somalia or countering insurgents in Afghanistan. We have developed the doctrine, procedures, and command and control to enable coalition
operations, whether through alliances like North Atlantic Treaty
Organization or through more ad hoc coalitions of the willing.
We need to do the same for space. More and more of our allies and partners are developing space capabilities, and all of our
armed forces are increasingly reliant on space. We need to ensure that land, sea, and air coalition operations can be effectively
enabled by coalition space assets, and that we can effectively
command and control those assets to provide optimum support.
Ultimately, the USSTRATCOM commander will become a
coalition commander, just like his counterparts commanders at
Central and Pacific Commands. Setting the conditions (policy
and resources) for the Joint Space Operations Center to transform into a Coalition Space Operations Center will be a first important step in that direction. Procedures, training, and foreign
disclosure will also be crucial. As in other domains, we will
need to balance the “need to protect” with the “need to share.”
Implementation—The “Means”
The National Security Space Strategy lays out the “ends” and
the “ways.” Within DoD, Secretary Gates has directed implementation—the “means.” Implementation is aimed at ensuring
the strategy is fully reflected in DoD guidance, plans, doctrine,
programs, and operations.
Implementation of the strategy will be overseen by the newly
established Defense Space Council, chaired by the secretary
of the Air Force as the department’s executive agent for space.
Secretary Lynn recently established the Defense Space Council
as the department’s principal advisory forum on all space matters. One of the council’s key tasks is to guide the development
of integrated architectures for our space-based systems. These
architectures will be crucial to improving our space capabilities,
increasing their resilience, and leveraging commercial and foreign capabilities in line with the new National Security Space
Strategy.
Implementation is not just about process and architectures. It
is also about the way we think. Secretary Lynn said last November: “Succeeding in the new space environment will depend as
much on changing mindsets fifty years in the making as it will on
altering longstanding institutional practices.”2
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Conclusion
In the past, space was seen as our own “high frontier.” Today,
we increasingly must view space as a “shared domain” that is
increasingly congested, contested, and competitive. As the environment changes, so must our strategy. The new National Security Space Strategy lays out the necessary, long-term approach to
protect our security through space.
Notes:
1
An unclassified summary of the new National Security Space Strategy, http://www.defense.gov/nsss/.
2
Deputy Secretary of Defense William J. Lynn, III, “Remarks on
Space Policy at US Strategic Command Space Symposium,” speech, Nebraska, 3 November 2010.
Ambassador Gregory L. Schulte
(BA, UC Berkley; MPA, Public Affairs, Princeton) has served as deputy assistant secretary of defense
for space policy since May 2010.
Ambassador Schulte was the US
permanent representative to the International Atomic Energy Agency
and the United Nations (UN) in
Vienna, where he was dispatched
by President Bush in 2005 and extended by President Obama through
June 2009. Ambassador Schulte
helped report Iran to the UN Security Council, implement the US nuclear cooperation agreement with
India, and establish international nuclear fuel banks. After Vienna,
Ambassador Schulte spent 10 months as a Senior Visiting Fellow at
the National Defense University’s Center for the Study of Weapons of
Mass Destruction.
Mr. Schulte served three tours in the White House under two presidents. As executive secretary of the National Security Council (NSC)
from 2003 to 2005, Mr. Schulte traveled extensively with President
Bush, oversaw the White House Situation Room, and was responsible
for NSC emergency readiness after 9/11. As senior NSC director for
Southeast European Affairs from 2000 to 2002, Mr. Schulte advised
Presidents Clinton and Bush on US diplomacy and military deployments in Bosnia and Kosovo and oversaw US efforts to bring democracy to Serbia and prevent civil war in Macedonia. As special assistant
to the president from 1998 to 1999, Mr. Schulte advised President
Clinton on the Kosovo crisis and oversaw interagency planning and
decision-making for the NATO air campaign and subsequent deployment of Kosovo Force and a UN mission.
From 1992 to 1998, Mr. Schulte was assigned to the North Atlantic
Treaty Organization (NATO) headquarter in Brussels. As director for
crisis management and operations and director for nuclear planning,
Mr. Schulte helped NATO adapt its planning and posture after the end
of the Cold War. As director of the Bosnia Task Force, Mr. Schulte
helped NATO organize its first out-of-area deployments and its first
collaboration with the UN. Mr. Schulte was the first civilian outside
the theater of operations to be awarded the NATO Medal.
Mr. Schulte is a member of the Senior Executive Service and
has received two Presidential Rank Awards. Mr. Schulte previously
served in the Office of the Secretary of Defense as principal director
for requirements, plans, and counterproliferation policy, director for
strategic forces policy, and assistant for theater nuclear forces policy.
He began his career in 1983 as a presidential management intern.
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Air Force Implementation of the
National Space Policy:
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Under Secretary of the Air Force
Pentagon, Washington, DC

Principles and Objectives of the NSP
Overall, the NSP offers six basic principles to guide US
space policy:
• “It is the shared interest of all nations to act responsibly in
space to help prevent mishaps, misperceptions, and misMr. Rudy Barnes
trust. The US considers the sustainability, stability, and
Special Assistant
free access to, and use of, space vital to its national interUnder Secretary of the Air Force
ests. Space operations should be conducted in ways that
Pentagon, Washington, DC
emphasize openness and transparency to improve public
awareness of the activities of government, and enable othThe space age began as a race for security and prestige beers to share in the benefits provided by the use of space.
tween two superpowers.  The opportunities were boundless, and
• A robust and competitive commercial space sector is vital
the decades that followed have seen a radical transformation in
to continued progress in space. The US is committed to
the way we live our daily lives, in large part due to our use of
encouraging and facilitating the growth of a US commerspace.…  When the space age began, the opportunities to use
cial space sector that supports US needs, is globally comspace were limited to only a few nations, and there were limpetitive, and advances US leadership in the generation of
ited consequences for irresponsible or unintentional behavior.   
new markets and innovation-driven entrepreneurship.
Now, we find ourselves in a world where the benefits of space
• All nations have the right to explore and use space for
permeate almost every facet of our lives.  The growth and evopeaceful purposes, and for the benefit of all humanity, in
lution of the global economy has ushered in an ever-increasing
accordance with international law. Consistent with this
number of nations and organizations using space.
principle, “peaceful purposes” allows for space to be used
~ National Space Policy, 28 June 2010
for national and homeland security activities.
• As established in international law, there shall be no nas the new National Space Policy (NSP) notes, space
tional claims of sovereignty over outer space or any cehas become a mature domain, with the number of uses
lestial bodies. The US considers the space systems of all
and users growing rapidly. The NSP reinforces and highlights
nations to have the rights of passage through, and conduct
the significance of space not only to the national security comof operations in, space without interference. Purposeful
munity, but to the nation and indeed the globe. The increased
interference with space systems, including supporting inpopulation of actors and activities in space is generating everfrastructure, will be considered an infringement of a naincreasing demands for the basic requirements of any heavily
tion’s rights.
traveled or populated domain. Developing a detailed under• The US will employ a variety of measures to help assure
standing of the “terrain,” for instance—space situational awarethe use of space for all responsible parties, and, consisness (SSA)—has become a national security priority of the first
tent with the inherent right of self-defense, deter others
order. Likewise, mastery of the means to travel in and across
from interference and attack, defend our space systems
the domain—launch capability—is also a top national security
and contribute to the defense of allied space systems, and,
requirement. And the Air Force is delivering for the nation on
if deterrence fails, defeat efforts to attack them.”1
both of these requirements.
The new NSP—the first since the classified 2006 NSP—is
a consensus document from across the federal government. It
Each of these principles applies to Air Force space programs
highlights the fact that space is growing more and more con- and activities, and they provide a broad policy framework for
gested, contested, and competitive, and spells out priorities virtually all Air Force space initiatives. With these basic prinin light of these challenges: enhanced SSA, assured access to ciples as context, the NSP then identifies six broad goals for US
space, and increased resiliency for our constellations. The NSP space policy:
also emphasizes renewed attention to inter-agency and international partnerships, and increased cooperation with the com• Energize competitive domestic industries to participate
mercial sector.
in global markets and advance the development of: satellite manufacturing; satellite-based services; space launch;
terrestrial applications; and increased entrepreneurship.
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• Expand international cooperation on mutually beneficial space activities to: broaden and extend the benefits
of space; further the peaceful use of space; and enhance
collection and partnership in sharing of space-derived information.
• Strengthen stability in space through: domestic and international measures to promote safe and responsible operations in space; improved information collection and
sharing for space object collision avoidance; protection
of critical space systems and supporting infrastructures,
with special attention to the critical interdependence of
space and information systems; and strengthening measures to mitigate orbital debris.
• Increase assurance and resilience of mission-essential
functions enabled by commercial, civil, scientific, and
national security spacecraft and supporting infrastructure
against disruption, degradation, and destruction, whether
from environmental, mechanical, electronic, or hostile
causes.
• Pursue human and robotic initiatives to develop innovative technologies, foster new industries, strengthen international partnerships, inspire our nation and the world,
increase humanity’s understanding of the earth, enhance
scientific discovery, and explore our solar system and the
universe beyond.
• Improve space-based Earth and solar observation capabilities needed to conduct science, forecast terrestrial
and near-Earth space weather, monitor climate and global
change, manage natural resources, and support disaster
response and recovery.2
Implications for the Air Force
Like the primary NSP principles, these goals touch on the
full array of Air Force space programs. They are fully consistent with Air Force space programs and activities, and in a
very real sense, we are engaged in pursuit of these objectives
every day. The NSP in effect highlights how strong the demand
signal is to the Air Force for what we provide to the warfighter
and the broader community, and underscores the fact that this
demand is getting stronger. The joint warfighting community, a
range of other US government organizations, and broader civilian society rely on the Air Force to deliver a wide array of space
capabilities including: SSA; space launch and range operations;
missile warning; weather; and position, navigation, and timing.
The Air Force also provides and operates the majority of Department of Defense (DoD)-owned military satellite communications satellites.
The implications of the NSP for the Air Force are thus wideranging, and their breadth and depth highlights the lead role the
Air Force plays in national security space. Indeed, the secretary of the Air Force has been recertified as the DoD executive
agent (EA) for space. As the EA, the secretary of Air Force
will play a significant role implementing the new NSP and the
resulting National Security Space Strategy, as will the Air Force
as a whole. Per the new NSP, this implementation will be built
around a greater focus on inter-agency efforts, increased interHigh Frontier

national engagements, and a commitment to cooperation with
our industry partners, as well.
We are off and running with these priorities. The Air Force is
actively engaged in co-leading a reinvigorated Space Industrial
Base Council (SIBC), working with the National Reconnaissance Office (NRO), National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the Department of Commerce, and others
to identify critical areas of emphasis for the commercial space
sector. And SIBC is just one example of inter-agency collaborations. We are also proud of our partnership with Australia in
the Wideband Global Satellite Communications program, and
actively looking at ways to build and expand on that partnership
and to increase our number of international space agreements.
At the same time, the Air Force and the DoD are moving
into an era of tightening budgets, so our implementation of the
NSP will occur in a resource-constrained environment. The Air
Force—and the DoD itself—will therefore have to prioritize to
maximize our contributions to the principles and goals of the
NSP. The Air Force is committed to finding and delivering cost
efficiencies that will allow us to meet the goals of the NSP in a
manner that is both fiscally and operationally effective.
Air Force Focus Areas
Among the broad objectives of the NSP described above, two
areas of emphasis stand out because they provide the foundation for virtually all that we do in space: SSA and space launch
capability.
Space Situational Awareness
Enhancing our nation’s SSA capabilities was a priority for
the Air Force before the NSP was released, but the emphasis in
the new policy on better SSA underscores just how important
our existing programs are. Because of the crucial role space
plays for all the military services and DoD, having a better
grasp of what is happening in space is not simply a “nice to
have,” or even just a priority for national security space activities. Instead, it is a top national security priority overall. Consequently, the NSP makes it a national priority to “maintain and
integrate space surveillance, intelligence, and other information
to develop accurate and timely SSA. SSA information shall
be used to support national and homeland security, civil space
agencies, particularly human space flight activities, and commercial and foreign space operations.”3
The Air Force is committed to these goals, and shares a vision with US Strategic Command to gain and maintain comprehensive SSA to support timely and accurate decision-making.
Securing this vision requires the integrated SSA and command
and control forces of our space forces to successfully pursue
four broad objectives: execute global space operations; provide
threat assessment and threat warning through the Joint Space
Operations Center (JSpOC); conduct operational-level space
campaign planning and strategy; and maintain a space operating
picture and order of battle, including blue force status.
Even boiled down to its most basic description, the scope of
SSA is far-reaching: knowledge of all aspects of space. Achieving such an awesome goal requires excellence across several
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specific activities:
• Monitoring US space assets, capabilities, and operations.
• Conducting surveillance of all space objects and space
activities.
• Carrying out detailed reconnaissance of space objects of
interest.
• Collecting intelligence on adversary space activities.
• Monitoring and analyzing conditions in the space environment.
• Conducting processing, fusion, analysis, dissemination
and archiving of data on space activities.
As we look to implement the NSP and enhance the nation’s
SSA capabilities, the Air Force has three near term priorities.
First, we need to better integrate SSA data to provide realtime, actionable information to support well-informed, rapid
decision-making. Second, we must extend the lives of existing
sensors to avoid operational capability gaps. And third, we need
to enhance Air Force SSA capabilities in the development of
new sensors to detect, track, and characterize emerging space
threats. This third priority area includes achieving better coverage of space, thus closing existing geographic gaps.
In the first focus area—better integration of SSA data—
the Air Force has two major efforts underway: standup of the
JSpOC Mission System (JMS), and continued development of
Net-Centric Sensors and Data Sources (NCSDS). JMS will enable timely delivery of integrated SSA information and national
intelligence in order to support the command and control of US
space forces. It will provide a marked increase in the speed
with which analysis and assessments are conducted as well as
in sheer computational capability. And it will be based on an
agile and scalable service-oriented architecture that will allow
for future expansion of capability. The Air Force plan to develop JMS over the Future Years Defense Program is built on
regular “releases” of progressive iterations of JMS, each with
enhanced capability. JMS Release 0 will become operational
this year, and Release 1 is scheduled to be operational in fiscal
year 2013. NCSDS will expose and share the data of legacy
SSA sensors and non-traditional systems in a net-centric manner, to include integration of numerous sensors and all-source
intelligence data.
The second major area of the Air Force SSA focus is to extend the lives of existing sensors to avoid operational capability gaps. This will include a Service Life Extension Program
(SLEP) for the ground-based radar at Eglin, upgrades to the
Haystack Ultra-wideband Satellite Imaging Radar, and SLEPs
for the Ground-based Electro-Optical Deep Space Surveillance
telescopes and the Globus II radar. These legacy systems are
aging, but bring critical capability to our SSA efforts.
Our third major focus area aimed at enhancing Air Force
SSA capabilities is the development of new sensors to detect,
track, and characterize emerging space threats. Examples of
Air Force initiatives in this area include the Space-Based Surveillance System, the space fence, the space surveillance telescope, and SSA environmental monitoring.
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As these examples indicate, Air Force SSA efforts are wideranging and far-reaching—which is only fitting given the scale
of the SSA challenge. The NSP makes plain that improved SSA
is a first-order national priority, and the Air Force is actively
engaged to deliver on this objective for the nation.
Launch Capability and Assured Access
Assured access to space is not possible without launch, but
it is important to note that space-based programs and activities
rely heavily on a wide array of terrestrial facilities and assets.
The recent launch of the first advanced extremely high frequency (AEHF) satellite is a case in point. Shortly after an apparently flawless launch, the AEHF liquid apogee engine failed
and a large team of Airmen and our space enterprise partners
were challenged to get the satellite into its final orbit without
the planned use of this upper stage. Thanks to extraordinary
ingenuity and creativity, the team at Space and Missile Systems
Center, under the direction of Lt Gen John T. “Tom” Sheridan,
has risen to the challenge. These capabilities—human capital,
in other words—along with the powerful boosters and other
hardware that push space vehicles into orbit, are critical elements of the Air Force approach to assured access.
Because launch is so critical to our space enterprise, the Air
Force is making significant investments in launch capability and
undertaking major efforts to improve launch acquisition. The
reliability of the evolved expendable launch vehicle (EELV)
program to date has been outstanding. The Delta IV and Atlas V launch vehicles that comprise the EELV program have a
100 percent launch success rate—37 of 37. Unfortunately, at
the same time, the costs of launch services are surging, putting
pressure on the enterprise.
As a recent senior level review of the nation’s launch capabilities noted, recent launch success is not assured. Instead, the
operational measure of assured access is space-based capabilities on-orbit, on-time, and with the required performance. More
than a decade ago, the Air Force and the NRO faced a fundamental challenge to assured access to space—launch reliability.
There were significant reliability challenges with the legacy
Titan IV, and even Atlas and Delta, with a string of launch successes, experienced eight major anomalies over 1997 to 1999.
Furthermore, the Atlas 141 was on Pad 3E at Vandenberg AFB,
California for more than two years due to spacecraft and upper
stage issues. Since then, however, the Air Force has implemented a series of steps to improve launch capability with positive
results, and the NRO has also implemented proven mission assurance processes.
As the Air Force and its partners survey the launch enterprise
today, several important factors emerge:
• The EELV system is still maturing and will require continued focus on mission assurance process and resources.
• The primary cost driver for capability on orbit remains
the cost of the payload.
• The impacts from the loss of a payload are so dominant
that continued commitment to mission assurance is mandatory.
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In addition, for many critically important payloads there is
no backup system, and the leading cause of delayed capability in space continues to be late delivery of space vehicles. So
while our focus on mission assurance is producing the desired
results, there are elements of fragility behind our launch successes that require additional work.
At the same time, our current acquisition strategy for launch
services is not adequately containing costs, and is straining
the industrial base with small buys and short-term demand
forecasts. Air Force senior leaders understand that purchasing launch hardware one launch at a time will not sustain the
capability over the long term—and perhaps not even over the
short term. Consequently, we are examining options that could
provide a steady baseline transportation capability, such as utilizing block-buys with quantities tied to expected demand for
launch services. The government would of course assume some
risk with a block buy approach, but working in partnership with
NASA and NRO, such risk should be mitigated over time to a
manageable level. And these changes in our approach to the
acquisition of launch capability and services must be made in
concert with a more economical launch business case.
The mandate to sustain our focus on mission assurance, then,
is matched by our determination to do better. The new NSP
makes clear that Air Force contributions to national security
via our space programs are enormous—not least in the area of
space launch and assured access. But to be good stewards of
the space mission in the emerging budget environment, we have
to make our programs more competitive. Consequently, the Air
Force is working to ensure the reliability of EELV is matched
by a contract structure that enables more efficient production
and that provides more affordable launch vehicles for our space
enterprise. As part of this effort, and in tandem with our industry partners, the Air Force is pressing to make our space acquisition contracts more transparent, to provide greater visibility
into the way our resources are applied. Without such visibility,
we are unable to demonstrate with the value of our investment
with the granularity required by the DoD and Congress. The
new NSP’s emphasis on assured access and the dependence of
all other space activities on launch underscore the urgency of
our efforts.
Conclusion
The new NSP has clear, wide-ranging implications for the
Air Force. Because space has long been a core function of the
Air Force, and because the demand for our space security efforts is broad, we are focused every day on virtually all of the
goals identified by the NSP. At the same time, we recognize
the new policy as a fundamental call for renewed emphasis on
inter-agency, international and industrial partnerships as we
pursue the range of objectives identified by the NSP. But because the goals of the NSP are so broad, and because we must
operate in a fiscally realistic manner, we must prioritize. No
objectives identified by the new NSP have greater consequence
for the larger space enterprise than improved SSA and assured
space launch capability, because they form the pillars on which
the larger space enterprise stands. And the Air Force is absoHigh Frontier

lutely committed to realizing the aims of the NSP in both SSA
and launch.
Notes:
1
President Barack Obama administration, National Space Policy of
the United States of America, White House, 28 June 2010, http://www.
whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/national_space_policy_6-28-10.pdf, 3.
2
Ibid., 4.
3
Ibid., 13-14.
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O

n 28 June, President Barack Obama unveiled the new
National Space Policy (NSP) reflective of a space environment dramatically different from that which existed five or 10
years ago. Space capabilities not only affect the lives of most US
citizens more than ever but international interests and capabilities
in similarly improving the lives of its citizens have grown at an
even greater rate. This combination of increasing international
activity and growing domestic dependence drove the need for a
new space policy with a commensurate level of emerging challenges for the national security space acquisition community.
A brief examination of the new space policy reveals that many
of its principles have direct or significant indirect implications
for defense space acquisition. Acting responsibly in space is
an indirect technology challenge to acquisition. Can we design
satellites and rockets to minimize the release of unintended objects into orbit? Can we design spacecraft to ensure control at
all times, even through emergencies, unforeseen operations scenarios, or at the end of payload life? Ensuring a robust and competitive commercial space sector is a direct challenge to the business decisions we make. Do we have the resources to adequately
define which technologies we can allow industry to offer in nongovernment markets? Can we choose the right space mission
areas to purchase as a commercial service without risking those
capabilities to less robust (e.g., unprotected communications)
implementations? Can we recognize which mission areas have
the potential to support commercial application and what can be
done to foster those markets? No claims of sovereignty means we
will choose to act responsibly and is not fundamentally a critical technology or acquisition challenge; however, assuring use
of space for all responsible parties is. Can we build and afford
the necessary space situational awareness capabilities to monitor
continued freedom of access and action in space? Can we build
and afford technologies to actively protect those freedoms?
All the goals of the new space policy have profound implications to defense acquisition. Energize competitive industries
requires Department of Defense (DoD) to consider the implications of its acquisition actions and investments in the national
and commercial marketplace not just within the military industrial complex. What DoD mission areas or technologies could
increase the ability for our industry to compete internationally
if allowed to employ those technologies without risking national
security? Which mission areas or technology have sufficient
equivalent need outside DoD that we could convert to a fee for
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service or lease business model. Expand international cooperation offers opportunities for us to reduce our investments by
sharing costs leaving funds available for other space, defense, or
national needs. Are we willing to increase dependency on foreign partners for critical defense needs? Are we willing to accept
the additional time, cost, and decision complexity that come with
those interdependencies? Increase assurance and resilience of
mission-essential functions is the most obviously profound for
defense acquisition in that it requires DoD to address the need, in
a contested and congested arena, to not only provide the required
capabilities but ensure those capabilities will continue to exist
under duress, battle, and natural disaster. Can we afford additional layers of space or terrestrial capability to assure the core?
Can we harden new satellite designs to work through direct and
indirect challenges? Can we design, build, and launch additional
space elements to protect our critical spacecraft in all orbits?
Pursue human and robotic initiatives drives defense to provide
space elements which can actively sustain or defend space capabilities. Are we willing to move resources to these infrastructure and support (non-mission) activities at the expense of core
mission capabilities? Are we prepared for the additional space
control and operation requirements to conduct active operations?
Improve space-based Earth and solar observation addresses the
need to better observe conditions (environmental monitoring)
or activities (reconnaissance). How long should defense retain
space and terrestrial weather monitoring capabilities when civil
and foreign interest in weather is on par with DoD’s?
Similar sets of insights and questions can be developed from
both the inter-sector and sector guidelines. Many of those guidelines, especially the sector guidelines delegated to the secretary
of defense, provide clear direction on national priorities for defense acquisition. The national space policy clearly notes, for
example:
• All departments and agencies shall conduct basic and applied research to increase space capabilities while decreasing their costs.
• DoD is responsible for space situational awareness, with
support from the director, national intelligence.
• DoD will maintain capabilities in space support, force enhancement, space control, and force application.
• US government shall provide continuous worldwide access, for peaceful civil uses, to the GPS free of direct user
charge.
The acquisition community’s collective challenges across
the defense enterprise are not in understanding which specific
missions, capabilities, or other space activities are necessary to
support the national policy. Most DoD mission-specific needs
are appropriately derived directly from warfighter needs. The
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enterprise challenges for the DoD largely arise in the new policy
from trying to meet all those goals simultaneously within a fixed
and perhaps shrinking, in terms of real spending power, budget
in a broad mission area in which the government is, by-and-large,
the primary customer. DoD has time-tested abilities in defining,
budgeting, and executing individual programs. Setting up and
executing those programs in the broader context and guidelines
identified in the new space policy brings new challenges to the
defense space enterprise governance and stewardship. It is the
purpose of this analysis to describe the enterprise-level challenges arising from the principles, goals, and guidelines proscribed
in the NSP. Emerging defense enterprise space acquisition challenges can be grouped into five major areas: (1) affordability in
the face of increasing competition and contention; (2) complex
architectures across space and non-space environments; (3) capability-level acquisition strategies which include interagency and
international cooperation as an integral element; (4) improving
the performance of space acquisition programs; and (5) managing the technology loop across the space industrial base. Note,
there is no priority order to these challenges—I consider them
to be of equal importance and equal complexity but differing in
the details and affecting different parts of the space acquisition
enterprise.
Challenge 1: Affordability in the face of increasing resiliency, contention. As the department strives to meet current
requirements and retain current capabilities (e.g., positioning,
navigation, and timing) we are simultaneously being asked to
increase the resiliency and responsiveness of those things we do
well while increasing capabilities in space situational awareness,
environmental monitoring, and improving the launch infrastructure. At the same time, some current space programs are still
experiencing cost and schedule growth, most visible are the overruns in the Space-Based Infrared System High program and those
experienced prior to the recent restructure of the National Polarorbiting Operational Satellite System (NPOESS).
We currently maintain our performance and capability edge
through the use of cutting-edge high-performance individual satellites with large procurement times and costs. At some point
in the near future, these combined pressures of limited budgets,
increasingly expensive implementations, and need for increased
resiliency and robustness will result in the DoD having to make
difficult choices about which mission areas to either reduce investment in by sharing or take risk by accepting lesser performance while enhancing performance or resilience in others.
This requires the four pillars of space decision making—requirements, policy, acquisition, and resources—to work in concert with one another to make investment decisions in a coordinated manner across the space enterprise so that acquisition
decisions support requirements and policy within the limits of
resources. However, we do not yet have adequate framework
or mindset to make these critical trades at the enterprise level.
Several factors are coming together which will enable the DoD
to make these tough choices.
The current administration’s efficiency initiatives may provide enough investment efficiency to somewhat reduce the need
for critical decisions as the efficiency gains are plowed back into
meeting warfighter needs. Recently approved space governance
High Frontier

initiatives are intended to provide enterprise-level management
activities and decision making authorities in a manner that will
allow these critical issues to be assessed and decided. A newly
appointed Defense Space Council, supported by a reinvigorated
executive agent for space, is expected to serve as the forum under which senior defense space managers can come together to
coordinate the ‘difficult decisions.’ Congressionally directed actions for a 15-year investment strategy and establishment of a
formal Major Force Program 12 also help motivate activities to
take a broad coordinated look at our space investments within the
priorities and guidelines set forth in the recently approved NSP.
An effective framework under which to make these trades is still
missing however. How do we judge whether an investment in
deep space situational awareness is better than an investment in
improving weather prediction? Are we better served by providing added layers of resilient protected satellite communications
or investing in active space protection measures?
Challenge 2: Complexity of space and, where applicable,
non-space architectures: Space architectures were, in some
ways, inherently simpler than some terrestrial warfighting architectures (e.g., air and missile defense) in that few of the elements, other than satellite to ground, necessitate tight ‘real-time’
coupling of functions, system states, and data between those elements. These areas of relative simplicity will become fewer and
fewer as we migrate to the principles and elements under the new
NSP. Driving responsive resiliency into our space capabilities
and any corresponding non-space capabilities will increase the
need for better awareness and responsiveness through automation
due to shortening response times and increased interdependencies in our mission capabilities. Systems will have to determine,
on their own, when they are under attack or capability elements
are otherwise rendered incapable. These systems will then have
to respond appropriately to those situations in concert with other
elements in the mission capability or, at a minimum, ensure operators are adequately informed to enable their response.
This sort of responsiveness and resilience in the form of battle
damage assessment and ‘fail-over’ mechanisms requires the ability to build complex functional architectures and the associated
systems engineering details; then implement them across multiple
space and non-space programs. All of this has to be done across
warfighting systems which now include space and non-space
environments and already have fundamentally complex mission
functions and technical implementations. The above mentioned
governance authorities must adapt to this need by having the
ability to: recognize when complex architectures are required;
implement programs which meet those additional complexities;
and identify the end state ‘to be’ towards investments and systems will evolve to achieve the necessary levels of mission capability, protection, and resilience. These interdependencies are
further complicated by the direction under the new space policy
to increase cooperation with agency and international partners.
Challenge 3: Employing capability-oriented acquisition
strategies with interagency and international cooperation as
an integral element. The need for complex resilient mission
architectures means decisions about defense space capabilities
transcend individual programs. Acquisition decisions isolated
to individual acquisition programs are no longer effective for a
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space environment which requires resiliency and relies on cooperation with other organizations. Acquisition decisions about
communications satellites affect investments in airborne networks. Resource decisions in defense space weather monitoring affect interests in both National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) and National Aeronautics and Space
Administration and is beginning to garner international interest
as well. Review of the entire capability is now, and will increasingly be, an integral part of investment and acquisition decisions,
to include increased cooperation with other initiatives to make
space more affordable.
While increased cooperation offers opportunities to make
space missions more affordable by sharing costs with other parties with similar interests, it also brings the potential for slower,
more onerous, decision making bodies. Such an attempt was
made under NPOESS by combining the terrestrial weather interests across the NOAA with those of the DoD and the European weather community. However, as declared by the Executive Office of the President in the February 2010 restructure,1 the
US-only tri-agency governance structure failed to act in a timely
manner to effectively deal with cost and schedule growth due
to differing objectives and acquisition procedures between the
agencies. Similarly, international arrangements have the potential to share costs across parties with common interests but
tighten the coupling between the organizations increases the time
it takes the collective group to make decisions.
As military needs evolve more rapidly, lengthy acquisition
programs tend to become less responsive to meeting those changing mission needs. The challenge this brings to the acquisition,
requirements, and resourcing communities is the need to manage
capabilities and make critical investment decisions against the
backdrop of provisioning changing capabilities, not just approving and resourcing programs. Some progress is being made—
most recently, the Joint Staff established an Interim Capabilities
Document for positioning, timing, and navigation. The 2006
Nunn-McCurdy reviews for NPOESS looked across the suite of
weather capabilities and made several difficult decisions (e.g.,
de-manifesting sensors, reducing US orbits by incorporating European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites capabilities) at a mission architecture level.
We need to maximize learning from these initial examples as
this kind of enterprise perspective will continue to grow to include technology and industrial base perspectives as discussed
in challenge area five. Having a complementary requirements
process would help drive some of these behaviors into the acquisition community as well. Requirements documentation
and assessment across a capability area inclusive of resiliency
requirements, as is being done for PNT, necessitates the acquisition community construct complementary frameworks in the
form of layered space/non-space architectures with real elements
targeted towards addressing resiliency needs. This type of activity should be extended across the other space mission areas and
include an assessment of impacts to infrastructure elements such
as space access and space operations.
Challenge 4: Improving the performance of space acquisition programs within the context of the new space environment.
Although not a new critical interest area for the DoD, the need
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for affordability, broadening of the customer base in cooperative
programs, and increased pressure to continue to excel in every
mission area while adding resilience necessitate being able to establish realistic cost, schedule, and performance baselines and
hold to them through completion of the program. The biggest,
but not only, factor I have observed in the satellite programs I
have worked is conducting a sufficient amount of effective design enumeration and analysis. Much of what plagued those programs was tremendous amount of rework late in the program,
much of it in software, creating additional expenses due to redoing the design and the costs of the standing army while subelements delayed progress at higher levels of assembly and test.
Three major elements offer opportunities to begin building
confidence back into satellite developers—reduce design complexity, ensure across-the-board multi-disciplinary teams assess
the design, develop, and employ more robust design analysis
tools to increase the sophistication (ability to anticipate unintended consequences) of the analysis, and consideration and analysis
of design alternatives to better understand hidden design drivers. There is a tendency for developers and their government
overseers to consider the design phase as a one-pass process—
once the design is considered ‘good enough’ for the basic technical performance measures, we immediately move to implement
and test. However, we are finding that a determination of ‘good
enough’ during critical design really is not sufficient because of
a lack of detail in the analyses failed to uncover fundamental
flaws. These fundamental flaws go unfound, sometimes because
we failed to anticipate emergent behaviors and critical interdependencies, sometimes we fail to consider the difficulties in manufacturing an elegant but complex design, sometimes because we
just missed a design flaw in spite of all the peer reviews, prototyping, and testing that could have been found through increased
robustness in design tools and activities.
We need to consider the design phase as the best time to really wring out as many of the implementation and performance
issues from the program as possible. The design phase usually
has lower labor costs than later phases—the work force is smaller
and the errors are easier to correct—so taking more time early in
the program is a modest schedule hit, not a major cost hit. Taking the time to bring in outside experts, perform more modeling
and analysis, consideration of alternative approaches can, at a
minimum, significantly increase the amount of understanding in
design drivers and limitations, at best, assuring good design will
prevent complete rework because fundamental design flaws do
not get passed into subsequent development phases.
Other, more strategic opportunities are being explored—reducing the mission complexity, increasing the rate at which we
fly lower complexity satellites, alternative business strategies
such as block buys and incremental funding all serve to make acquisition programs more manageable but this is a goal for which
we should continue to strive for improvement. In many instances, old techniques will still serve us well so continued rigor in
areas such as earned value, multi-disciplinary design teams, and
formal risk management should be the norm for acquisition programs. There is still a need for investment in design tool and
methodology improvements—tools which allow us to better realize and analyze the designs across increasingly complex amounts
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of hardware and software and which allow us to identify hidden
dependencies and emergent behaviors.
Challenge 5: Managing the technology loop effectively
across the space industrial base. The technology loop is the
management of science and technology investments and their
transition into space acquisition programs and is the primary
path employed by DoD to transition cutting edge technologies
and techniques into capability on orbit. It’s characteristics are
heavily influenced by the critical path through the industrial base.
While this loop has been a long standing part of DoD’s ability to
field high-performing technologies, the new space policy adds
the elements of increasing commercial use, adding resilience to
space capabilities, and increasing US industry competiveness in
international markets.
The first, but not only, challenge in managing the ‘loop’ is the
underlying business model for acquisition programs. Cost-plus
contracting is a reasonable way to manage and reward higher risk
developments but tends to discourage innovation. Cost-plus contracting tends to drive the developers to use what they consider
to be proven design methods and technologies because those elements are have predicable cost and outcome. However, are we
willing to re-try fixed-price based models in spite of the lessons
learned from the mid-80s to encourage contractors to be more
aggressive about implementing cost reducing technologies and
techniques?
Next is the ability for contractors to manage their critical staffing and expertise. The trend within the DoD in the recent past is
buying fewer satellites with longer development times but which
provide very high-performance. These long development cycles
tend to reduce the amount of opportunities available at any given
time within which critical work skills could be transferred as
old projects complete and new ones start. Shorter development
cycles are expected to support a smaller overall industrial base
because the total funding and functional content, at a given point
in time, associated with the shorter cycles will be smaller but
improvements in higher numbers of competitive procurement
actions, increased opportunities for technology insertion, and
smaller gaps in technical work. The total work is unlikely to be
significantly less because we’re mostly smoothing over the large
peaks and valleys associated with large space acquisitions.
Managing the technologies themselves—usually emerging
from government or internally-managed research funding, into
development programs—has inherent challenges in dealing with
intellectual property rights to protect the interests of the technology developers to pursue the intellectual and financial benefits of
their inventions while allowing the government to pursue ‘bestof-breed’ approaches in acquisition. In space, those technology
challenges are made less tractable by the inherently exquisite nature of those technologies and the harsh environment in which
they’re expected to operate. Export controls have been the center
of discussions about US industry competitiveness recently but
the needs and views are mixed. The current space policy strives
to increase US commercial competitiveness through reduced export controls while stemming the flow of advanced space technologies to unauthorized parties. Critics of current export controls cite lengthy approval cycles and overprotection of common
implementations, proponents note technologies provide a signifiHigh Frontier

cant part of our warfighting advantage and data shows license
approval cycles are reasonable. Obviously the proper balance
between protecting our technological edge and improving overseas competitiveness of our industry partners is at the core of
this issue and must be handled in the details, not through broad
decree. The ability to strike this balance comes from combined
efforts across intelligence, acquisition, and security.
Additional formidable challenges are explicit or implicit in the
new policy—for example, space cadre and information assurance
areas are as challenging as any I have mentioned above and will
be addressed by others as we continue to implement the direction
of the current leadership. I have offered a couple of suggestions
to deal with the emerging challenges identified as follows:
• Revise space governance and develop an investment
framework to enable the difficult decision making.
• Invest more efforts on getting the satellite and ground designs right by allowing time for analysis and providing better tools/methods.
• Develop flexible comprehensive architectures inclusive of
space and ground.
• Pursue smaller, rapid, and affordable acquisitions, where
possible, to enable a healthier industrial base.
• Develop requirements and acquisition strategies for capabilities, not just programs and include policy and cooperation (commercial, interagency, and international) as an integral part of those strategies.
Each of the above challenges areas and the modest number of
solution areas I have suggested are worthy of additional in-depth
analysis as opportunities for progress exist. The new space era,
reflected in the revised NSP needs our new ideas and new energy
to meet and overcome to these challenges.
Notes:
1
“Restructuring the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental
Satellite System,” fact sheet, NPOESS Decision, 1 February 2010.
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ational Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
is pleased to be an integral part of President Barack
Obama’s National Space Policy (NSP) announced in June. Along
with several other technical and defense agencies, we are part of
a national focus on reinvigorating research and development. It
is a critical time for this new direction, as we have under-invested
in this area for years. We know a lot about what capabilities
we need to make the next big leaps in space exploration—we
have conducted studies and compiled capability needs lists for
decades without much achievement. The president has given us
his backing and a blueprint to help us reach those goals by signing into law the NASA Authorization Act of 2010.
This is the earliest a president has issued a space policy in any
of the past three administrations. It shows how serious President
Obama is about space and how much he believes in its potential to benefit our economy and to have a positive impact on the
larger issues affecting our world.
The US has always been a leader in science and technology,
with a drive to create grand new things that did not exist before
and push the envelope of our human potential. The NSP gives
our nation the opportunity to reignite its excellence in research
and development and innovate in many areas that will drive our
future. The benefits will not only be economic. With a continued
focus on innovation, we will create capabilities for future generations to strive and achieve and help to build bridges throughout
the world.
One of the foundational activities that we are directed to do
under the space policy is to enhance capabilities for assured access to space. We are directed to acquire space launch services
that are reliable, responsive to US government needs, and costeffective. We are also directed to purchase and use commercial
space capabilities and services to the maximum practical extent.
We are to develop governmental space systems only when it is
in the national interest and there is no suitable, cost-effective US
commercial or, as appropriate, foreign commercial service or
system that is or will be available.
Consistent with this policy is the orderly phase-out of the
space shuttle program. As a former shuttle commander, I know
that the program has served our nation well and contributed
greatly to our understanding of human spaceflight and helped us
achieve many scientific and technological breakthroughs. However, a decision was made back in 2004 to phase the shuttle out,
and this has been reinforced by the tenets of the NSP, and now it
is our job to see this process through to completion. Fortunately,
the future for human spaceflight is bright, and we expect to have
many more capabilities for accessing low Earth orbit (LEO) than
we have now.
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To move beyond the shuttle program to the next decade of
utilization of the International Space Station (ISS) and the technologies for exploring beyond LEO, we have the NASA-specific
Civil Space Guidelines of the NSP. To summarize and paraphrase, they are:
• To set far reaching milestones, including crewed missions
beyond the moon by 2025 and to orbit Mars with humans
by the 2030s.
• To use the ISS as the incredible resource it is to further human exploration and also make the most of its potential for
international cooperation.
• To expand our work with the private sector to enable safe,
reliable, and cost-effective commercial spaceflight capabilities for crew and cargo to and from the ISS.
• To robustly pursue those technologies, working with industry, academia, and international partners, to increase
the capabilities, decrease the costs, and expand the opportunities for future space activities.
• To work steadily toward the next generation of launch systems.
• To send more robots into the solar system to help us learn
more about it, scout for new destinations and test technologies.
• To continue our strong program of space science for observations, research, and analysis of our cosmos.
• To increase our capabilities to detect, track, catalog, and
characterize near-Earth objects to reduce the risk of harm
to humans from an unexpected impact on our planet and to
identify potentially resource-rich planetary objects.
• And in concert with other agencies, increase our Earth observing capabilities and knowledge of weather and natural
phenomena on our planet and the gathering of data about it.
All of this unfolds from a well thought out seed, the National
Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958. This is NASA’s founding
document.
The Space Act has been amended frequently, but always in
the spirit of the original and to take into account new possibilities and challenges. The president’s proposal for NASA’s future
and his further delineation of those goals in the NSP is aimed
squarely at fulfilling key principles of Congress’ design for our
nation’s civil aeronautical and space activities—and the administration it created to conduct them—that were laid out in that
cornerstone legislation.
Right up front in the Space Act’s Declaration of Policy and
Purpose, Congress directed NASA to make concrete and genuine
contributions to nine fundamental objectives. Over the course
of its nearly 52-year history, NASA’s success in advancing those
goals has been impressive—and in many cases spectacular. The
course that President Obama has now charted for NASA is de-
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signed to raise that bar. The first five objectives of the space act
are specifically addressed in the president’s policy:
• Expand human knowledge of the earth and of phenomena
in the atmosphere and space;
• Improve aeronautical and space vehicles;
• Develop and operate space vehicles to carry equipment
and living organisms through space;
• Conduct long range studies on aerospace opportunities,
benefits, and challenges; and
• Preserve the role of the US as a space leader.
In some ways the president’s policy can be seen as a departure
from previous policies because it puts us squarely on a path of
future-thinking, highlighted by capabilities rather than a destination focus. This approach forces us to take actions that lead
to tangible progress on the technologies that will truly make us
a spacefaring nation in an affordable, sustainable, realistic way.
But it also maintains continuity with the fundamental precepts
that have endured since the dawn of the space age, which have
served this country very well and made it a leader in space and
led to accomplishments that have benefited the entire world.
The way NASA redefines how it functions as an agency and
meets the competing demands of its stakeholders—not least the
American taxpayer—but also other government agencies, industry, academia, and other participants, and remains a good partner
to the nations who want to contribute to a global exploration enterprise along with us, is going to be one of our greatest challenges. It is not going to be painless, but the NSP gives us a
viable roadmap. Our purpose in taking NASA forward on a bold
new path is to uphold and advance the fundamental principles of
the space act.
To put all of this in real-world context, compare the Space Act
and the NSP to NASA’s latest authorization act, signed into law
by the president in October 2010. That bill gives us the guidance on how to bring these conceptual ideas to life over the next
three years. In the broadest sense, that authorization act calls on
NASA to:
• Sustain capability for long-duration presence in LEO
• Determine if humans can live for long periods in space
with decreasing reliance on Earth
• Maximize exploration’s role in advancing knowledge of
the universe, support national and economic security and
inspire young people’s education
• Build upon cooperative framework of ISS partnership
The concrete actions behind each of these precepts include
maintaining shuttle launch capability through fiscal year 2011.
The authorization act also extends the ISS through at least 2020.
The other partners have agreed to this in principle, and we are
now working out the specifics.
The act directs NASA to develop a Space Launch System with
capability of lifting payloads of 70 to 100 metric tons to LEO
without an upper stage and capability to launch an integrated
Earth departure upper stage to carry 130 metric tons or more.
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The goal for full operational capability of the system’s core elements is 31 December 2016. It is our intention that such a system have the potential for use by multiple clients, including other
agencies and partners.
NASA will develop a multipurpose crew vehicle for use with
the Space Launch System, which will continue the Orion crew
exploration vehicle’s human safety features, designs, and systems.
The authorization gives us increased support for our current
programs to develop commercial capability for transporting crew
and cargo to space. Our Commercial Orbital Transportation Services (COTS) program currently has two participants—SpaceX
and Orbital Sciences Corporation—that are moving forward on
such key elements as test launches and engine firings on the path
to becoming the first companies to carry cargo for us commercially to the ISS. Increased funding support for COTS could enable us to accelerate some of the milestones and testing. NASA
also has awarded contracts to SpaceX and Orbital to deliver
cargo to the ISS after the retirement of the space shuttle. NASA
will also continue and expects to expand the Commercial Crew
Development Program, which currently has five participants involved in developing launch systems and crew vehicles and supporting technology development.
President Obama has correctly concluded that we need to shift
the paradigm, encourage innovation and incentivize the private
sector to take the lead in getting us to LEO from here out so that
NASA can focus on the big picture and make the next innovations happen. This larger role for government has been successful and appropriate throughout our history, and we have transferred many technologies to the private sector during that time.
This shift in the way we operate is a once in a generation
course change, but the capabilities that industry has demonstrated give us confidence in the ability of the commercial sector to
successfully provide us service to LEO and open up an entirely
new segment of the economy. While NASA will provide oversight to commercial companies working on this capability, it no
longer needs to own the systems themselves. But, the bottom
line is that no one will fly until we are convinced all safety criteria have been met.
Taking the first steps in the bold new missions NASA is proposing, the agency will establish a new space technology program to align mission directorate investments and support longterm needs. This program will complement mission-directorate
funded research and support, where appropriate, multiple users.
This unified approach coordinates development of technologies
and capabilities across the agency.
In line with our work to develop new launch systems, the
Kennedy Space Center and the Cape Canaveral AFS in Florida
will receive 21st century launch complex upgrades to help them
support more users and a wider range of launch opportunities.
We are likewise upgrading our launch facilities at the Wallops
Flight Facility in Virginia.
The act also authorizes funding for science and aeronautics at
the level in the president’s request, which provides funding for
several priority Earth observation missions, new missions to explore our solar system and peer beyond it, and greater resources
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for aeronautics research leading to safer, more efficient, and more
environmentally friendly aircraft and air traffic control systems.
In short, the policy and our authorization act put us on a path
to transformative technology development and innovative technology demonstrations to pursue more advanced approaches
to space exploration. They foster research and development on
heavy-lift and propulsion technologies, and seek to modernize
our nation’s critical launch infrastructure. The goal is to improve
US competitiveness in many commercial space arenas, including the launch sector, to improve the space industrial base and
increase the nation’s economic growth.
The implications of this new paradigm are a way of looking
at the generational picture where we are less vehicle-driven and
more capability-focused to ensure cross-cutting applicability
across missions and users.
But beyond that, this generational shift in the space program
reflects a larger momentum to ensure that our nation has a deep
well of technological excellence to draw from to meet future
challenges, and that it is training future leaders here in this country to meet those challenges. Core components of the NSP and
the 2010 NASA Authorization Act require us to create educational opportunities now to inspire the next generation. I can
point to specific programs where we are working hard to bring
new students to science, technology, engineering, and mathematics careers, but in the final analysis, it is the very missions we
make possible through our work that will be one of the strongest
draws to these careers. We must continue to innovate and create the opportunities for young people to make a contribution to
national goals through these missions. This is a very important
piece of the policy—the people side—that is less quantifiable
than the metrics of a technology development program but no
less crucial.
International contributions and partnerships have contributed significantly to the success of many of our programs and
missions—from the ISS elements provided by Russia, Canada,
Japan, and the European Space Agency to the stunning success
of Cassini-Huygens at Saturn, to instruments we have flown on
other nations’ satellites. Indeed, the ISS itself is a model of diplomatic success and global cooperation that will endure as one of
the program’s greatest legacies.
Our space program makes us more than ever a leader in the
world, and this new direction will require us not only to innovate,
but to collaborate. There are many exciting opportunities coming
up—from missions to Mars to many other destinations humans
want to visit—that will require new ways of looking at space and
new ways of combining our expertise with the resources of other
countries, including those that may not have space programs but
can make a contribution.
This dialogue is ongoing right now with our international
partners at the working level, while we establish our preliminary
needs and objectives for the coming years. Then, we will move
toward more detailed discussions and consensus building, with
both current and non-traditional partners, to lay out a plan for
the US and its partners to achieve a steady progression of human
missions to increasingly ambitious destinations, ultimately to the
surface of Mars.
19

At its core, America’s space program is strong. It has helped
us rewrite scientific textbooks in just the past few years. It has
created an aerospace industry that is the envy of the world. And
it has generated knowledge and technology whose benefits have
spread beyond our borders. The NSP’s intention is to strengthen
that national resource and make it durable and flexible for the future. Like the National Aeronautics and Space Act, it will remain
a living document that responds to real-time challenges even as it
helps us focus on our aspirations just out of reach.
Maj Gen Charles F. Bolden, Jr.,
USMC, retired (BS, Electrical Science, US Naval Academy; MS,
Systems Management, University
of Southern California) began his
duties as the 12th administrator of
the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration in July 2009. He
leads the NASA team and manages
its resources to advance the agency’s missions and goals.
General Bolden’s confirmation
marks the beginning of his second
stint with the nation’s space agency.
His 34-year career with the Marine Corps included 14 years as a member of NASA’s Astronaut Office. After joining the office in 1980, he
traveled to orbit four times aboard the space shuttle between 1986 and
1994, commanding two of the missions. Prior to General Bolden’s
nomination as NASA administrator, he was the chief executive officer of JACKandPANTHER LLC, a small business enterprise providing leadership, military and aerospace consulting, and motivational
speaking.
He received an appointment to the US Naval Academy and, after
completing flight training in 1970, became a naval aviator. He flew
more than 100 combat missions in North and South Vietnam, Laos,
and Cambodia, from 1972-1973.
General Bolden later served in a variety of positions in the Marine
Corps in California and was assigned to the Naval Test Pilot School
at Patuxent River, Maryland. At the Naval Air Test Center’s Systems
Engineering and Strike Aircraft Test Directorates, he tested a variety
of ground attack aircraft until his selection as an astronaut candidate
in 1980.
His NASA astronaut career included technical assignments as the
Astronaut Office safety officer; technical assistant to the director of
Flight Crew Operations; special assistant to the director of the Johnson Space Center; chief of the safety division at Johnson; lead astronaut for vehicle test and checkout at the Kennedy Space Center; and
assistant deputy administrator at NASA Headquarters. After his final
space shuttle flight in 1994, he returned to active duty with the operating forces in the Marine Corps as the deputy commandant of midshipmen at the US Naval Academy.
General Bolden was assigned as the deputy commanding general
of the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force in the Pacific in 1997. In 1998,
he served as commanding general of the 1st Marine Expeditionary
Force Forward in support of Operation Desert Thunder in Kuwait.
General Bolden was promoted to his final rank of major general in
July 1998 and named deputy commander of US Forces in Japan. He
later served as the commanding general of the 3rd Marine Aircraft
Wing at Marine Corps Air Station Miramar in San Diego, California,
from 2000 until 2002, before retiring in 2003. General Bolden’s many
military decorations include the Defense Superior Service Medal and
the Distinguished Flying Cross. He was inducted into the US Astronaut Hall of Fame in May 2006.
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Nature, History, and Status of the Space Domain
n January 2007, China launched a sophisticated payload
intended to decisively test an antisatellite capability. As
the kinetic kill vehicle closed in on the inactive Fengyun-1C
weather satellite at more than 18,000 miles per hour,1 a new
era began in space: the era of congestion. The resulting impact
created an enormous debris cloud posing hazards to hundreds
of operational spacecraft. By mid-September 2010, the debris
count had reached 3,037 objects, of which 97 percent still remain in orbit more than three and a half years after the test and
are expected to threaten assets in space for the next 20 years.2,3
The debris from the Fengyun-1C spacecraft now represents
over 20 percent of all cataloged objects passing through low
Earth orbit.
Two years after this startling test, another disturbing event
happened; a “dead” satellite and an active communications satellite collided. The debris field from the impact of Iridium 33
and Cosmos 2251 numbered over 1,750 objects.4 These two
events, taken together, increased the amount of space junk circling the planet by 60 percent.5 Although more than 4,700 space
missions have been conducted since the beginning of the space
age, only 10 missions have accounted for one-third of all debris
orbiting the earth. Alarmingly, six of these 10 debris-producing
events occurred within the past 10 years.6 It was now painfully

Figure 1. Growth of cataloged objects in low Earth orbit.7
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obvious that a satellite could be hit by random debris, and has
been. This shocking wake-up call sent a message to all spacefaring nations that action must be taken if we want to preserve
the environment for the benefit of future generations.
Not only is the amount of debris rising exponentially, the
number of nations able to access space is growing. Eleven
nations or consortia have demonstrated the ability to launch a
satellite into space, with three of them, the US, Russia (Soviet
Union), and China, having the capability to launch humans into
space. Two additional countries, Iraq and North Korea, both
claim to have successfully launched a satellite but this has not
been confirmed.8 Brazil and South Korea have each made several launch attempts, but have not had a successful mission.
More than three dozen countries have launched their satellites on a foreign booster. Multiple commercial entities, such
as SpaceX, Virgin Galactic/Scaled Composites, Air Launch,
Kistler, Beal, and Liberty, are developing private launch systems, with both SpaceX and Virgin demonstrating successful
systems.9
Clearly the rapidly evolving nature and status of the space
domain required a call to action. As the global leader in space,
the US needed to show commitment to the preservation of the
space domain, responsible behavior in space, and establishing
acceptable norms of behavior to preserve the domain for future
economic and national security benefits. The National Space
Policy of the US of America signed by President Barack Obama
on 28 June 2010, is an important, and positive, step in this direction.
Value of the Space Domain
Services and capabilities provided by space systems are critical in the modern geopolitical and global economic landscape.
The US National Space Policy (NSP) states, “Space systems
allow people and governments around the world to see with
clarity, communicate with certainty, navigate with accuracy, and operate with assurance.”10
Space is a common domain that provides
over $260 billion in benefit to the global
economy.11 It is vital to our national security, provides intelligence information, treaty
verification, missile warning, navigation and
timing, and secure communications. It enables many of the daily activities we take for
granted in the US, from navigating around
the city using a mobile phone to picking the
right jacket to wear based on the morning
weather forecast. If objects in space are
threatened, our economy, national security,
20

The Role of Policy in Preserving the Domain
The US is a member of the Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee and is a vocal advocate for the United
Nations Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines,12 but the White
House recognized that more affirmative action was needed. As
the global leader in space, our policy, and actions, must set the
example for the world’s space activities.
Given this level of activity and the grave consequences of
misbehavior to our economic and national security interests,
a policy geared toward transparency, confidence building, and
international cooperation is critical. NSP, like all government
policy, reflects high-level guidance and articulates national
goals and objectives, forming a basis for action supporting national intent. Our policy also shapes international perceptions
and communicates messages affecting our country’s relationships on a global stage.
The new NSP provides a strong commitment to the principles of responsible behavior and the preservation of the space
domain:13
It is the shared interest of all nations to act responsibly in space
to help prevent mishaps, misperceptions, and mistrust. The US
considers the sustainability, stability, and free access to, and use
of, space vital to its national interests. Space operations should
be conducted in ways that emphasize openness and transparency to improve public awareness of the activities of government, and enable others to share in the benefits provided by the
use of space.

Dating back to the Dwight D. Eisenhower administration and
the dawn of the space age, US space policy has been based on
the principle of peaceful uses of outer space.14 This approach
greatly influenced how space is used and the global perception
of the value. The current international legal regime, embodied
in the “Outer Space Treaty”15 signed in 1967, recognizes that
“the exploration and use of outer space … shall be carried out
for the benefit and in the interests of all countries, irrespective
of the degree of their economic or scientific development, and
shall be the province of all mankind.”16 Moreover, it declares
that “outer space … is not subject to national appropriation by
claim of sovereignty.”17 The US also abides by the rules and
decision-making procedures calling for registration of space
objects and restrictions on weapons of mass destruction in
space.18 The US is committed to these principles and has been
a global leader in efforts to protect and preserve the domain.

NASA Orbital Debris Program Office

and standard of living are likewise in peril. Given that debris
in space could last many generations, responsible behavior in
space is necessary not only for our generation but for future
generations and the benefit of mankind.

Figure 2. Computer generated image of objects currently being
tracked in orbit around Earth.   Approximately 95 percent of these
objects are debris.

Preserving the Domain
The NSP strengthens stability in space through domestic and
international measures to promote safe and responsible operations in space, improved information collection and sharing for
space object collision avoidance, protection of critical space
systems and supporting infrastructures, with special attention
to the critical interdependence of space and information systems; and strengthening measures to mitigate orbital debris.19
Air Force Space Command (AFSPC) takes this commitment
seriously and has multiple on-going efforts to ensure safe operations in space that minimize the potential for debris. Our
launch and range operations at Patrick and Vandenberg AFBs
adhere to strict safety and environmental standards. All operations are designed from the very beginning to minimize environmental impact should a problem occur. We realize that our
space and launch operations are challenging, and we therefore
appropriately take extreme measures to protect our people and
the environment.
This approach was evident in the intentional destruction of
USA-193 in February 2008. This satellite malfunctioned shortly after launch and still carried a full load of hydrazine fuel.
Extensive analysis showed there was a high probability that the
hydrazine tank could survive the impending re-entry and posed
an unacceptably high risk to human life. An emergency mission was undertaken to intercept and destroy the satellite, with
mission design specifically focused on minimizing potential
space debris. Engineers estimated that more than 50 percent
of the debris would re-enter the atmosphere within 45 minutes
of the event and that of the debris left in temporary orbit, more
than 99 percent would fall out of orbit within one week.20 No

Given this level of activity and the grave consequences of misbehavior to our economic and
national security interests, a policy geared toward transparency, confidence building, and
international cooperation is critical.
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The international agreements we have in place go a long way toward fostering understanding, promoting transparency, and supporting the mutual interests and foreign policy objectives of all involved.
parts “larger than a football” survived the intercept with all
debris larger than one centimeter harmlessly burning up within
weeks.21
A key aspect of preventing mishaps in space and preserving
the domain is a thorough understanding of what objects are in
space, or “space situational awareness” (SSA). Shared awareness of space activity is needed for global spaceflight safety
and contributes to transparency and confidence building measures. The US is the international leader in SSA capabilities
and can use this knowledge to foster cooperative SSA relationships, support safe space operations, and protect US and allied
space capabilities and operations. AFSPC continues to explore
opportunities for greater cooperation in this area, with key partners already providing access to critical ground sites around
the world.
The new NSP assigns the responsibility for the development, acquisition, operation, maintenance, and modernization
of SSA capabilities to the secretary of defense. AFSPC broke
new ground in SSA data sharing when, pursuant to the fiscal
year 2003 National Defense Authorization Act, it initiated a pilot program for the provision of space surveillance services to
commercial and foreign entities (CFE). This highly successful
program was created in 2004 to focus on safety of orbital flight
for government, commercial, and foreign satellite operators in
the US and around the world. AFSPC led the execution of the
CFE Pilot Program and demonstrated the feasibility and benefit
of providing space surveillance data to commercial and foreign
space operators. The program successfully “went operational”
in 2009, when AFSPC transferred it to US Strategic Command,
where it was renamed as the “SSA Data Sharing Program.”
AFSPC improved SSA data sharing by expanding and automating processing and analytical capabilities available to
the Joint Functional Component Command for Space (JFCC
SPACE) at the Joint Space Operations Center (JSpOC). JFCC
SPACE is now able to perform basic conjunction assessments
on all active satellites (approximately 1,150).22 This comprehensive approach provides greater opportunity for warning satellite operators of possible collisions and contributes to safer
activities in space, for both manned and unmanned systems.
As direct result of data provided by the SSA Data Sharing Program, satellite owners and operators worldwide maneuvered 51
times in 2009 to avoid objects that could impact their satellites
and create more debris.23 These measures are the starting point
toward reversing the alarming growth in space debris circling
the earth.
AFSPC’s Role in International Cooperation
The new policy recognizes that space is a global commons
and that preservation of the domain calls for international coHigh Frontier

operation. The policy states, “All nations have the right to use
and explore space, but with this right also comes responsibility. The US, therefore, calls on all nations to work together to
adopt approaches for responsible activity in space to preserve
this right for the benefit of future generations.”
AFSPC is a global command operating in multiple countries
and territories around the world, including the United Kingdom, Denmark, Greenland, Australia, Germany, Spain, Diego
Garcia, and Ascension Island. Beyond operating overseas
ground stations, AFSPC also develops, launches, and operates
a variety of satellites that gather information of direct and immediate benefit to the global community. For example, the efforts of our satellite operations crews make it possible for GPS
to provide timing and positioning data around the world at no
cost to the user. Similarly, missile warning data is provided to
friends and allies in diverse regions across the globe through
the Shared Early Warning System program. The international
agreements we have in place go a long way toward fostering
understanding, promoting transparency, and supporting the mutual interests and foreign policy objectives of all involved.
In a prime example of international space cooperation,
AFSPC’s Schriever Wargame series provides a direct avenue
for the US and its partners to share information, develop cooperative plans, and gain a greater perspective on securing and
preserving a global domain that affects all nations. Canada,
the United Kingdom and Australia have participated side-byside with the US in the last four Schriever wargames, with a
highly successful interaction that has explored greater levels of
cooperation, transparency, and information sharing. This is just
one of the forums used to explore partnership opportunities and
develop closer working relationships on space issues.
Protecting the Future
The US will continue to lead global efforts aimed at minimizing space debris and preserving the space environment for
the responsible, peaceful, and safe use for all nations. We continue to leverage space situational awareness information to
detect, identify, and attribute actions in space that are contrary
to responsible use and the long-term sustainability of the space
environment. As a global partner in space, we provide information to owners and operators of space systems to help prevent
mishaps, promote transparency and encourage responsible behavior that protects the environment from damage. Given the
challenges of an increasingly congested domain, the new NSP
charted a path to ensuring long-term viability and continued
benefit from the space domain for many generations to come.
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Brig Gen John W. “Jay” Raymond, USAF (BS, Administrative
Management, Clemson University;
MS, Administrative Management,
Central Michigan University; MA,
National Security and Strategic
Studies, Naval War College) is vice
commander, 5th Air Force, and deputy commander, 13th Air Force, Yokota AB, Japan. Fifth Air Force exercises authority over US Air Force
forces in Japan for organization,
resources, personnel, training, and
readiness. The command also coordinates joint and bilateral actions with US Forces Japan, US service
components, the Japan Air Self Defense Forces, and other Japanese
organizations to strengthen bilateral interoperability.
General Raymond entered the Air Force as a distinguished graduate of ROTC at Clemson University in 1984. He has served as a Minuteman missile combat crew commander, instructor, and flight commander, and as executive officer to the 30th Space Wing commander.
His staff assignments include HQ AFSPC, Air Staff, and the Office
of Secretary of Defense. He has commanded at the squadron, group,
and wing levels. In 2007, he deployed to Southwest Asia as director
of Space Forces in support of operations Enduring Freedom and Iraqi
Freedom. Upon his return, he served as the commander of the 21st
Space Wing at Peterson AFB, Colorado.
Mr. Kurt M. Neuman (BS, University of Minnesota; MBA, University of New Mexico) is a senior
analyst for AFSPC, specializing in
space-related strategic studies and
policies. In support of director of
plans, programs and analyses, he is
responsible for analysis of national,
military, and intelligence strategies, doctrine and policy to support
development of long range planning products. During his time at
AFSPC, Mr. Neuman has directly
supported development of the National Space Policy, National Security Space Strategy, Quadrennial
Defense Review, Space Posture Review, and Air Force White Paper on
Space. In addition, he has been the command’s focal point for efforts
to improve space governance and management of space activities.
Mr. Neuman previously served as an Air Force officer for 21 years,
with assignments in operations research; satellite command and control; launch operations; wargaming and strategy, policy and planning
development. Publications include Securing Freedom in the Global
Commons (Stanford University Press, 2010), Athena’s Scepter: Responsive Space and Global Security (Eisenhower Institute, 2004), and
numerous white papers and technical analyses.
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n 28 June 2010, President Barack Obama issued the
2010 National Space Policy (NSP), providing comprehensive guidance for all government activities in space, including the commercial, civil, and national security space sectors.
In a word, the 2010 NSP is pro-business and addresses US
commercial interests in a number of ways. The principles section of the policy states, “The United States is committed to
encouraging and facilitating the growth of a US commercial
space sector that supports US needs, is globally competitive,
and advances US leadership in the generation of new markets
and innovation-driven entrepreneurship.”
The first of the six stated policy goals is to “Energize competitive domestic industries to participate in global markets and
advance the development of: satellite manufacturing; satellitebased services; space launch; terrestrial applications; and increased entrepreneurship.”
At the Department of Commerce, we are especially pleased
with the policy’s strong emphasis on the development and competitiveness of the commercial space sector—a dramatic shift
from previous policies. The new policy recognizes the importance of the long-term commercial development and sustainability of space.
Within the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), which is part of the Commerce Department, we
also welcome the 2010 NSP’s new guidance on environmental
stewardship and international cooperation.
Commercial Space Guidelines
As in previous policies, the 2010 NSP includes a set of Commercial Space Guidelines, some of which are familiar and some
of which are new guidelines focused on space commerce. The
Commercial Space Guidelines are a set of policy directives that
help shape the future planning and budgeting at federal departments and agencies.
For the purposes of the policy, the 2010 NSP also includes
a definition of the term “commercial” space. This is not the
first time the term has been defined in national policy, but it
is the first time we have this definition conveniently located
within the Commercial Space Guidelines. The new definition
is similar to the previous one, defining commercial activity as

that where private capital is at risk and nongovernmental customers exist, or could potentially exist.
The guidelines maintain and update several longstanding
provisions carried over from administration to administration,
while adding some wholly new directives that are important to
highlight. The familiar guidelines include the standard direction for departments and agencies to purchase and use commercial space capabilities and services to the maximum practical
extent. And to also modify commercial space capabilities and
services to meet US government (USG) requirements as an alternative to developing government solutions.
The 2010 NSP extends this direction by encouraging the
purchase and use of US commercial space services and capabilities in international agreements as well.
The guideline on developing governmental space systems
has been updated to specify that such development should occur only when it is in the national interest and there is no suitable commercial alternative.
The entirely new additions to the Commercial Space Guidelines include the direction that departments and agencies actively explore the use of inventive, nontraditional arrangements
for acquiring commercial space goods and services, such as
hosted payloads and data buys. The new guidelines also encourage the use of incentives such as prizes and competitions
to cultivate innovation and entrepreneurship.
Perhaps the most significant addition from a commercial perspective is the new guidance directing departments and agencies to pursue opportunities for transferring routine, operational
space functions to the commercial space sector. While this has
occurred in some areas, such as telecommunications and the
launching of satellites, there are many other government space
activities that may be ripe for commercialization.
Commercial Space Goods and Services
At a National Space Policy level, these are all very encouraging words, but you might ask what is the government actually
doing to grow the commercial space sector?
For decades now, the USG has relied heavily on the commercial sector and contractors to achieve its mission areas in
space. Indeed, it is because of the investments of the federal
government that the commercial space industry has achieved
the level of technical and financial prowess that it has today.
As the private commercial space sector has grown and become more mature in certain areas, the USG has begun to move
from a “contractor and customer” relationship, one usually

The guidelines maintain and update several longstanding provisions carried over from administration to administration, while adding some wholly new directives that are important
to highlight.
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As the president’s policy makes clear, this country is going to increasingly depend on a
robust, innovative, and competitive US commercial space sector to achieve our national
priorities in space.
dominated by cost-plus contracts, to purchasing many different
types of commercial space goods and services at fixed costs.
For instance, the USG routinely purchases commercial satellite telecommunications services. In fact, in the Department of
Defense alone it is estimated that over 80 percent of the satellite
communications traffic occurs over commercial services.
The National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency and NOAA
purchase commercial electro-optical and radar satellite imagery
from both domestic and international companies. These companies also sell imagery to various applications like Google
Earth.
Both National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) and NOAA rely on commercial space transportation
services to launch satellites into orbit. NASA recently signed a
Commercial Resupply Service contract with several companies
to transport supplies to the International Space Station (ISS). I
would also note that the 2010 NSP directs NASA to seek partnerships with the private sector to enable safe, reliable, and
cost-effective commercial spaceflight capabilities and services
for the transport of crew to the ISS.
NOAA is currently investigating the benefits and potential
opportunities to fulfill the earth observation requirements with
emerging commercial space services such as hosting NOAA
sensors or instruments on commercial telecommunication satellites or purchasing data from commercial providers.
One key issue for NOAA that might prove difficult to overcome in purchasing data from commercial providers is NOAA’s
desire for unrestricted data redistribution rights. NOAA wants
the ability to redistribute commercially-acquired data to the
same community of users who now receive free access to data
from NOAA-owned satellites. I would also note that NOAA
is prohibited by law from commercializing weather satellites.
The 2010 NSP Commercial Space Guidelines elucidate that
the US is committed to promoting and enhancing a robust domestic commercial space sector that will enable the long-term
commercial development and sustainability of space.
Workforce and Economic Development
As the president’s policy makes clear, this country is going
to increasingly depend on a robust, innovative, and competitive
US commercial space sector to achieve our national priorities
in space. The policy’s goal of “energizing competitive domestic industries” will work hand-in-hand with President Obama’s
national export initiative, which is also a key focus of the Department of Commerce.
Both policies will work together to strengthen the US commercial space industry, create and maintain jobs, cultivate innovation and entrepreneurship, increase exports, and retain a
skilled workforce. It is this highly skilled workforce that is
25

essential to fostering a competitive domestic space industry.
At the Department of Commerce, Secretary Gary Locke has
already moved forward on efforts to address space workforce
issues as co-chair with NASA Administrator Charles Bolden of
the president’s Task Force on Space Industry Work Force and
Economic Development.
To support the task force, President Obama has requested
$100 million in fiscal year 2011 to spur economic growth and
job creation along the Florida Space Coast and other regions affected by the retirement of the Space Shuttle. The Department
of Commerce’s Economic Development Administration would
disburse funding to various organizations identified through the
task force to facilitate its work.
The Department of Commerce and NASA are also gathering important workforce and industrial base data from current
Space Shuttle and other program suppliers to benchmark critical skills and capabilities to assist space sector repositioning
for future commercial space and other industrial opportunities.
Environmental Satellites
NOAA plays a critical role in the operation of environmental
observation satellites that help us forecast the weather, monitor
climate change, respond to disasters, and track distress signals
from emergency beacons. The 2010 NSP provides guidance for
NOAA in the execution of this role.
The policy provides updated guidance to both NOAA and
NASA concerning the joint polar satellite system, formerly
known as the National Polar-orbiting Operational Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS). NPOESS was a tri-agency
program with NOAA, the Air Force and NASA to merge the
civil and defense weather satellite programs in order to reduce
costs and to provide global weather and climate coverage with
improved capabilities above the current system.
The restructured program will continue to ensure uninterrupted, operational polar-orbiting environmental satellite observations with separate civilian and military systems as well
as relying on international partners for some data. Utilizing a
shared ground system, the Air Force will be responsible for the
morning orbit with its own Defense Weather Satellite System
and NOAA will be responsible for the afternoon orbit data collections with the Joint Polar Satellite System.
At the Department of Commerce, we believe the restructured program will work better for both government and public
customers who rely upon such data.
As important as the polar-orbiting environmental satellite
observations are to the nation there are also research and development satellites that have proven very beneficial for forecasting weather and monitoring climate change. The 2010 NSP
directs NOAA and NASA to transition these mature research
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NOAA will primarily utilize NASA as the acquisition agent for operational civil environmental satellites in support of weather forecasting, climate monitoring, ocean and coastal
observations, and space weather forecasting.
and development Earth observation satellites to long-term operations. NOAA will primarily utilize NASA as the acquisition
agent for operational civil environmental satellites in support
of weather forecasting, climate monitoring, ocean and coastal
observations, and space weather forecasting.
At the Department of Commerce, we strongly support the
idea of international cooperation. The 2010 NSP encourages
stronger international cooperation to help sustain and enhance
weather, climate, ocean, and coastal observation from space.
And it also reaffirms the US commitment to the full, open, and
timely exchange of environmental data across national boundaries.
Of course, NOAA already works closely with many international partners in this arena, but we are happy to see such
cooperation highlighted in our official US policy. Such cooperation is essential to NOAA’s weather forecasting role and the
success of the global Earth observing system of systems being
developed to monitor climate change and support other global
priorities.
Finally, the 2010 NSP reaffirms the role of the Secretary
of Commerce as the regulatory and licensing agent, through
NOAA, for the operation of commercial remote sensing satellite systems. There are approximately 10 companies that currently hold commercial remote sensing licenses granted by the
Department of Commerce.
Conclusion
The president’s space policy takes some bold steps forward
for space commerce and provides an updated framework for
NOAA’s on-going mission in environmental observation.
This new blueprint for the nation’s direction in space development and utilization genuinely engages the commercial space
sector. For far too long the government has been the primary
actor in space but it took those initial investments, as it has in
other sectors, to help foster commercial enterprise. Looking to
the future, it will take the continued support of government to
promote commercial development but only through those commercial endeavors and the creation of new open markets will
the development of space be truly sustainable.
The Department of Commerce believes the new policy
points us in the right direction, one that will improve our economic competitiveness, create high-skilled, high-wage American jobs, and strengthen environmental safeguards.
We are looking forward to working with the other agencies
and stakeholders to implement the policy.
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human resources, training, facilities, property accounting, and safety.
From 1987 to 2004, Mr. Baker worked in the Office of the Under
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller), for 13 years as a budget examiner and for four years as associate director for investment, his first
position in the Senior Executive Service. As associate director, he
had oversight of Navy and Air Force research, development, and acquisition budgets totaling nearly $100 billion per year. He provided
leadership to a team of budget examiners who conducted programby-program budget reviews and recommended budget adjustments to
the deputy secretary of defense. Following the events of 11 September
2001, Mr. Baker led the formulation of the investment portions of the
emergency budget request.
Mr. Baker began his civil service career with the Department of the
Navy in 1974, holding a series of positions in the Naval Sea Systems
Command, the Naval Supply Systems Command, the Naval Material
Command, and the Office of the Navy Comptroller.
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ational Space Policies (NSP) tend to be formulaic, repeating much of what previous administrations have
said about the US role in space. There are common themes in
US space policies that have been unchanged over decades, and
the fundamental concerns and goals of US space policy have
remained largely the same. At the same time, there can be important differences between administrations that a new policy
will signal and the 2010 Obama NSP differs significantly from
its 2006 predecessor.
The new space policy addresses three problems that have
confronted each administration since 1989. The first is the sustainability and expense of the US space enterprise. The second
is the need to change international space governance from an
informal system largely shaped by two countries to a system
for a space environment crowded with satellites and by the contending ambitions of many countries. Finally, and perhaps as a
result of the first two problems, there is a growing anxiety over
US leadership in space, how it is being challenged, and how it
can be preserved.
While there is long-standing continuity in US goals and concerns that makes one space policy much like another, the context for that policy has changed significantly. Technological
change and technology diffusion have reshaped space. At least
nine nations have the ability to put objects into orbit. Many
more, perhaps 50, can build satellites, using smaller, cheaper
components and perhaps working with foreign partners. Seven nations, possibly more, have tested asymmetric attacks on
satellites—the most dramatic was the clumsy Chinese kinetic
kill, but there has been much more activity using electromagnetic spectrum and cyber techniques to degrade satellite performance. Our policies still need to adjust to these changes.
Administrations write national space policies for a public
and international audience. This foreign audience’s general
view of the issuing administration shapes their interpretation of
the policy. The message taken from the previous administration’s space policy, particularly by international audiences, was
a unilateral assertion of dominance.

These foreign perceptions of the 2006 NSP may have been
exaggerated by a belief that it was cut from the same cloth as
other US military policies, such as the invasion of Iraq and
the international actions against terrorism, but foreign perceptions were not essentially wrong. The essential theme of 2006
reflected the forceful unilateralism that underlay foreign and
security policy. The 2006 policy asserted US control and the
right to deny the use of space to its opponents while rejecting
any agreements that might limit US freedom of action—military action—in space.
It could be argued that this theme of US leadership in space
(which could appear to foreign audiences as an assertion of
dominance) is found in earlier space policies, and the 2006
policy changed only the tone and the weighting of policy by
adding emphasis to this aspect. However, in the context of
foreign perceptions of American foreign policy, this increased
emphasis on dominance and denial was counterproductive in
two ways.
First, announcing that the US has the right to untrammeled
action in space, including the use of force, to preserve its interests, creates “antibodies,” as other nations look for ways to
constrain the US. It also legitimizes their own military space
programs and shapes other nations interagency debates on
space policy and space weapons in ways unfavorable to the US.
From a technical perspective, it may be possible to deny the
use of space by opponents, but it would be very difficult and
perhaps impossible to prevent them from degrading US freedom of action in space through attacks on the American satellite fleet. Satellites are soft targets. America has many of
them. An astute opponent could conclude that the US would
have more to lose and come out worse in any exchange once
counterspace action commenced.
Second, by renouncing any form of arms control for space,
the US yielded leadership in international fora to other nations.
It lost the opportunity to find if there were areas where it could
“trade” with potential opponents for agreements that could reduce risk to US space assets and interests. The argument that
the Reagan administration had rejected space arms control and
there was no need to reconsider that decision flew in the face of
a vastly changed space domain, which now includes an array of
new opponents who are not bound by the informal understandings on conflict avoidance and on appropriate behavior in space
that had grown up between the US and the Soviets.

… announcing that the US has the right to untrammeled action in space, including the use
of force, to preserve its interests, creates “antibodies,” as other nations look for ways to
constrain the US.
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The legislative changes of the late 1990s that restricted the ability of US companies to sell
to foreign customers or cooperate with foreign partners seriously damaged the US commercial space industry and actually helped create foreign competition, as foreign governments increased spending to build space industrial capabilities.
The idea that there are no agreements, no trades, which
could be beneficial to the US, can be rejected out of hand. At
a minimum, a US failure to engage internationally leaves the
field open for potential opponents to shape opinion and, potentially, rules in ways unfavorable to the US. As the nation
with the largest fleet of satellites, and being, perhaps, the most
dependent on space, we have an asymmetric vulnerability. It is
true that a formal treaty would be unverifiable and difficult to
implement, but a treaty is not the only vehicle for international
agreement.
An effort to gain international acceptance of a norm that
stigmatizes attacks on unarmed space assets would be in our interest. Finally, some activities—transparency, regard for law—
are easier for the US to undertake than for some potential opponents, giving the US a negotiating advantage, should it choose
to take it. It is easier for us to be transparent about our space
activities, for example, than it is for Russia and China. This is
not to say that negotiations would be easy or quick, or that they
would not require some skill, but that the US would gain from
the process of engagement.
The Obama administration changed course away from forceful unilateralism. The hallmark of this change can be found
in the May 2010 National Security Strategy and its emphasis
on “pursuing comprehensive engagement.” This emphasis on
engagement in the National Security Strategy shapes the NSP,
which lays out four major premises to address the problems of
sustainability, governance, and leadership. These are:
• An emphasis on engagement and perhaps cooperation.
• The development of principles for responsible behavior.
• An emphasis on commercial and entrepreneurial space
activities for innovation and the provision of services.
• A rebalancing of emphasis between manned and unmanned space activities.
The immediate effect of the new space policy is to signal
US intentions and shape US international efforts to focus on
improved governance, including increased and cooperative
space situational awareness, debris mitigation, and codes of
conduct for responsible behavior in space. These are all attainable objectives. US engagement in creating a new governance
framework for space, based on situational awareness, codes of
conduct, and confidence-building measures will get immediate
traction. This is different from immediate progress. None of
the existing fora for space governance are strong. They will
have either to be rebuilt or replaced. The US will need to measure carefully what it will offer against what it would want (and
could get) in exchange from potential opponents. A simple
High Frontier

metric for negotiation is to say that any code of conduct that
wins rapid acceptance probably is not very valuable. A serious
code will require countries to move slowly as they assess benefits and potential losses.
Increased space situational awareness will be an important
component of being able to verify (to some degree) compliance with any norms or codes of conduct. Since most antisatellite programs are classified, they are likely to continue in
some form or another with or without norms (e.g., there will be
a strong temptation to “cheat”), but this is not a new problem in
arms control. The current policy that anti-satellite research is
allowable, but testing is not, may be the best starting point for
any effort to constrain opponents, and situational awareness,
by increasing the chances that a test would be detected, could
reinforce norms.
A US effort to reshape the space environment through international engagement will produce beneficial outcomes for
international space governance and US space operations. However, if we were to predict where the Obama NSP will succeed
and where it will face difficulty, the dividing line is between
efforts to improve governance, which are likely to show some
progress, and efforts to improve sustainability. The US has
wrestled with sustainability since the end of the high levels of
expenditures on space associated with the Cold War.
Confusion over technology transfer policies has only increased the problem—at the same time we were entering a
global economy, the US attempted to fence off a national space
industry, with damaging consequences. The legislative changes of the late 1990s that restricted the ability of US companies
to sell to foreign customers or cooperate with foreign partners
seriously damaged the US commercial space industry and actually helped create foreign competition, as foreign governments
increased spending to build space industrial capabilities. There
is no real effort to remove these restrictions because there is
little recognition of how it in the last fifteen years other nations’
access to space technology has increased beyond the point
where the US can expect to control it.
Even without counterproductive export legislation, the US
would have sustainability problems for its space enterprise.
Program management problems hobbled security space for
more than a decade, even leading one expert panel to call for
the dissolution of the National Reconnaissance Office and the
creation of a new national security space organization. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), trapped in
its low Earth orbit commitment to the shuttle and the International Space Station (ISS), left the US with the choice between
the world’s most expensive launch system and an inability—for
the first time in fifty years—to put humans into space. The new
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policy, to its credit, recognizes these problems (sometimes implicitly) and attempts to address them.
Any solution to these problems may lie at least in part outside of the scope of space policy. One explanation is that the
US ability to manage large, complex programs has declined.
This may reflect a national preference for focusing on process
rather than outcomes. A comparison of programs today with
programs of the 1960s—the golden age of space—show how
much more freedom managers had then to spend, to experiment, and to fail. That the time to complete programs has now
stretched into years, if not decades, is an indicator of the scope
of the problem.
The root of this dilemma is not money. The US spends more
on space activities than all other nations combined. Nor is it
technological skills. The Jet Propulsion Laboratory and other
NASA centers, along with Department of Defense programs,
do things in space that no other nation can match. However,
false starts, dead ends, and a slow pace have marred too many
programs. The fundamental problems are strategy and management. The new space policy does not really come to grips with
these fundamental problems, and the most likely result will be
a continuation of the lengthy internal debate over management
of the space enterprise.
The interim solution to sustainability contained in the new
policy is to emphasize commercial space. This may seem counter-intuitive, given the damage to the space industry caused by
export controls, but it reflects a larger faith in the administration of the importance of innovation and entrepreneurship—
what the policy calls “inventive, nontraditional arrangements.”
Nimbleness, cost control, and efficiency can be restored in the
space enterprise, the policy asserts, by increasing the role of the
private sector.
The hope that space entrepreneurs will eventually be able
to replace NASA in serving low Earth orbit activities is a bold
experiment that no other nation has tried and which is yet unproven. The best outcome would be that the entrepreneurs will
be able to man and supply the ISS at a price much lower than
the fabulously expensive space shuttle, and that their efforts
to cut launch costs will create new processes and technologies
without an unacceptable increase in risk. If this effort to engage private entrepreneurship works, it will be a major step towards the vision of commercial space flight. Even if it does not
succeed, the cost of the experiment is relatively low, compared
to current US manned programs, and may produce technology
spin-offs. The test of this policy will come in the next few
years, as it becomes clear whether commercial companies have
the ability to put people and goods reliably into low Earth orbit.
A related problem—how to rationalize the US launch industry—has confronted every administration for the last 20 years.
Some administrations have tried organizational solutions, such

as creating a National Space Council, (the Obama NSP does not
mention this council, although there has reportedly been discussion of a revived space council in the White House). Other
administrations have successfully, pushed consolidation and
rationalization of the launch industry. This policy emphasizes
the innovation and entrepreneurship found in the private sector
as a way to solve the launch conundrum. No policy, in this administration or its predecessors, has addressed the discrepancy
between the requirements for government launches, which considerably increase cost, and the effect this has on commercial
pricing. The result is that if the US wants a launch industry, it
will have to pay for it, and cannot expect it to be self-sustaining
or to receive the partial subsidization other nations’ launch industries obtain from commercial sales.
The emphasis on entrepreneurial space in the new policy has
been controversial, but the most controversial aspect of the policy has been the administration’s approach to civil space. By
the middle of the Bush administration, it was clear that the US
manned spaceflight program was unsustainable. The shuttle
consumed an immense amount of resources and confined US
manned activities to low Earth orbit. To its credit, the Bush
administration made the difficult decision to move away from
the shuttle. This was an essential step to free up the resources
needed to rebuild US space exploration capabilities.
However, the new direction the Bush administration chose
to take proved to be unproductive. The US, in this approach,
would recapture the glories of the 1960s by returning to the
moon and eventually sending humans to Mars. The effort
would be based entirely on US efforts to build a new launch
vehicle and new space capsule; and foreign partnership was
initially rejected—the NASA administrator once told foreign
space attachés in Washington that each nation should build its
own highway to the moon, and we could figure out how to cooperate when we got there. The single most difficult problem,
however, was that the new “Moon, Mars, and Beyond” policy
came too late. The US would face a lengthy and expensive effort to build a new launch capability that would leave it for a
period of years without the capacity send humans into orbit or
to resupply the ISS.
Given this inheritance, the decision by the Obama administration to encourage entrepreneurial efforts for low Earth orbit
makes some sense, but the equally sensible decision to cancel
the Constellation program for human space exploration, and
the shift in emphasis away from manned programs and towards
robotic exploration and Earth observation, ran into immediate
problems. Some of these were emotional, with some of the
original lunar explorers clamoring against the idea of abandoning a return to the moon. Some were economic, with congressional concerns over cutting back the workforce for human
spaceflight.

The hope that space entrepreneurs will eventually be able to replace NASA in serving low
Earth orbit activities is a bold experiment that no other nation has tried and which is yet
unproven.
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The new NSP is artfully vague … earlier Obama actions pointed towards an increased emphasis on unmanned activities that traditionalists found to be both dangerous and wrong,
particularly in combination with the new emphasis on entrepreneurial space efforts.
Finding the balance between manned and unmanned space
programs is an issue that goes back decades. There is no black
or white answer—the nation needs to do both. But for many
years, the shuttle/station programs absorbed the bulk of civil
space funding, and Constellation and the effort to return to the
moon threatened to do the same. The new NSP is artfully vague
on this balance, but earlier Obama actions pointed towards an
increased emphasis on unmanned activities that traditionalists
found to be both dangerous and wrong, particularly in combination with the new emphasis on entrepreneurial space efforts.
Faced by strong opposition, the 2010 NSP commits to crewed
missions beyond the moon by 2025 and to send humans to Mars
by the mid 2030s and return them.
Going to Mars is not really a feasible goal, given the state
of our space-faring technologies. It is more interesting to note,
however, that the 2010 policy never mentions a return to the
moon—the only reference to the moon is the goal of going beyond lunar orbit by 2025. Return to the moon remains a contentious issue. If the Chinese are able, eventually, to land on the
moon’s surface, the world will perceive it as further evidence
of US decline and China’s rise. The political implications are
more important for US international influence than they are for
science. The real issue is not whether China can repeat what
the US did 40 years ago, but whether it will be able to create a
permanent presence on the moon.
A bolder US policy would have moved from the ISS to the
moon as a place to experiment with long-term human presence
in space, but this is both expensive and risky, and would require
a sustained effort that would necessarily stretch across administrations. It also implies a new space race, with China instead
of the Soviets. This is not question for the current policy, but
it will be unavoidable in the next space policy if the US and
China cannot develop a more cooperative approach.
The issue of cooperation with China is where general guidance on cooperation and engagement is no longer adequate.
While the scientific and commercial communities in China may
desire cooperation, the military does not. China has military
space programs aimed against the US. Bilateral relations in the
region show flashes of confrontation, as in the recent Chinese
claim that US naval vessels cannot transit waters in its econom-
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ic zone, even though by international law these are considered
open seas. In terms of technology, a cooperative effort would
be marked by a flow from the US to China with little in return.
These obstacles do not mean that the US should not engage
China nor that cooperation may not someday be worthwhile.
Although this analogy is imprecise, we are in our security relations with China where we were with the Soviets in the late
1950s, and the US will need to develop a specific strategy of
engagement with China to reduce the risk of conflict in space.
The new space policy contains major shifts from its predecessor. It calls for engagement to increase security, using
commercial and entrepreneurial space to increase sustainability, and rebalancing the emphasis on manned and robotic space
exploration in civil policy. Space policies are general, and one
benefit of producing them is that they build some degree of interagency consensus. The challenge for the administration will
be in implementing the policy to make progress in governance
and sustainability. This is where that interagency consensus,
and the policy itself, will be tested.
Dr. James A. Lewis (PhD, University of Chicago, BA, University
of Illinois) is a senior fellow and
program director at the Center for
Strategic and International Studies
(CSIS), where he writes on technology, security, and the international
economy. Before joining CSIS, he
served at the Departments of State
and Commerce as a foreign service
officer and as a member of the Senior Executive Service. Lewis has
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current research includes cybersecurity, innovation, and space policy.
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chriever 10 Wargame. Year 2022. A regional maritime
conflict has rapidly escalated into an international crisis.
Aggressors seeking to deny intelligence collection and targeting advantage to the adversary have jammed satellite global
positioning and communications signals. Direct ascent and
on-orbit antisatellite weapons have destroyed optical and radar
satellites. Cyber attacks on land-based communication systems
have crippled the military infrastructure, which, through collateral effects, has also impacted daily commercial economic
activity on a global scale.
Nation-states in the international community, struggling to
maintain fundamental economic transactions, military advantage, and continuity of basic services for their citizens, collaboratively engaged to share remaining military, as well as
commercial space-based capabilities for their collective security—operating through the crisis.
Emphasis on International Cooperation and Mission
Assurance
In his remarks on the new National Space Policy (NSP) at
the November 2010 US Strategic Command Space Symposium,
Deputy Secretary of Defense William J. Lynn, III identified
“four key elements that emerge from the president’s policy.”
Two of these key elements were “a new emphasis on international cooperation” and “an expansion of how we protect space
systems in a contested environment.”1
With a focus on the defense benefits of international cooperation, Secretary Lynn highlighted the added military resilience and capabilities that partnering with allies could provide
to the US. Wideband Global Satellite Communication, missile
warning, maritime awareness, and a Combined Space Operations Center were presented as current examples where “costs,
benefits, and risks could be shared among trusted partners.”2
Complementing military partnerships, commercial partnerships
were proposed as an additional mechanism to gain communications and imaging access from a wide range of non-military
space systems during military conflict.
A strategy for space system protection was presented that
included elimination of space system vulnerabilities, identification of mission alternates, pre-positioning of backups, invest-

ment in reconstitution, and the implementation of effective
defenses. An integrated national approach that encompasses
all these options would have the highest probability of success
against a determined adversary. A unilateral national capability
to execute defensive actions to protect mission essential functions, should they come under attack, would be required—independent of any potential mission assurance advantages gained
from space-based services provided by our international partners.
The combination, however, of effective space mission protection actions with international cooperation would ultimately
strengthen our national deterrence posture. Secretary Lynn
concluded that “integrating our capabilities with those of our
allies and partners can raise the costs of aggression and make
it more difficult for a potential adversary to successfully target
our systems.”3
“New Emphasis” or Policy Shift?
Are these key elements of the new NSP really new policy?
Or are they just restatements of previous US policy framed differently for international consumption with “new emphasis”?
Of significant note in the new NSP text is the absence of the
phrase “freedom of action in space.” For the last several decades in both concept and text the US has upheld the principle
that we will not be denied any action in space that we determine
important to our national security. Did the new administration
give this up in June 2010?
With a quick reading of the new policy text it is easy to see
that all the aspects of “freedom of action in space” have been
retained. They are clearly embedded throughout the document
in each of the principles, goals, and guidelines sections. From
the top national principles, the US states its “right to conduct
operations in space without interference,” “deter others from
interference and attack,” and “if deterrence fails, defeat efforts
to attack them.”4
The difference though between these declarations and similar ones in years past is that with each of these declarations
are specific modifiers that encompass “space systems of all nations,” “all responsible parties,” and “allied space systems.”5
The value towards space mission assurance achieved with international participation is a central theme that the new policy
strives to communicate.
But international partnerships for US mission assurance is
not new. Whether we have called it that in the past or had actually set this objective as a course of action can be debated.

From the top national principles, the US states its “right to conduct operations in space
without interference,” “deter others from interference and attack,” and “if deterrence fails,
defeat efforts to attack them.”
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The world community certainly cannot afford the development of highly competitive and
antagonistic coalitions the equivalent of a historic NATO-Warsaw Pact alignment in space.
We have been doing it. For the past two decades the US has
been actively engaged in acquiring commercial space communications and imaging services from international partners,
negotiating bi-lateral agreements with allies, sharing weather
services, participating in the United Nations sponsored International Telecommunications Union, sharing space data, and
cooperating at various international ground sites.
So independent of whether or not the new NSP is charting
a new direction for our future or just repackaging for presentation, it may be best to view the new policy elements as an open
recognition and final acceptance of existing reality.
Recognition of Existing Reality
This past November the US and Australia signed the Space
Situational Awareness Partnership statement of principles to
cooperate on space surveillance. US Defense Secretary Robert
M. Gates said that discussions over the next several months
will focus “on possibly adding ground-based radar sensors in
Australia to the US military’s space surveillance network.”6
This new chapter in the US Australian partnership was built
upon years of bi-lateral cooperation and the recognition that
an international partnership was required in order for the US
“to fill the gap in tracking objects in space over the Southern
Hemisphere.”7
On a broader military scale, it was demonstrated in Schriever Wargame 2010, which included participants from several
foreign countries, that national survival in conflict would only
be achieved through cooperative efforts.
Prior to game start the international team—which also included that largest industry participation in game history—collaborated on a joint strategy in the Combined Space Operations
Center. Although the game scenario was set in 2022 the participants were acting on their current understanding of space
operations in 2010. Furthermore, this understanding of international cooperation for mission assurance was also previously
played out in the 2009 Schriever V Wargame. Both wargames
concluded with the same results. National security interests
were best served with the collaborative sharing of military and
commercial space assets to operate through a crisis.
Across the international stage, the rest of the world’s spacefaring nations are likewise partnering to achieve national security objectives. Although it may be argued that the initial
impetus for these developing relationships may be to overcome
resource limitations, the overriding justification is collective
security assurances.
• At a recent National Defense University conference, Securing Space Assets for Peace and Future Conflict, representatives from several nations including Japan and
India described the movement of their respective space
programs towards national security objectives driven by
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perceived threats to their national security.
• On the European front, North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) recently held focused discussions addressing the growing need for collective space and cyber security initiatives.
International cooperative efforts though may not be aligned
however with US interests. The Shanghai Cooperative Organization (SCO), the world’s largest regional security organization
led by China and Russia, is opposed to US unilateralism and
intervention in their region. The SCO has conducted multination cooperative military exercises heavily reliant on spacebased positioning, communications, and intelligence collection. With its pending acceptance of Iran and Pakistan as full
members, the SCO’s collective economic and military might
are formidable.
Completely independent of any US policy or action, the international space scenario will continue to develop as nationstates determine the best path to ensure their national interests
are maintained. International partnerships will continue to
be formulated with like-minded nations seeking to establish
broader collective space mission assurances with their close
allies. Furthermore, under crisis situations, ad-hoc coalitions
of the “affected” will rapidly form without any protracted bureaucratic or political organizational posturing as we have seen
in several recent space conjunction and interference incidents.
The world community certainly cannot afford the development of highly competitive and antagonistic coalitions the
equivalent of a historic NATO-Warsaw Pact alignment in space.
How do we address this complex situation?
A New International Forum
The concept of an organization of all space-faring nations
has been widely discussed and debated for many years. Proposed topics for international concurrence include space ‘traffic’ management, debris mitigation and removal, interference
elimination, collective self-defense, the long-term sustainability of space and, the toughest topic of all, weaponization of
space.
Proponents of the organizational concept cite parallel
achievements in world-wide air traffic control and international maritime law as successful examples for extending traffic
control and ‘rules of the road’ to satellites. With every nation
openly supporting the tenant of peaceful use of space, advocates of an all-inclusive body of participants argue that the
collective assurance provided by every nation that is vested in
space serves as the most effective deterrent against a lone actor or rogue element who may believe there is an advantage
in attacking space systems. The present and rapidly growing
cross-use of space systems by numerous nations only serves to
strengthen this argument.
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Opponents of the concept identify numerous issues that
preclude a unified world organization. Among these are the
existence of several organizations that already address interference, debris, and arms control; wide diversity in participating
countries’ space-based capabilities that impacts commonality
of regulations, asymmetric military, and intelligence collection
advantages that are held by the major players that will not be
shared; the inability to establish an effective enforcement body;
and the perception that nations have already aligned themselves
in groups with opposing viewpoints.
A current example of the problems generated by the alignment perception is the movement towards the establishment of
a common code of conduct for space. The European Union’s
(EU) proposal of their space Code of Conduct has been received positively by all those nations involved in the development of the code.
However, two major dissenting sets of countries have been
alienated by the EU’s lack of inclusion of their interests in the
code development process. The developing space countries
outside of the EU believe they should have had direct involvement in the code writing process. Russia and China, irked by
the rejection of their inputs into the EU draft review process, are
sticking even stronger to their competing 2008 United Nations
Treaty on Prevention of the Placement of Weapons in Outer
Space, the Threat or Use of Force Against Outer Space Objects.
An all-inclusive international body developing the Code of
Conduct would have been able to seat all the players at the table
from the start thus avoiding the situation of one set of countries
writing rules for others to abide by without their input. Admittedly seating all the players during the code writing may add
several years to the process, but the outcome could be accepted
by the majority of the participants. It took over a decade to
write the Law of the Sea Treaty, why not put the same effort
into a Law of Space Treaty (except do it outside of the United
Nations)?
Consequently, despite all the difficulties in the process, the
end value of getting everyone of the world’s space-faring nations around the table to constructively address critical topics is
the best approach. The organization has to be new and distinct
from any existing structure and focused on ensuring responsible and peaceful use of space.
The new NSP does not restrict this approach to an all-inclusive international organization. The intersector guidelines on
international cooperation specifically call for US leadership in
activities to “reassure allies of US commitments to collective
self-defense,” “augment US capabilities by leveraging existing
and planned space capabilities of allies and space partners,”
and pursue “multilateral transparency and confidence-building
measures to encourage responsible actions in and the peaceful
use of space.”8

The major sticking point in this text might be the use of the
term ‘allies.’ It seems almost impossible to conceive that we
could disassociate all the complex economic, military, human
rights, and political issues from countries that are not considered allies now to allow them to participate in the forum, but
there is a mandate for it to be done.
Managing Global Interdependence
In the 2010 US National Security Strategy a ‘responsible
stakeholder’ principle was presented in context of a broader
agenda of global institutional reform. Applying this principle
in the space arena, in which only a very small fraction of the
world’s countries are players and a smaller number are emerging participants, requires all nations to engage actively in rulebound international agreements.
The fundamental US challenge in space today is not managing a balance of power, but managing global interdependence.
In a new order, rights and responsibilities will have to be equitably distributed across both existing and emerging space participants for future security.
The vision of the space arena as a multipartner, not a competitive, multipolar environment is a foreign concept to those
in the US who worked for years in the space race against the
Soviet Union and now may see a newly emerging space race
with China.
Once again, it would be naive to believe or propose that in
any international space forum that space topics could be completely and unemotionally disassociated from the myriad of
issues that currently prohibit close working relationships with
several countries. Considering this complexity, the reality of a
true multi-partner space environment seems remote. Even on
space topics alone we currently engage in rivalry with our allies
on commercial satellite market share, frequency allocation, and
military and intelligence advantage. But at the same time in all
other realms we do balance rivalry and partnership to mutual
advantage. Effective partnerships seem even less remote if we
remind ourselves that the goal is the long-term sustainability of
space for all nations.
The underlying question is whether the value of broad based
collective assurance in deterring aggression and preventing
open conflict in space is worth the effort, and the potential compromises, necessary to pull it off.
We are at a point in history where we are enjoying relative
peace in space. Hanging over our heads though are purposeful interference, the testing of new technological advances, and
conflicting military motives which create a cloud of uncertainty
in the environment.
Any start now towards the collective assurance goal on a
broad international scale is better than putting it off until a
cataclysmic event by an aggressor forces us to the table under

Conduct would have been able to seat all the players at the table from the start thus avoiding the situation of one set of countries writing rules for others to abide by without their
input.
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difficult circumstances or drives a insurmountable wedge into
separating highly polarized coalitions.
Collective Assurance—Through Leadership or By
Default
The new NSP provides the basis and the direction for the
development of international partnerships that will provide
deterrence value in times of peace and benefit space mission
assurance in times of conflict. However, this reliance on commercial or international partnerships cannot be the justification
for ignoring our responsibilities for protecting our own space
systems in a contested environment—an even more important
key element of the policy. The US must still invest in the elimination of our space system vulnerabilities, identification of mission alternates, pre-positioning of backups, building reconstitution inventory, and implementing effective defenses. But at the
same time we must continue to strategically augment our space
mission capabilities in a multipartner interdependent world environment.
The path to a solid collective assurance position will be
determined by the actions executed by our defense and Intelligence communities—implementing the US national security
and space policies. We have a choice. We can take a leadership
role or we can let it happen randomly as a result of external
forces as we have seen in the past. Either way coalitions of
nations are going to develop. Better that we strategically shape
the relationships in a global construct and have all the spacefaring nations working together collectively (as difficult as that
might be) than suffer the consequence of competing partnerships aligning, polarizing themselves, and generating uncertainty—the underlying factor behind every war.
With a little forethought and a lot of hard work the next
Schriever wargame could be played with all of the major and
emerging space-faring nations (including Russia, China, Japan,
India, Brazil, and several others) acting together against a rogue
actor to ensure continued mutual benefit of the space domain.
In this new scenario, deterrence will be significantly more effective and maybe even preclude open conflict and the loss of
critical space missions. Acquiring this space mission assurance
benefit though in real-life through international partnerships
will be challenging … but achievable. The key is US leadership in implementing the new NSP international cooperation
and space protection goals together towards full international
collective assurance.
The author wishes to acknowledge Lt Col Tom Single for his
review and comments of this article.
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new 2010 National Space Policy (NSP) has been proclaimed. Its publication was a momentous occasion.
The new policy completed interagency coordination in what
seemed to be record time. Prize seats at initial briefings to celebrate the occasion were coveted and hard to come by. Highfives among administration staffers, friends, and colleagues, the
inside-the-beltway community and academia are just beginning
to die down. Contributors are congratulating themselves for
crafting the fine words or at least suggesting the sentiments
embodied in the final document. After all, the 2006 NSP promulgated by the George W. Bush administration was roundly
panned by political opponents as being too direct, too undiplomatic and impolitic, and irreverent to the nuances demanded by
the international community. The Bush version of the policy
had only been finalized after scores of revisions and then nearly
10 years after the one issued by the Bill Clinton administration.
The 2010 NSP is a quick read. It provides the Barack Obama
administration’s statement of the “highest priorities for space,
and reflects our principles and goals to be used in shaping the
conduct of our space programs and activities.”1 It sets forth a
number of perspectives one would expect on such an important
topic. It identifies US interests vital to secure access to space
capabilities that satisfy important communications, navigation
and timing, weather, remote sensing, missile warning, and defense needs. It also tips the hat to needs of the US to secure
its industrial base, improve the science, technical, engineering,
and math expertise of the population, and ensure the professionalism of its space community. Importantly, much of the
policy’s foundational points are based on principles of international cooperation—mitigate the dangers of space debris,
improve space situational awareness (SSA), achieve collision
avoidance, and pursue pragmatic bilateral and multilateral
transparency and confidence-building measures (TCBM) to
mitigate the risk of mishaps, misperceptions, and mistrust (that
could lead to space or terrestrial warfare).

The New Space Policy’s Principle Pronouncements
are Nothing New. Good!
Contrary to the exhortations of the new policy’s enthusiasts,
a careful reading of the document shows it merely continues the
key principles of national space policy that were crafted long
ago during the halcyon days of President Eisenhower’s administration. It only moves the discussion forward incrementally.
The decision to do this was wise. Revolutionary transmutations
in policy and national interests should be driven by major shifts
in the international scene, such as those foisted upon decision
makers by wars, new countries, breakthroughs in technologies,
or other significant events. No such shift or significant event
has occurred with regard to the space domain, so the continuing
incremental evolution in policy is appropriate.2
In 1958, the Dwight D. Eisenhower administration developed the first comprehensive treatment of space policy. The
topic was then addressed piecemeal over the next four administrations.3 President Jimmy Carter released his own comprehensive policy, accompanied by a number of targeted policy
pronouncements on more narrow space-related topics. Each
president since then has followed suit. These national space
policy pronouncements have been carefully considered, and
each reflects the spin and priorities of their times—to emphasize desires to fly national security and civil missions on the
space shuttle, unhook national security missions from the shuttle system after the Challenger explosion, energize a nascent
commercial spacelift and remote sensing industry, encourage
global use of the US GPS, and, finally, affirmatively state US
interests to protect its access to space capabilities following the
September 11 attacks.
The past and new versions of the NSP have emphasized that
the sustainability, stability, and free access to, and use of, space
is vital to US national interests. They also stress that it is US
policy to comply with the four basic international space treaties.4 Each policy has supported the proposition that all nations
have the right to explore and use space for peaceful purposes,
and for the benefit of all humanity, in accordance with international law. “Peaceful purposes” allows for space to be used for
national security activities.
All past policies emphasize that the US considers its space
systems possess the rights of passage through, and conduct of
operations in, space without interference. The US has reserved
the right to defend itself from threats and attacks against its

The past and new versions of the NSP have emphasized that the sustainability, stability,
and free access to, and use of, space is vital to US national interests.
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space systems in each of the last three policies in one form or
another. It has been longstanding policy that purposeful interference with space systems, including supporting infrastructure, will be considered by the US an infringement on its rights.
Reflecting the international flavor of the new policy, the new
document broadens this assertion by stating that purposeful interference with space systems will be considered an infringement of a nation’s rights.5 Consistent with exercising its inherent right of self-defense or lawful collective self-defense, the
new policy asserts that US will “deter others from interference
and attack, defend our space systems and contribute to the defense of allied space systems, and, if deterrence fails, defeat
efforts to attack them.”6
The new policy also continues the emphasis on addressing
the dangers posed by space debris. Warnings about space debris and mitigating its hazards have been part of US national
space policies for decades and understandably so. The 1980s
saw the US migrating to use only the manned Space Transportation System, also known as the space shuttle, to support
its national security and civil spacelift needs. In undertaking
this responsibility, National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) concluded that the growing space debris threat
endangered its astronauts and therefore commenced studies and
analysis to better understand the risk. This concern was then
embodied in early national space policies that emphasized the
need to mitigate the generation of space debris. Consistent with
this long-standing policy, the US has been a strong proponent
of activities conducted within the United Nation’s Inter-Agency Space Debris Coordination Committee (IADC). The IADC
has been used as a vehicle to develop recommended space debris mitigation guidelines and obtain global space community
compliance with the techniques space-faring nations should
employ when launching, operating, and safely retiring and/or
de-orbiting space objects. Unfortunately, compliance has been
inconsistent to date.
International Cooperation is an Important “Means
to an End,” but Obstacles Must be Addressed in a
Strategy Implementation
Interest in international space cooperation is not new. International cooperation has been an important and long-standing
hallmark of the US national space policies. International cooperation and associated multinational operations have been important components of an effective global engagement strategy
to assure access to space capabilities for the US, its allies, and
partners. The US engages in a wide range of such activities,
not because of their benign nature but rather they are in its best
national interests to do so.
US collaborative efforts have been part of the space age
since its beginning. Cooperation allows space-faring states
to combine resources and reduce risk; improve efficiency; expand diplomatic engagement; and enhance prestige of engaged
states, improve political sustainability of space projects, and
provide workforce stability.
With the end of the Cold War, space and Earth science research and space exploration activities are no longer conHigh Frontier

strained by an overarching competition between superpowers.
The George H. W. Bush, Clinton, George W. Bush, and now
Obama administrations have each attempted to capitalize on
the post Cold War opportunities and leverage the expertise of
other nations. The US scientific community has entered into
a new multi-polar world, creating diverse international space
alliances and partnerships. The Obama administration supports this trend by reaching out to growing global space powers
like India and China, both emerging economic and engineering
powerhouses. It hopes such engagement will shape their future
space, engineering and political activities in positive ways. The
US has also reached out to old friends. For example, Secretaries of State and Defense, Clinton and Robert M. Gates, have
announced the Australians will be more fully integrated into US
space situational awareness activities.7
The sentiments to support international cooperation and collaboration are growing and evolving, much more so than in past
policy declarations. Participants expect international projects
will generate a calculus that one plus one will equal three—
that diverse resources, skills, and technologies of the partners
will provide synergy, adding up to more than the sum of their
parts.8 NASA, commercial, and European space activities have
already achieved considerable success with their cooperative
endeavors.9
Fans of the new policy may think that the number of times
“international cooperation” or “cooperation” is mentioned
is very important. Yes, the new policy does contain numerous references to “cooperation.” Grand pronouncements and
simplistic interpretation of the number of references relating
to cooperation are not enough. The old and current reality is
that cooperative programs are expensive, difficult at times to
resource, and many times very hard to manage. Shrewd partners know that the direction to engage in cooperation is not
worth much unless tied to real money and programs. Potential
and even current partners are thus taking a judicious wait and
see attitude to the new policy. They have been closely watching the US space politics for well over 50 years and will not act
rashly. Changing their business plans to respond to fickle US
executive and legislative international cooperative initiatives
could be considered too much risk to assume.
Successful international cooperation is not easily achieved.
Considering the space debris, SSA, collision avoidance, and
TCBM foundational points identified above, the new policy
provides no thought guideposts on how to proceed. The new
policy cries out for a strategy to obtain these goals.
Knowledgeable diplomats and policy analysts understand
that US government agencies do not always support policy directives. This creates uncertainty and unpredictability for potential partners who are considering cooperative ventures with
the US. For example, one need only look to the fight over acquiring space imaging via the National Reconnaissance Office
(NRO) broad area space-based imagery collection (BASIC)
satellite system against using a commercial remote sensing solution. The Office of the Secretary of Defense for Acquisition,
Technology, and Logistics objected to the proposed BASIC acquisition suggesting the NRO was not following US Commer36

There is no strategy to link the defense and intelligence communities.  As a result, future
space programs, plans, and new space concepts will be developed without the overarching
strategic guidance a national strategy could provide.
cial Remote Sensing Policy which provided the US would first
look to the commercial community to satisfy its remote sensing needs.10 The NRO position to acquire the system despite
the policy eventually prevailed within the interagency.11 Then
Congress interceded, pointing again to the Commercial Remote
Sensing Policy. It refused to fund the system.12 A new space
strategy must anticipate comparable bureaucratic foot-dragging
to cooperation initiatives and associated reforms.
The implementing strategy must advocate changes in laws
and regulations to better enable international cooperation. The
Arms Export Control Act and its associated International Traffic in Arms Regulations still stymie US and international interests in cooperation. The strategy must also anticipate that
many in the US security community will not see cooperation
as a benefit.
The new policy does not adequately confront the point that
many US space professionals still have difficulty spelling “international cooperation.” They have a historical bias to first
look to integrate international capabilities on a US platform,
rather than comprehensively plan and employ an integrated approach. A strategy needs to enable the US space community
to internalize an appreciation of the opportunities that international cooperative programs offer. One of the authors participated in a recent conference panel presentation on the “role
of international cooperation” with senior NASA and industry
officials where it was difficult to get the other speakers to discuss or mention any international component to their program
activities. These officials, while very earnest and capable, felt
much more comfortable just talking to the US components of
their program portfolios. In due time, a winning international
cooperation effort will require the entire US space community
to fully embrace the concept.
A National Security Space Strategy is Still Missing.
On seeing and hearing the familiar messages conveyed about
the new policy, one is left with a sneaky suspicion that more
needs to be said and done to assure US access to much-needed
space capabilities. The new NSP cannot serve as a substitute
for a space strategy.13
Fundamentally, a strategy document should result from a
process of identify an organization’s objectives, identifying and
developing ways and means to achieve these objectives, and
allocating resources to implement the plans to achieve the organization’s objectives. A strategy is about the how. In contrast, a
policy is a plan of action to guide decisions and actions as they
are made in support execution of the strategy. A policy is about
the will and won’t do’s. The US is faced with a dilemma. It has
a national space policy but no national space strategy.
The new policy could and should direct such a strategy or
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series of focused strategies be developed, but it does not. As of
the writing of this article, no National Security Space Strategy
has been issued. There is no strategy to link the defense and
intelligence communities. As a result, future space programs,
plans, and new space concepts will be developed without the
overarching strategic guidance a national strategy could provide. New programs such as operationally responsive space
will suffer as a result.
This is not a new complaint. In April 2003, the General Accounting Office (GAO) recommended and the Department of
Defense (DoD) agreed that space activities needed to include a
national security space strategy tied to overall department-level
space goals, time lines, and performance measures to assess
space activities’ progress in achieving national security space
goals.14
The National Security Space Office proposed a draft strategy
in 2004, but the draft did not survive the interagency coordination process. Various reasons were offered for the failure.
The National Security Council requested that the strategy not
be issued until the George W. Bush NSP was released in October 2006. However, once that policy was released, changes
in leadership in the NRO and within the Air Force delayed effective coordination of the strategy. As could be expected, differences of opinion arose between the defense and intelligence
communities over the implementation of the strategy, and cultural differences between the two communities exacerbated the
coordination process. No doubt, some within the intelligence
community do not want to be constrained by direction on space
programs from within the DoD or US Air Force. Similar sentiments have been expressed about the intelligence community
by DoD officials. Attempting to divorce themselves from the
rancor, some officials mischievously disavowed being part of
any coordination process on the draft strategy.15
The GAO notes that it is standard practice to have a strategy
that lays out goals and objectives, suggests actions for addressing those objectives, allocates resources, identifies roles and responsibilities, and integrates relevant parties. “Until a national
security space strategy is issued, the defense and intelligence
communities may continue to make independent decisions and
use resources that are not necessarily based on national priorities, which could lead to gaps in some areas of space operations
and redundancies in others.”16
Is it possible to successfully develop a usable single “comprehensive” National Security Space Strategy? Perhaps not,
and for good reason. The space enterprise has grown so large
and complex that no single document can cover it all. For the
same reason, there is no single national air or maritime strategy.
National security space involves the panoply of military, intelligence, industry, civil, and education communities, and their
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sometime disparate interests and needs. Crafting and implementing such a document would impact too large an audience.
Obtaining consensus and traction on it would be difficult to obtain. Targeted strategies and policies appear to be better suited
to shape programs and behaviors and produce results.
What should be included in a national security space strategy? The challenges associated with possibilities of space conflict and combat are complicated and growing, and the US does
not appear fully prepared to address them. Fortunately, space
activities today enjoy a peaceful, non-wartime environment.
Of course, there are the known exceptions that include satellite
communications jamming but they are few and far between.
Kinetic antisatellite technologies have been tested, deployed,
but not employed in combat. Given the potential threats, preparing for space as a “contested environment” should still be a
prudent component of US national strategy and policy.
A comprehensive strategy to respond to threats to space
systems is overdue. A classic deterrence and protection paradigm may be satisfactory for a military space strategy, but is
incomplete. It will not protect satellite systems against threats
posed by space debris. Further, the US may be unsuccessful in
dealing on its own with non-state actors or near-peer adversaries. For some potential adversaries, there are no mutual understandings or reliable lines of communication. Leveraging
and fielding cooperative situational awareness tools, globally
agreed end-of-life protocols, and TCBMs measures may be
more effective in responding to these threats. A deterrence and
protection strategy only leads to strategic instability, as it is too
easy to disrupt, deny, degrade, or destroy US access to space
capabilities, and the dangerous and destabilizing technologies
that can accomplish these ends are being steadily improved
across the globe.
Considering the complexity of the threat and hazard environment, a strategy to assure access to space capabilities should
have a number of attributes. Space systems must be protected
so they can operate for the short-term and long-term. This involves more than just dissuading, deterring, defending against,
and defeating potential adversaries seeking to neutralize, disable, or destroy space systems. By far, the greatest risk to US
space assets today comes from the space environment, such as
space weather and orbital debris, and then irresponsible actions
and accidents caused by other space actors. The global space
community should be encouraged to operate safely in a manner
conducive to operations by all members. Finally, the strategy
must empower the US industrial base to be vibrant and robust,
and flex its muscles, to ensure it can deliver space capabilities
when needed.
A space assurance strategy depends on four mutually supportive elements, or pillars: (1) deterrence and defense; (2) global engagement to include bi-lateral and multilateral TCBMs;
(3) situational awareness; and (4) responsive infrastructure.17
Employing these four pillars should enable US and friendly
space-faring nations to continue to perform their missions for
the short-term and long-term. The yin and yang of space deterrence and protection will always be an important pillar of
space assurance.18 Global engagement leverages long-standing
High Frontier

approaches to secure and protect the space domain through recognized international law, policy, and diplomacy. Situational
awareness employs the monitoring of environmental and intelligence factors, and prediction of threats essential to decision
making to assure mission success. It enhances global engagement by enhancing transparency. This allows a policy maker
or commander to differentiate between purposeful attacks and
natural environmental hazards; to anticipate space events and
clarify intentions; to reduce the potential for misperception or
miscalculation; and to enhance opportunities to avoid disruptive or destructive events. A robust infrastructure enables agile
responses to changes in the space environment, to threats, and
to assure viability of its systems.
In the end, a US space strategy rooted in classic deterrence
and protection constructs does not offer sufficient ways and
means needed to assure access to space. Threats of retaliation
cannot be credibly employed as a strategy against long-standing, but feckless, allies and friends who operate systems in the
space domain, who also act irresponsibly or recklessly. The US
is not going to retaliate against an ally for refusing to de-orbit
a defunct satellite. In addition, threats posed by space debris
and the space environment must be addressed and minimized.
Ultimately, the four tiers of the space assurance strategy provide a needed approach to secure the space domain. The 2010
NSP stopped short of calling for a national security space strategy, but it does recognize the need by directing the secretary of
defense and director of national intelligence to:
Develop and implement plans, procedures, techniques, and capabilities necessary to assure critical national security spaceenabled missions. Options for mission assurance may include
rapid restoration of space assets and leveraging allied, foreign,
and/or commercial space, and non-space capabilities to help
perform the mission.…19

The policy update has been published. It is time for the
heavy lifting of strategy development. No doubt, the “pushing and shoving” and “who’s in charge” of the US national
security space enterprise will continue throughout strategy development. A single document to address all these competing
interests may not be enough, since civil and commercial space
interests must also be addressed. Whether encompassed in a
single document, or developed through a series of documents,
a US National Security Space Strategy needs to be developed
and issued.
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Trends Toward a Congested Domain
he 10 February 2009 collision between an Iridium satellite and a non-operational Cosmos satellite alarmed the
space community and highlighted the inherent danger of the
harsh space environment. Consequently, during the 2010 US
Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) Strategic Space Symposium, Deputy Secretary of Defense William Lynn, III remarked,
“We are approaching a point at which the limitless frontier no
longer seems quite so limitless.” This statement concisely acknowledged the shift from 40 years of big sky thinking to a
dawning realization that the space environment is increasingly
congested.1
While the Iridium-Cosmos event catapulted the issue of
space debris into the public eye, it also reemphasized the growing need for situational awareness to the space community. In
the last 43 years since the signing of the Outer Space Treaty
(OST), only a few major steps have been made to preserve the
ability to explore and use outer space for peaceful purposes.
The most notable step to date has been the United Nations’
(UN) endorsement of the Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines,
a feat that took 13 years of careful coordination started by
the promulgation of national-level guidelines by the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and culminating in an international standard in 2008.2 However, simply establishing guidelines to mitigate the future generation of space
debris is not the full solution. On-orbit debris already exists
and threatens the existing space infrastructure, which the US
relies upon for everything from search and rescue to banking
and telecommunications.3 Today, the US government (USG)
is taking another vital step in preserving the space environment
for all users through USSTRATCOM’s space situational awareness (SSA) sharing effort.
The US considers the sustainability, stability, and free access
to, and use of, space vital to its national interests.  
~ National Space Policy, 28 June 2010

Implementing the National Space Policy
Since 1958, each president has released a National Space
Policy (NSP), highlighting the important role of space systems
in the US. Following this legacy, President Barack Obama
signed the newest version of the Presidential Policy Directive
4, popularly called the “National Space Policy,” on 28 June
2010. Among other things, the NSP states that the USG should
“[d]emonstrate US leadership in space-related fora and activities,” as well as “lead in the enhancement of ... stability and
responsible behavior in space.”4
Fortunately, stability is concomitant with responsible behavior in space. Both the NSP and the UN’s OST mention the need
for free “use of [outer] space for peaceful purposes.” Common
sense dictates that the use of space for peaceful purposes can
only be fully realized if there is stability. Similarly, stability
cannot exist without responsible behavior. Because space is a
vital interest to the USG, it has a vested interest in supporting
those users who uphold the OST’s precept to act in the “common interest of all mankind in the progress of the exploration
and use of outer space for peaceful purposes.”5 To foster responsible behavior, the USG decided to share an unprecedented
amount of data from its vast space object catalog to assist in
global spaceflight safety.
Because the Department of Defense (DoD) was the most
well-positioned USG space actor with the most accurate space
object catalog compiled through the worldwide sensor “space
surveillance network” (SSN), the provision of SSA support was
a logical outgrowth of USSTRATCOM’s mission to perform
space operations. Following that reasoning, the DoD role in
SSA was clearly defined in the 2010 NSP.
The secretary of defense (SecDef) and the director of national intelligence (DNI) are given the responsibility for
“maintain[ing] and integrat[ing] space surveillance, intelligence, and other information to develop accurate and timely
SSA” which “shall be used to support national and homeland
security, civil space agencies, particularly human space flight
activities, and commercial and foreign space operations.”
However, the NSP reserves the dissemination of SSA information for the SecDef alone, providing that the SecDef, in consultation with DNI and NASA, “may collaborate with industry and
foreign nations to … maintain and improve space object data-

… space is a vital interest to the USG, it has a vested interest in supporting those users who
uphold the OST’s precept to act in the “common interest of all mankind in the progress of
the exploration and use of outer space for peaceful purposes.”
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Under the emergency service construct, when space objects meet certain risk criteria for
potential collision with another tracked object, USSTRATCOM issues emergency conjunction warnings to satellite owners and operators.
bases ... and provide services and disseminate orbital tracking
information to commercial and international entities, including
predictions of space object conjunction” (emphasis added).
This was a tacit acknowledgment of the DoD leadership in
space object tracking and adhered closely to the language from
the previous 2006 NSP, which also directed the SecDef to provide SSA support for “the USG … and, as appropriate, commercial and foreign entities.” The 2010 NSP lacks the qualifier
of “as appropriate,” and in response, USSTRATCOM sought
authorization to work with every space-related entity on an
equal basis. Because the NSP states that SSA information shall
be used to support commercial and foreign space operations,6
one of the ways USSTRATCOM accomplishes this policy objective is by providing high-quality conjunction assessments to
all owners and operators.
Through the open and transparent sharing of SSA to other
nations and entities, USSTRATCOM seeks to fulfill one of the
main goals of the NSP, which is to strengthen stability in space
through international measures to promote safe and responsible
operations in space.7
It is the shared interest of all nations to act responsibly in space
to help prevent mishaps, misperceptions, and mistrust.
~ National Space Policy, 28 June 2010
USSTRATCOM Space Situational Awareness Sharing
As a mission and responsibility assigned to the commander
of USSTRATCOM, USSTRATCOM supplies three levels of
SSA sharing to global space users: basic, emergency, and advanced.
The first level contains basic SSA information about objects
in the US space catalog to over 41,000 users from 141 countries
through its website, www.space-track.org.8 This includes twoline element sets (TLE), basic satellite catalog information, and
satellite decay and reentry data. TLEs hold significant analytical value for the majority of casual users by allowing relatively
accurate long-term propagations for certain orbits.
For those users requiring conjunction assessment and spaceflight safety support, such as satellite owners and operators,
USSTRATCOM provides two additional levels of service,
emergency and advanced service support. Each day, over
1,000 active payloads are screened against the USG’s entire
space catalog. Under the emergency service construct, when
space objects meet certain risk criteria for potential collision
with another tracked object, USSTRATCOM issues emergency
conjunction warnings to satellite owners and operators. This
level of service is limited to providing “conjunction summary
messages” (CSM) and offering re-screenings using owner or
operator-provided ephemeris.
The most advanced SSA sharing is accomplished through
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the “USSTRATCOM SSA Sharing Agreement.” This option is
meant for those users needing additional support, such as satellite owners and operators or launch providers. After concluding an SSA agreement with USSTRATCOM, entities may receive such supplementary services as conjunction assessment,
launch support, deorbit and reentry support, disposal/end-oflife support, collision avoidance support, anomaly resolution,
and electromagnetic interference resolution. These analyses
are provided by USSTRATCOM’s Joint Functional Component
Command for Space (JFCC SPACE). JFCC SPACE runs the
Joint Space Operations Center, which works with owners, operators, and launch providers to assist with each of these needs.
As of December 2010, USSTRATCOM has developed working
relationships with 19 companies, and continues to conclude additional agreements as interest in SSA sharing gains momentum.
These burgeoning relationships are dependent on the understanding that sharing SSA information will facilitate everyone’s
ability to mitigate risks in the shared space environment. Since
assuming the responsibility for SSA sharing, USSTRATCOM
has rapidly improved the amount and extent of data shared in
response to owner and operator feedback.
Most recently, in July 2010, USSTRATCOM started sharing CSMs for objects closely approaching each other in space.
Previously, the information provided for owners and operators
was a short message indicating time of closest approach and
two values, miss distance and relative position of the conjuncting object, which did not give owners or operators enough information to assist with maneuvers. In contrast, CSMs contain
the special perturbation data of the two objects,9 as well as the
covariance matrices, or error ellipsoids for both objects.10 Recognizing the intrinsic value of this new message, USSTRATCOM convened two CSM workshops in Washington, DC and
Darmstadt, Germany, in order to educate satellite owners and
operators, while dispelling myths and misconceptions about the
message. Additional CSM workshops are planned for 2011.
The impact has been immediate and significant. Because of
the drastic reduction in unnecessary and costly maneuvers, the
sharing of CSMs has been described by the head of operational
flight dynamics at the Centre National d'Études Spatiales (the
French civil space agency) as “the best action ever taken to
protect [the] space environment.”11
At the recent 2010 Strategic Space Symposium, Lt Gen
Larry James, commander JFCC SPACE presented some data to
underscore the magnitude of the SSA sharing program. In addition to daily screening of the 1,000+ active satellites on orbit,
the US SSN performs 1.4 million sensor taskings per week.12
USSTRATCOM personnel at JFCC SPACE amass stunning
statistics, averaging 190 conjunction warnings and assisting
with an average of three satellite maneuvers per week.13 So far
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Through this nascent program … every satellite owner and operator now has access to
close approach predictions based on the USG’s expansive space catalog in order to support safety of spaceflight.  
in 2010, 64 satellites have notified USSTRATCOM of planned
maneuvers to avoid potential on-orbit collisions based on the
SSA information shared.14
We have taken responsibility for this program now in USSTRATCOM, and we have renamed it SSA sharing, to emphasize our
desire and attempt to share information with the international
community and commercial partners interested in space flight
safety.
~ General Kevin Chilton, commander USSTRATCOM15
Commitment
As of December 2009, USSTRATCOM assumed the SSA
sharing responsibilities. Through this nascent program, aided
by the release of the NSP, and much difficult and unsung work
by many dedicated men and women, every satellite owner and
operator now has access to close approach predictions based on
the USG’s expansive space catalog in order to support safety of
spaceflight.
We understand that there will always be concerns about credibility, reliability, accuracy, and transparency in a SSA effort
run by a military organization. The impetus is on us to demonstrate our commitment to international cooperation and our
dedication to sustainability, stability, and free access to space.
To that end, we will assist satellite owners, operators, and
launch providers for safety of flight in order to promote stable
and responsible behaviors in space. We will continue to listen
closely to user suggestions and comments to help us develop
our services. We will strive for better accuracy, improved products, and closer cooperation with other nations and entities. No
program is infallible, but through cooperation, we can learn, innovate, and keep space safe for future generations because we
understand that “the now-ubiquitous and interconnected nature
of space capabilities and the world’s growing dependence on
them means that irresponsible acts in space can have damaging
consequences for all of us.”16
Notes:
1
Robert M. Gates, Defense Secretary Robert Gates’ Statement on the
National Space Policy, 28 June 2010, http://www.defense.gov/spr; this
terminology is also alluded to by many third-party sources citing the nonpublic Interim Space Posture Review, submitted to Congress in March
2010.
2
NASA, Orbital Debris Mitigation, http://orbitaldebris.jsc.nasa.gov/
mitigate/mitigation.html; also United Nations, Report of the Committee
on the Peaceful Uses of Outer Space, Annex (A/62/20).
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President Barack Obama administration, National Space Policy of
the United States of America, White House, 28 June 2010, http://www.
whitehouse.gov/sites/default/files/national_space_policy_6-28-10.pdf, 1.
4
National Space Policy, 6.
5
UN, Outer Space Treaty, 1967, http://www.oosa.unvienna.org/oosa/
SpaceLaw/outerspt.html.
6
National Space Policy, 8.
7
Ibid., 4.
8
Lt Gen Larry D. James, commander JFCC SPACE, US Air Force
(address, USSTRATCOM Space Symposium, Omaha, Nebraska, 2 November 2010).
9
Special perturbation is high-accuracy data that “numerically integrates the equations of motions including all necessary perturbing accelerations,” which is used for conjunction assessment.
10
Maj Duane Bird, “Improving Orbital Safety Through Data Sharing,”
Wingman, Air Force Safety Center, (to be published Spring 2011, draft
article provided courtesy of the author).
11
Monique Moury, head of Operational Flight Dynamics, CNES (email, 8 November 2010).
12
Lt Gen Larry D. James, USAF, commander JFCC SPACE, biography, http://www.af.mil/information/bios/bio.asp?bioID=7780.
13
Lt Gen James, 2010 Space Symposium speech.
14
Ibid.
15
Gen Kevin P. Chilton, commander, USSTRATCOM, (address, 5th
Ilan Ramon Annual International Space Conference, speech, Herzliya,
Israel, 27 January 2010)
16
National Space Policy, 1.
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he core of US space policy has remained essentially
the same since 1958 although the first document to be
called the “National Space Policy” was not signed until 1978
by President Jimmy Carter. From the time of President Dwight
D. Eisenhower, the US has insisted on protecting its rights to
access and operate in space.1 Through the decades it has repeatedly recognized the importance of space to its national security.
It has insisted that space is for peaceful purposes and resisted
any new space arms control regime unless it is equitable and
verifiable.
So why does each new administration trouble itself to write
a “new” space policy? Part of the answer to that question lies
with the idea that policies are codifications of the political goals
of an administration. The other part of the answer lies with the
fact that policies have many target audiences. Basically, policies are an essential component of an administration’s strategic
communications. Given that, let us examine the Barack Obama
administration’s space policy in context of history and the current geostrategic environment.
Previous Space Policies and Strategic
Communications (1958-2006)
The Eisenhower administration set the basics of US space
policy in reaction to the activities of the Soviet Union (and, incidentally along with the Soviet Union, provided a foundation
for the Outerspace Treaty, eventually signed in 1967).2 This initial policy addressed issues concerning using space for peaceful
purposes, assured access to space, US leadership in space and,
just as importantly, international acceptance of such activities.
At the same time it recognized the potential for military use of
space and the possibilities of international cooperation.
From the Eisenhower administration through the Ronald
Reagan administration, the Soviet Union (and later Russia) remained the primary foreign target audience of the US space
policies. Two key geostrategic factors were considered by
these administrations. First, the Soviets had beaten the US into
space. The shock to American pride was profound and public
fear was high—hence the emphasis on preserving US leadership in aeronautical and space science and technology. Second,
Eisenhower wanted to overfly the Soviet Union to verify its offensive missile capabilities and space provided the perfect opportunity to do so. This explains the Eisenhower policy focus
on assured access to space and the use of space for peaceful
purposes. The administration’s policies clearly communicated
to both the Soviets and the US population the intent to protect
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US interests.
US policies continued to reiterate these policy positions.
The John F. Kennedy administration introduced the proposed
norm that “interference with or attacks on any space vehicle
of another country in peacetime are inadmissible and illegal.”3
The Gerald Ford, Carter, and Reagan administrations all drafted space policies that pursued non-nuclear antisatellite (ASAT)
capabilities as a hedge against Soviet ASAT capabilities.4 Each
set of policies continued to communicate the US intent to protect its interests in space—by force if necessary.
As the Soviet Union began to decline, US focus began to
change. Although George H. W. Bush’s space policies supported continuation of the Strategic Defense Initiative and development of ASAT capabilities, they also reflected the beginning
of a shift in focus to the commercial space sector. During this
time the policies began to require the US government to utilize commercial space services and goods to the “fullest extent
feasible.”5 This shift in focus was most pronounced during the
Bill Clinton administration when one of the administration’s
stated goals was to support and enhance US industrial competitiveness. The Landsat Remote Sensing and GPS policies encouraged commercialization of those systems in pursuit of that
goal.6 The Clinton administration faced an increasing number
of countries able to build, launch, and operate satellites. Those
countries were proving a threat to the US space industry, and
the Clinton policies were designed to communicate the administration’s commitment to encouraging a robust commercial industry to both foreign and domestic audiences.
After 9/11 US policy focus shifted once again toward security. However, the G. W. Bush administration faced a substantially more diverse geostrategic environment. Not only were there
now almost 40 states operating in space, but commercialization meant that non-state actors could purchase a wide variety
of space-based imagery products, communicate over satellite
links, and use the US GPS for navigation—all of which could
be used to attack the American homeland. Correspondingly,
the strategic communication sent via the G. W. Bush administration’s space policy was more strident and once again focused
on protecting US national security interests in space itself. It
was this policy that stated freedom of action in space was “as
important to the US as air power and sea power.”7
The 2010 Obama Administration Space Policy and
Strategic Communication
Although the Obama administration still faces the same
threats as the G. W. Bush administration, it had to consider another equally significant “threat” when drafting its space policy. China has not only become one of the major space-faring
nations, able to manufacture, launch and operate satellites, it
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has also become one of only three nations to place a human
in space. China is also well on its way to becoming an economic powerhouse and has significant economic and political
ties throughout the world. As it continues its “peaceful rise” to
power in the Pacific region, China challenges US influence in
the area. The Obama administration is faced with the choice
of trying to either contain China or to cooperate with China.
Containment would serve to preserve existing US influence and
counter China’s influence. Cooperation could serve to align the
two countries’ interest and create a balance in the region that
could facilitate the development of a stable multi-polar geostrategic environment.
Conventional wisdom states the US is critically dependent
on space capabilities and asymmetrically vulnerable to the loss
of those capabilities. It would seem irrational to cooperate with
China and other countries in an arena in which the US is so
seemingly vulnerable. On the other hand, there are areas of
space activities that seem to be sufficiently neutral, or at least
low threat, to consider partnerships. The Obama administration appears be building on that concept and seems to be using
its 2010 US National Space Policy to support a strategic communication of engagement and cooperation in the international arena. Although the policy still addresses use of space for
peaceful purposes, assured access to space, and US leadership
in space, the tone has changed significantly from the strident,
even bellicose tone of the G. W. Bush space policy. Instead of
the previous highly individualistic tone evinced by the majority of US national space policies, this policy specifically uses
community-based language. For example, the policy still states
“The US considers the sustainability, stability, and free access
to, and use of, space vital to its national interests.” However,
the preceding sentence states “It is the shared interest of all
nations to act responsibly in space to help prevent mishaps,
misperceptions, and mistrust.” [emphasis added] The principles section of the policy also contains the following language:
“As established in international law, there shall be no national claims of sovereignty over outer space or any celestial
bodies. The US considers the space systems of all nations to
have the rights of passage through, and conduct of operations in,
space without interference. Purposeful interference with space
systems, including supporting infrastructure, will be considered
an infringement of a nation’s rights.”8 [emphasis added]
Previous policy stated: “The US rejects any claims to sovereignty by any nation over outer space or celestial bodies, … the
US will view purposeful interference with its space systems as
an infringement on its rights.9 [emphasis added]
The language of the newest policy is clearly intended to
communicate the willingness of the Obama administration to
engage the international community and seek global solutions
in the space arena rather than acting unilaterally regardless of
the views of other nations. This is in part recognition of the increasing multipolarity of the world and in part a recognition of
the fragility of the space domain. Much of this policy focuses
on debris mitigation, which the US cannot address on its own.
Even though the tone of this policy is specifically crafted to
support the Obama administration’s strategic communication
High Frontier

of international engagement, the content of the policy itself still
warns that the US considers space to be vital to US national
interests, the US will protect its access to and freedom of action
in space, and a competitive commercial space sector is vital to
continued US progress in space. Essentially, the content of this
newest policy has not deviated significantly from the content
of the Eisenhower policies. However, the strategic communication now returns to the potential Eisenhower foresaw—the
possibility of international cooperation in space that would be
of benefit to the US.
Notes:
1
National Security Council (NSC) Action 1553, “US Policy on Control of Armaments. “It is the purpose of the US … to seek to assure that the
sending of objects into outer space shall be exclusively for peaceful and
scientific purposes and that under effective control the production of objects designed for travel in or project through outer space for [offensive]
military purposes shall be prohibited.”
2
Treaty on Principles Governing the Activities of States in the Exploration and Use of Outer Space, including the Moon and Other Celestial
Bodies.
3
National Security Action Memorandums (NSAM) 156, “Space policy and Intelligence Requirements.”
4
National Security Decision Memorandum (NSDM) 345, “US Antisatellite Capabilities,” signed by President Ford, PD/NSC-37, “National
Space Policy”, signed by President Carter, National Security Decision
Directive (NSDD)-42, “National Space Policy”(1982) and NSDD-293,
“National Space Policy” (1988), signed by President Reagan
5
NSDD-293, “National Space Policy,” (1988), signed by President
Reagan; National Security Presidential Directive (NSPD)-1 “National
Space Policy,” (1989); NSPD-2 “Commercial Space Launch Policy,
(1990); NSPD-3, “US Commercial Space Policy Guidelines,” (1991);
NSPD-4 National Launch Strategy, (1991), signed by President G. H. W.
Bush.
6
National Science and Technology Council (NSTC)-3, Landsat Remote Sensing Strategy, (1994), signed by President Clinton
7
NSPD-49, “US National Space Policy,” 2006, signed by President G.
W. Bush.
8
President Barack Obama administration, National Space Policy of
the United States of America, White House, 28 June 2010
9
NSPD-49, 2006.
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ack in 1966, the year I was born, the world was a very
different place … and so was space. America’s budding
space program had one competitor—the Soviet Union. Aside
from the obvious national goal of putting a man on the moon,
our national security space efforts centered around nuclear deterrence—nuclear command and control; indications and warning; and space-based intelligence to characterize the “missile
gap.” Attacks on our space capabilities were discouraged by
their links to nuclear warfare—“attack our satellite ≈ threaten
our nuclear capability = we strike” … the math was simpler,
albeit scarier, in the Cold War.
Commercially, the US did not have much more going on in
space than “Tang,” the astronaut’s drink of choice. However,
our space industrial base had little to no competition and enjoyed unrivaled priority for national resources. One year later,
1967, the legal framework to shape minimum behaviors in the
domain was crafted at the United Nations—the “Outer Space
Treaty,” which still endures today as the preeminent treaty on
space. Likewise, the foundational principles published by the
Eisenhower administration in the first National Space Policy
(NSP) also endured, as if written in stone and unwitting to
the ever-changing national security space strategic context,
until now.

Figure 1. Space circa 1950 compared to space today.
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The 2010 NSP is significant for many reasons. While many
of the foundational principles dating back to “Ike,” still remain,
the new policy nonetheless accounts for a drastically changed
domain and context. Surprise, the US is not the only nation
with space capabilities; in the past few decades, space capabilities have become available to many nations, private corporations, and non-state actors. In 1995, the US enjoyed nearly 75
percent of worldwide satellite export sales. In the ensuing 10
years, multiple actors joined the race and the US dropped to
less than 25 percent of worldwide satellite export sales.1 Each
new entrant into space, be they commercial or national—or
both, seeks to attain prestige, wealth, information, or security
from space capabilities. This upward trend of space players
will continue.
Today, more than 60 nations or commercial entities have satellites in space. Nations and consortia in Europe have emerged
as global leaders in the development of space technologies and
applications that support civil, commercial, intelligence, and
military use—many of these entities place a premium on dualuse space capabilities. In the past 10 years, China has developed significant space capabilities to include the testing of an
antisatellite (ASAT) weapon in 2007 and a missile interceptor
test in space in January 2010. Russia still maintains considerable space infrastructure.
Above all else, the president’s new NSP recognizes that
the once limitless and benign space domain has strategically
shifted. We are now faced with a congested, competitive, and
contested space domain.2

Figure 2. Congested domain trends.
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Figure 3. The space domain is increasingly competitive.

petitor. Sometimes, those competitors represent the potential to contest our advantages
in the domain.5
Contested. Contesting access to space
services has become common place in the
domain—our global commons lacks rules.
In recent years, Iran has jammed commercial
satellites to censor news to their public. This
trend is not new. In 2002, Falun Gong reportedly jammed and hijacked television on
Chinese communications satellites; in 2003,
Iran jammed Telestar-12 and Iraq jammed
GPS signals during Operation Iraqi Freedom; Libya reportedly jammed Telestar-12
in 2005; Iran launched an experimental satellite in 2009 and North Korea attempted a
space launch. This contested environment
is threatened by both reversible and nonreversible capabilities, kinetic and nonkinetic
effects. From spectrum jamming to hard kill
of satellites, the threat is real.
Based on this recognized shift in the strategic context, a recent body of national security and space-related policies and strategies, namely the 2010 NSP, has come
to the same conclusion—America can no longer go it alone in
space.  
The Obama administration’s new NSP, released on 28 June
2010, endeavors to ensure that space remains viable for future
generations. “Specifically, the NSP sets forth the challenge to
make space sustainability a priority through global engagement
and cooperation, as well as through responsible space behav-

Congested. There are over 21,000 objects in the current
space catalog and over 1,100 active systems on orbit. In addition to more countries joining the domain with on orbit assets,
space debris is building to the point that it could jeopardize useable orbital regimes in the not too distant future. The Chinese
ASAT in 2007 created over 3,037 pieces of debris.3 In February 09, Iridium 33 (a commercial satellite) and COSMOS 2251
(a Russian communications satellite, inactive since 1995) collided in low Earth orbit. This collision created approximately
1,750 pieces of debris in low Earth orbit.4 The shuttle has maneuvered to miss
this debris and national security systems
have expended valuable fuel to avoid
additional collisions with debris. At
over 17,000 miles per hour, a seemingly
harmless paint chip becomes a potentially devastating projectile. We are also
creating some of that debris ourselves.
We will likely issue waivers for many of
our evolved expendable launch vehicle
launches due to surpass our own debris
mitigation standards.
Competitive. The domain is also increasingly competitive, often at the detriment to market share for US companies
and opportunities lost for our industrial
base. Foreign countries, which are less
concerned with export controls than the
US, are making money in the international market with satellites, sub-components, and launch activities. We are
falling behind. Every country we do not
cooperate with becomes a potential com- Figure 4. Contesting access to space services has become common place in the domain.
High Frontier
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ior. However, the policy’s ultimate success will depend on how
the rest of the US government interprets and implements the
principles contained within the NSP. Furthermore, its efficacy
is tied to both how much cooperation the US receives internationally, and what bilateral and multilateral transparency and
confidence-building measures are undertaken.”6
Sustainability for a congested domain. The NSP states,
“The US considers the sustainability, stability, and free access
to, and use of, space vital to its national interests.”7 In so stating
this key principle, the US charges all space-faring nations, and
those which wish to join us in the domain, to collaborate and
cooperate on preserving the space domain. Preserve it from
what? Debris and chaos. How? Responsible behavior.
The NSP gives many debris mitigation guidelines, including:
Lead the continued development and adoption of international
and industry standards and policies to minimize debris, such as
the United Nations Space Debris Mitigation Guidelines;
Develop, maintain, and use space situational awareness information from commercial, civil, and national security sources to
detect, identify, and attribute actions in space that are contrary
to responsible use and the long-term sustainability of the space
environment;
Continue to follow the US Government Orbital Debris Mitigation Standard Practices, consistent with mission requirements
and cost effectiveness, in the procurement and operation of
spacecraft, launch services, and the conduct of tests and experiments in space;
Pursue research and development of technologies and techniques, through the administrator of the National Aeronautics
and Space Administration and the secretary of defense, to mitigate and remove on-orbit debris, reduce hazards, and increase
understanding of the current and future debris environment;
and,
Require the head of the sponsoring department or agency to approve exceptions to the US Government Orbital Debris Mitigation Standard Practices and notify the secretary of state.

The president’s policy clearly takes a much needed stand on
debris as a sustainability issue for which all responsible nations
must account for and cooperate to mitigate. This is a step in the
right direction, but it is not enough. In addition to confronting
the ever-growing debris in our congested domain, we must also
seek to establish “rules of the road” or norms of behavior in
the domain. The Office of the Secretary of Defense is working closely with the National Security Council, State Department, Directorate of National Intelligence, other government
agencies, and most importantly, our friends and allies, to foster
discussions and ideas on norms of behavior in space as well
as other transparency and confidence building measures. The
president pointed us in the right direction … now it is up to us
to walk the path.
Cooperation for contested and competitive domain. The
NSP also recommits us to cooperate in space: “The US hereby
renews its pledge of cooperation in the belief that with strength47

ened international collaboration and reinvigorated US leadership, all nations and peoples—space-faring and space-benefiting—will find their horizons broadened, their knowledge
enhanced, and their lives greatly improved.” In addition, the
policy specifies that the US endeavors to leverage national security space to “expand international cooperation” in order to
“extend the benefits of space; further the peaceful use of space;
and enhance collection and partnership in sharing of space-derived information.”8
This represents a subtle but significant shift in policy. Some
argue, including many international partners I have spoken to,
that our previous policies paid a certain degree of “lip service”
to cooperation and were best described as bellicose. Moreover,
these policies were underwritten by an informal strategy of
“space dominance” which called for discouraging and restraining others to our benefit. This methodology was lost neither
by our allies nor our rivals. Clearly, that scheme of maneuver
has not worked, evidenced by the increasing competition in the
domain, higher incidents of denied access in space, and decline
in the American space industrial base, especially second and
third tier companies.
A perceptible result of cooperating in space, and thus converting competitors to collaborators, is that it gives space-faring
partners a stake in pursuing responsible behavior and increases
their willingness to cooperate in space (or at least lessens the
chances of hostile or irresponsible actions in space).9 Once
again, the president, in both substance and tone, has started
us on the right path with the new NSP by re-energizing international cooperation. It is now up to the Department of Defense (DoD), led by and in close coordination with the State
Department via a whole of government approach, to translate
our advantages in space to active leadership of the coalition of
responsible space-faring nations.
Part of the successful equation must recognize and take advantage of our commercial strengths; our space industrial base
is a key element in cooperating to lessen the effects of a contested and competitive domain. The NSP offers a major thrust
in this area. The policy states, in an entire section devoted to
the commercial sector, “to promote a robust domestic commercial space industry, departments, and agencies shall” (10 other
relevant passages not included):
Purchase and use commercial space capabilities and services to
the maximum practical extent when such capabilities and services are available in the marketplace and meet US government
requirements.

Unless you are a student of national space policies, you may
not have noticed this commercial sector guidance is also ordered ahead of the national security space sector in the president’s new policy—unlike previous policies. As a collaborator
on the new policy, I can attest this was by design. In the myriad
interagency discussions while formulating this policy, it was
widely accepted that promoting and enhancing our industrial
base and commercial capabilities must be foundational to our
approach to solidifying US leadership in space.
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In my many discussions with commercial partners, they consistently argue that export controls represent the most significant hurdle to improving our industrial base.
The policy also recognizes the “self-imposed folly” of our
export control regime … which has handicapped our industry
for far too long.10 The White House has launched a completely
separate presidential export control review to overhaul how we
do business; they key is “fewer but higher walls;” that is, focusing on protecting our truly unique capabilities but applying
common sense to protecting readily-available state of the world
technologies. In my many discussions with commercial partners, they consistently argue that export controls represent the
most significant hurdle to improving our industrial base. Numerous studies support their claims. We simply must do better
and the NSP recognizes this compelling fact.
No doubt, cooperation, with both commercial and international partners, represents a momentous chance to deter contesters in the domain and make our industry more competitive
in a $240+ billion market … in so doing, enhancing the foundational elements of our national security space leadership.11
How much efficacy can a 14 page document achieve in
moving the US bureaucracy towards a new vision for space? I
would contend, a great deal of impact. In my estimation, even
though I have only scratched the surface of the changes in tone
and substance in the 2010 NSP, it is nonetheless the most significant change in national space policy in the past 50 years.
President Barack Obama lays out several principles and goals,
if implemented properly and followed up with appropriate supporting strategies, will fundamentally change our approach to
leveraging the space domain for decades to come. DoD is doing just that. Immediately on the heels of the NSP, DoD and
the director of national intelligence began work on a national
security space strategy which will capitalize on the president’s
policy and direct the necessary approaches to achieve a safer,
more stable, and more secure space domain.
Space is increasingly congested, competitive, and contested;
the NSP is predicated on this elemental change in the strategic context. In crafting this visionary policy, the president has
shifted our national focus to confront congestion with order
and responsible behavior and oppose competition and increasing instances of contested access with greater cooperation to
create resilience and lead the coalition of space-faring nations.
The ball is in our court to implement this policy with focused
and thoughtful strategies and using a whole of government approach—we can do no more … and we should never wish to
do less.
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increasingly sophisticated space capabilities of a very serious
nature. One of which is the Shenlong space plane,4 another is
their advances in quantum teleportation. Looming particularly
ominous is the apparent Chinese effort to conduct an automated
he economic momentum of Eastern states is translating rendezvous of two spacecraft, Shijian-12 and Shijian-6F, in low
into exceedingly consequential developments for their Earth orbit. As there was no indication that this rendezvous
respective military and civil space programs. While American was connected to China’s manned space program, the prospect
military and civil space programs may spend nominally more has been raised that the exercise might be an effort to develop
than these states, the favorable purchasing power parity ratios satellite inspection and ASAT capabilities.5
these states enjoy mean that they are able to make greater techThat China is now proliferating such platforms and connological gains with what is lesser investment in real terms. In ducting such operations is evidence that the military technical
actual fact, the technological momentum of the American space gap between the US and China is closing fast. What is more,
program is decelerating in comparison to the East as the Ameri- China’s space program is dominated by young aerospace engican space program becomes increasingly privatized. Further- neers who could propel the nation’s advancements past the US,
more, as the space programs of Eastern states rise the orbital which faces difficulty in replacing its aging aerospace work
environment will become increasingly complex for both the force.6 And although American military officials may not be
National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) and believe that China has mastered the command, control, comthe Air Force. The Barack Obama administration has sought munications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconto engage these trends by pursuing policies that seek to further naissance to effectively employ an anti-ship ballistic missile,
amplify the American private space sector and increase coordi- it is only a matter of time and resources before they do—two
nation among international space participants.
things of which China is undoubtedly long on. Indeed, ChiIn regard to the East, India’s economic success is leading to na’s economy has been growing at a 10 percent annual clip for
important military activity in Earth orbit. With its new found decades. If the trend holds, eventually China’s economy will
resources India has expanded its missile defense program to grow so large that the Chinese will have more resources than
include the development of lasers and an exoatmospheric the US to invest in space. When this scenario finally occurs, the
kill vehicle that could be combined to produce a weapon to US will be permanently disadvantaged not only in the medium
destroy enemy satellites.1 Such work has been underway in of space but in all military theatres.
In the face of this challenge the American economy is stagIndia for years and is directly correlated to the technological
advances that India’s economic growth has engendered. Rus- nating, causing US Treasury revenues to falter. As a result,
stewardship of the national
sia’s economic re-emergence
space program is less a quesis also enabling it to upgrade
its space capabilities and once What is more, China’s space program is dom- tion of political philosophy
again materialize as a formi- inated by young aerospace engineers who for the Obama administration,
and more a question of redable player in the cosmos.
In the coming decade Russian could propel the nation’s advancements past sources. Given the dire ecooil and natural gas wealth is the US, which faces difficulty in replacing its nomic challenges facing the
US, other national economic
likely to continue the trend of
aging aerospace work force.
double digit annual increases
programs have become a
much higher priority than the
for the Russian space budget.
With these revenue streams Russia is pondering a range of nu- national space program. A direct consequence is considerable
clear powered spacecraft, including military satellites, nuclear pressure on the budgets of both NASA and the Air Force. As
power plants, and space tugs.2 All the while a veil of secrecy such, NASA and the Air Force are likely to face unpleasant
is falling over the Russian space program, which is being re- budget cuts to their most prized programs in the future.
The space policy announced by the Obama administration
configured in ways sure to cause difficulty for US geo-strategic
designs.3
in the summer of 2010 seeks to energize domestic industries
Yet however significant these advances may be, it is a boom- as a means of multiplying a national space effort that would
ing China that is currently making the greatest strides in mili- otherwise be constrained by a lack of government resources.
tary technology for the medium of space. The 2007 Chinese di- A significant portion of the policy was devoted to commercial
rect ascent antisatellite (ASAT) test has been well documented space guidelines ranging from government use of commercial
and received much fanfare, as has their 2010 missile intercept capabilities to the development of prize competitions.7 The
in space. But in addition to these, the Chinese have invested in major difference with previous policies is that the new policy
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By itself, the policy of encouraging the private sector to play a greater role in space is a
prudent one, as true space power must be more than a mere institution, it must be based
upon the character and pursuits of a people and run to the core of their national life.
allows for some degree of government investment in commercial space ventures through the “reasonable portion of
the investment risk” clause. By comparison, the Bill Clinton
space policy prohibited the use of direct federal subsidies. The
Obama policy furthers public-private efforts such as NASA’s
Commercial Orbital Transportation Services program, where
NASA is helping fund the development of new launch vehicles
and spacecraft to transport cargo to the International Space Station (ISS).8
The Obama administration is steadily reducing the scope of
both NASA and the Air Force’s missions in space, instead relying more and more on the private sector for its national space
effort. One example is the Obama administration’s aforementioned preference for private sector transportation to the ISS,
as opposed to undertaking the development of NASA spacecraft. The Obama administration is also considering outsourcing Earth monitoring applications as critical sensory capabilities for satellite systems such as the National Polar-orbiting
Operational Environmental Satellite System and Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite-R were cut during the
Bush administration and adequate plans to replace them have
been unforthcoming.9 But of gravest concern is the issue of
orbital debris. The process of removing orbital debris would
be extremely significant to all military space activities as the
platforms used to conduct such operations could be dually used
in ASAT operations. Debris removal thus has major national
security implications and there is little question that these operations should remain within the purview of the Air Force.
By itself, the policy of encouraging the private sector to play
a greater role in space is a prudent one, as true space power
must be more than a mere institution, it must be based upon the
character and pursuits of a people and run to the core of their
national life. However, a centralized effort in space on the part
of both NASA and the Air Force is necessary in order to hasten
the development of comprehensive capabilities critical for supporting future generations of space platforms. If government
support for a national space program withers, cracks will appear in the blocks that future capabilities are built upon.
It is lamentable that the NASA commercial crew development arrangement is more accurately a reflection of a lack of
government resources rather than the product of a burgeoning private sector space effort. Nevertheless, as the resources
available to the Obama administration are inadequate for the
maintenance of the US’ edge in space, the national space effort is increasingly in need of greater initiative by the private
sector. In lieu of a vigorous centralized space program, it is
all the more imperative to continue pursuing policies that will
stimulate the private sector and solidify the underpinnings of
the nation’s space power.
Regardless, the situation in space may unravel if the US
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economy continues to stagger. Should this disturbing economic trend persist, the US will be under significant threat, as
the economic momentum of the East is allowing rival states to
proliferate increasingly sophisticated space systems that could
eventually surpass American space capabilities. In response
to this emerging predicament the Obama administration has
pursued a space policy with a more internationally cooperative
and conciliatory tone than the previous space policy, which is
unsurprising given the Obama administration’s philosophical
emphasis on multilateral international cooperation. The Bush
space policy offered few specifics on international cooperation. The Obama policy, in comparison, broadens the scope
of potential areas of cooperation to include navigation, space
nuclear power, and space situational awareness.10 Additionally,
President Obama has “said the US will seek partners in space
to improve and share environmental data, information leading
toward disaster mitigation, and surveillance of space for debris.”11
Still, it is very difficult to see how such a partnership would
work in regard to China, as it would be too much of a security
risk to involve China in any high-profile programs. In space,
there is always a possibility for cooperation, particularly when it
comes to scientific missions, but when it comes to applicationsoriented or strategically important programs it is too difficult to
cooperate with China because there is too much at stake.12 A
US partnership with India would be a different story altogether.
The Obama policy will facilitate further US technology transfers to India in exchange for the use of Indian launch vehicles
for US payloads. The Obama policy also explicitly mentions
the potential for government to government agreements on
transfers of sensitive technology. This will likely be the case
for US-India cooperation in missile defense.13
In contrast with India, the new Obama policy has left Japan
uncertain about the status and integrity of certain US space programs. Japan’s close alignment with George W. Bush’s vision
of space cooperation and lunar exploration generated significant discussion in Japan about how to justify exploration of the
moon. As it would happen, this was all in vain due to the cancellation of the Constellation program.14 Nevertheless, Japan
remains one of the preeminent space powers with whom future
cooperation is highly desirable for the US.
Yet irrespective of any international overtures attempted to
stabilize an increasingly precarious space environment, the US
should not become complacent in the past performance and security of its space assets as the country’s marginal economic
prospects will surely constrain space development in future
years. At the same time, the seemingly ever increasing economic prospects of Eastern states will allow more and more
of them to proliferate space systems that will complicate the
medium of space and even pose an outright threat to vital US
50

assets. It would be ideal if the US economy recovered and allowed the US government to provide full and unwavering support for a centralized national space program that would serve
as the foundation for the private sector to build upon. However,
the US government remains constrained by difficult choices between financing for the space program and other national initiatives. Therefore, the Obama administration is likely to continue pursuing policies that will seek to amplify the efforts of the
private space sector in the hope that these will in turn multiply
the total force of the national space effort.
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By all indications, the US is the nation most dependent on its
space systems.
~ Space Security 20101

commitment to match reliance by achieving “command of
space.”7
Ironically, while theorists, politicians, and senior leaders
continue to debate the nation’s future strategic direction in
space, the debate is, for all practical purposes, irrelevant. Despite the perception of available options, no true choice exists
to be made. Electing to maintain the cooperative status quo is
outside the nation’s control and the opportunity to scale back
the nation’s space reliance is long past. Only one truly viable
alternative exists for sustaining national security—full commitment to the command of space. Selection of this option,
however, will never be driven by acceptance of the strategy’s
merits but rather through elimination of the viability of all other
options. The required national command of space will not be
achieved through rational, debate-driven selection of such a
strategy as the best approach for sustaining national security.
Instead, as other options are discredited, the nation will eventually realize command of space is the only option.

Introduction: The Inflection Point, Strategic
Congruence, and Misperception of Choice
he nation’s strategic reliance on space has reached an
inflection point—a point at which strategy must be
changed to avoid the risk of future decline.2 The ever increasing relationship between space reliance and national security
has driven the US to this point of inflection. Whereas only decades ago, space assets provided important but non-critical support to the development and execution of America’s national
policies, today space has become “inextricably woven into the Approach: Selection through Elimination
Figure 1 provides a framework for assessing this dilemma
fabric of … national security.”3 Achieving congruence between
strategy and adopted level of reliance thus becomes critical to and illustrates the methodology behind this approach. Assuming the nation has reached the notional inflection point, the
ensuring the future security of the nation.
Reaching consensus on a space strategy to best ensure the question becomes: Along which path should the US elect to
future security of the nation has not
been an easy task, however. Absent an
immediate threat, many, including author Mr. Michael Sheehan, argue a status quo cooperative space strategy will
suffice: “It is preferable to maintain the
current cooperative and non-weaponised
space environment, since it meets all the
US’ requirements.”4 President Barack
Obama’s call to the nations of the world
to “work together to adopt approaches
for responsible activity in space” suggests the White House also finds status
quo cooperative strategies preferable for
maintenance of national security.5 Others, including some senior military leaders, contend national security can best be
maintained through decreased national
reliance on space assets—thus reducing
the impact should cooperation fail and
others challenge that reliance.6 A third
less preferred and clearly less politically
palatable option also exists—increase Figure 1. Options for national space reliance strategies.8
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The fact that the US is now “more dependent on space than any other nation,” greatly increases the benefit to be had by defection of another party and greatly weakens the viability
of a continued national strategy founded upon cooperation.
move if it even elects to move at all?
Traditional responses to this strategic question have sought
to defend motion along a specific path as more preferable than
motion along alternative paths. Such approaches have two fundamental shortcomings. First, arguing the comparative merits
of one option against the others rapidly devolves into an irresolvable opinion contest. Second, such approaches assume
viability of motion in all directions. By arguing neither lack
of movement (the status quo) nor movement into the upper
left quadrant (decreased reliance) exist as feasible alternatives
for sustaining current levels of national security, this approach
overcomes these shortcomings and highlights command of
space as the only viable option for selection as the nation’s
space strategy.9
The Status Quo
As Sheehan suggests, the “preferable” solution would be to
maintain the status quo—a “cooperative and non-weaponised
space environment.”10 The nation has postured itself at the
forefront of world power through decades of increasing reliance on space. While for many states, space exists as a “crucial force multiplier,” for the US, space usage has gone “well
beyond this and (become) a force enabler.”11 Importantly, this
increasing reliance on space and associated power gain were
achieved through a cooperative strategy in space. If such a cooperative strategy worked in the past, why has it lost viability
now?
The theory of realism explains the relative success of cooperative strategies to date. Under the premises of this theory,
states are self-interested actors pursuing their own interests in
an anarchic international environment.12 Cooperative space
strategies worked in the past because such cooperation was in
the best interest of the states involved—primarily the US and
the Soviet Union. Sheehan concludes, “Space cooperation appeared because it ultimately came to be seen as serving the newly emerging interests of both countries.”13 Similarly, Professor
Everett Dolman argues, “It is difficult to isolate a single case of
cooperation … without finding a basis in competition.”14 In the
end, cooperative strategies succeeded because those cooperating perceived a benefit in continuing to do so.
Building on this notion, cooperative strategies contain inherent risk that other parties will defect if greater benefits can be
had through non-cooperative methods, even in space. As Mr.
John J. Klein suggests, “World history indicates that states with
significant interests will protect their interest no matter where
they lie.”15 The fact that the US is now “more dependent on
space than any other nation,” greatly increases the benefit to be
had by defection of another party and greatly weakens the viability of a continued national strategy founded upon coopera53

tion.16 If another nation could best achieve its interests through
defection from the existing international space regime, national
reliance on a cooperative strategy would do little to stop them.
More importantly, a decision by the US to maintain the status
quo would be rendered irrelevant, and the resultant collapse of
the cooperative regime clearly outside the nation’s control.
Decreased Reliance
If the US cannot choose to eliminate the possibility of another nation’s defection, perhaps the national space strategy should
instead focus upon decreasing space reliance—thereby mitigating the consequences should a defection occur. Unfortunately,
just as with status quo strategies, the option to decrease reliance
is beyond the nation’s control. Decades ago reversal of the nation’s reliance might have been a possibility, but the growth in
the “range and pervasiveness” of activities in space has resulted in a demand which cannot be reversed.17 As former Under
Secretary of the Air Force, Mr. Peter Teets, correctly surmised,
“Having come to rely on the unhindered use of space, Americans will demand no less in the future.”18
Thomas P. Hughes’s concept of technological momentum
best explains the inability of the nation to choose to back away.
Hughes argues that after “prolonged growth,” technological
systems acquire momentum.19 This momentum is the result
of “organizations and people committed by various interests
to the system.”20 As vested interests and technological growth
combine, control over the technological development weakens
to the point that the technology itself appears to be “autonomous”—the vested interests become too large to counter.21
Such is the fate of space today. Independent of any perceived
national choice to the contrary, vested interests cannot be overcome. Most noticeable are the interests of the military: “Practically every piece of information used by the … military today is
either derived from or transmitted through space.”22 This reliance extends beyond “the strategic level of planning … down
to the operational and tactical level warfighters” creating a vast
pool of vested interests.23 If members of this pool were limited
to the military, perhaps a reversal of demand would be a possibility. However, as Klein highlights, space-based technologies
have “enter(ed) homes, businesses, schools, hospitals, and government offices” creating vested interests across every aspect
of national life.24 The resultant momentum has turned space
into a “military and economic center of gravity” from which
backing away is no longer a possibility.25
The Risk of Commanding Space
If the nation is unable to mitigate the consequences of a
defection by either backing away from its reliance on space
or by controlling the probability of another’s defection, it is
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left with only one option whereby the risk to its “vital national
interest(s)” in space can be mitigated.26 The only truly viable
choice the nation can make to preserve current security levels is
to match commitment to space with the nation’s ever increasing
reliance—that is, strive for command of space. Why then has
the nation failed to act in this direction?
Paradoxically, in mitigating the risk of defection, a new and
potentially greater risk is introduced in the form of destruction
of the domain, itself. Seemingly more so than other domains,
space is fragile. As a result, “deployment of certain technologies into this…environment” may result in what Dr. James C.
Moltz terms “negative security implications.”27 In short, introduction of the wrong kind of weaponry into the domain may
result in the destruction of the domain for anyone’s use.
The risk of a command strategy resulting in decreased security drives a reluctance to vary from the status quo. Leaders
who have “generally acted to protect the space environment in
order to preserve their continued use of space” are understandably reluctant to perturb the current state of affairs if doing so
might threaten that environment or its continued use.28 Until
the risk of doing nothing outweighs the perceived risk to the
environment from taking action, these leaders and the vested
interests they represent will continue to hedge their bets with
the mantra that space is “too valuable to be used for war.”29
Resolving the Dilemma
How then is the US to proceed? Decreasing reliance is not
viable. A status quo cooperative strategy may be overcome at
any time through the actions of another. The only choice the nation can realistically make—pursuing full command of space—
is viewed as a choice too risky to be made. Is acceptance of
decreasing national security the only foreseeable outcome?
Fortunately, the future is not necessarily inevitable national
decline. Built upon the preceding analysis, the following strategy would overcome the continued reluctance and lead to national acceptance of full commitment to the command of space.
• Eliminate fragility concerns by strongly committing to
strategies that protect both the national space assets and
the space domain: The “manner in which weapons are
deployed” shapes the risk inherent in command strategies.30 Reduce risk by pursuing command strategies that
are not based upon environmentally threatening weapons.
Openly highlight this decision and induce others to join
a new regime founded upon eliminating domain-harming
space weapons. As Dolman suggests, make seizing military control of low Earth orbit a priority, thereby controlling entry to space and significantly reducing the impact
if other nations persist in attempts to violate the new
regime.31

• Cease attempts to publicly justify command of space
strategies: Full command of space will not result from
deliberate adoption of such a strategy, but rather through
a realization that no other viable options exist. Discussions of “unilateral space dominance” only cause opposition to surface, further delaying movement in the needed
direction.32 Highlight the current failure of other strategies rather than seeking to justify the theoretical future
success of a command strategy.
• Take advantage of the system’s momentum to discredit
decreased reliance strategies: A belief that the nation can
elect to reduce reliance on space will persist until proven
otherwise. Paradoxically, only through pursuit of such a
strategy can this belief be discredited. In the short term,
pursue a full spectrum of alternative solutions to space
capabilities, thereby inducing parties with vested interests to clamor against the implications of such a strategy.
Use the momentum of the system to discredit decreased
reliance strategies and allow movement in the direction
the nation needs, but will not elect, to go.
• Bringing all defections out of obscurity thereby eliminating the perceived viability of the cooperative regime:
Discontinue standard operating procedures which continually cloak other nation’s defections in varying layers
of security. Acknowledge the fact that space is already
a contested environment. Failing to highlight this fact
as often and broadly as possible allows opponents of the
command strategy to perpetuate the façade that continued cooperation is a viable national choice. Sheehan
suggests elimination of the façade—a “decision to cross
the threshold”—is most likely to be “contingent on the
actions of other states.”33 Ensure other states’ actions,
especially defections, are widely known, thereby eliminating the viability of continuing cooperative strategies
and accelerating the decision to “cross the threshold.”34
Conclusion
Achieving command of space through purposeful elimination of all other options as outlined in the steps above is, admittedly, a non-traditional approach. Some will likely even frame
such an approach as deceitful or disingenuous. If a command
strategy cannot stand on its own merits, they will contend, it
should not be pursued. Unfortunately, with so much at risk,
there is much to lose in continuing the incessant debate. If national success is to continue beyond the current inflection point,
all other potential strategies must be rapidly discredited both in
practice and in theory. “The American people have a narrowing window of opportunity,” correctly claims Moore.35 Not,
however, a narrowing window for ensuring “space remains a
domain free of conflict,” as he insists.36 Rather, the window

Leaders who have “generally acted to protect the space environment in order to preserve
their continued use of space” are understandably reluctant to perturb the current state of
affairs if doing so might threaten that environment or its continued use.
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If national success is to continue beyond the current inflection point, all other potential
strategies must be rapidly discredited both in practice and in theory.
is closing on continued national security. Before the window
closes, the nation must seize upon command of space—not because it is the best choice but because it is the only one.
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his article will describe how the architecture and continuous evolution of the US space program enabled the new
2010 National Space Policy (NSP). It will also display some of
the challenges that stood in its way. The challenges were vast,
and few in 1958 thought that after the Cold War, two world powers and adversaries would stand together in a relatively strong
partnership for the peaceful use of space. The evolution of US
space policy facilitated this cooperation, and understanding how
this unfolded requires a brief review of the foundational structure
that produced the government architecture for space. This article
will provide recommendations for both the civil, and the military
space programs. It will recommend that improving Air Force
space doctrine, as well as commercialization of key mission areas, will better enable the objectives of cooperation and freedom
in space, as set out in the 2010 NSP.
EVOLUTION OF US SPACE POLICY
Building the Architecture for the US Space Program
The National Astronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
act of 1958 laid the architecture for the US civil space program.
The objective for this newly established architecture advocated
for the peaceful use of outer space, yet, it was not that the US
chose to pursue space for peaceful purposes; it was chosen for
them.1 For instance, a Soviet bomber crossing US air space
would undoubtedly provoke war; however the launch of Sputnik
by the Soviets and its relatively unchallenged orbit over the US,
set a precedent that displayed acceptance of satellite over flights.
This lack of over flight restrictions, among other things, catered
to the interests of both nations as one could freely look down
on the other from space. This enabled the concept of freedom in
space. However, even though NASA was leading the peaceful
use of space for the US, the security dilemma of the Cold War
publicly placed NASA at the front lines in terms of conflict with
the Soviets.
The space architecture for both the US and the Soviets were
accelerated by the Cold War security dilemma. In 1978 Robert
Jervis wrote, “Many of the means by which a state tries to increase its security decrease the security of others.”2 In the Cold
war, the US and the Soviet Union used propaganda as ammunition to bolster one nation’s security over another. As one nation
obtained the upper hand in space exploration, the other felt poHigh Frontier

litically and militarily vulnerable. The security dilemma fueled
threats against the national interests of both the US, and for the
Soviets, which in turn fueled the urgency to mature their respective space programs.
Fortunately, as NASA obtained a significant upper hand on
the Soviets by leading the US space program to the moon, the
security dilemma did not prevent the Soviets from cooperating
in space. With the leadership of the US, the international community, including the Soviets, agreed on the 1967 Outer Space
Treaty.3 This set the foundation for international cooperation in
space. Subsequently, President’s John F. Kennedy, Lyndon B.
Johnson, and Richard M. Nixon led continuous negotiations with
the Soviets, as evident in the president’s respective national security memorandums outlined in table 1. Despite negotiations and
movements toward cooperation in space, the Soviets were still
President

Selective Space Policy Initiatives

Significance

Eisenhower NASA Act of 1958

Established NASA

Kennedy

US - USSR cooperation (national security action memorandum
[NSAM] 129, 156, 172, 183, 192,
271)

Emphasized disarmament
and cooperation in space
with the Soviet Union, and
paved the way for the Outer
Space Treaty

Project MERCURY manned space
flight (MA-9) (NSAM 237)

Presidential authorization
for space vehicle and astronaut recovery in foreign
territorial waters

US - USSR Cooperation (NSAM
285)

Emphasized disarmament
and cooperation in space
with the Soviet Union

Review of alternative communications, navigation, missile and space
tracking, and data acquisition facilities (NSAM 300)

The president expresses
concern on US/allied space/
missile tracking facilities on
foreign soil with unstable
governments

Policy concerning US assistance in
the development of foreign communications satellite capabilities
(NSAM 338)

Policy statement regarding the use of the Defense
Satellite Communications
System

Nixon

US - USSR cooperation (national
security decision memorandum
[NSDM] 70)

Emphasized cooperation in
space with Soviet Union

Ford

US-Japan space cooperation
(NSDM 306)

Paved path toward strong
relationship between US
and Japan in regards to
space

Enhanced survivability of critical
US military and intelligence space
systems (NSDM 306)

US policy response to
Soviet ASAT programs

US anti-satellite capabilities
(NSDM 345)

US policy response to
Soviet ASAT programs

Johnson

Table 1. Presidential space policies from Eisenhower to Ford.4
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Air Force Magazine

classified) Presidential Review Memorandum to his
National Security Council:

Figure 1. Space Budgeting.5

a military threat, as evident in President Gerald Ford’s response
to Soviet antisatellite ambitions. Therefore, the US shifted its
focus from space exploration, and focused on the architecture of
its military space program.
Although the NASA act of 1958 established the architecture
of the civil space program, the architecture of military space developed in the shadows of NASA. Consequently, positions on
cooperation in space from NASA overshadowed military leaders
who advocated for improving military space capabilities. In his
1961 speech to congress, General Bernard A. Schriever testified;
“I think we have been inhibited in the space business throughout
the “space for peace” slogan.”6 His concerns, which were true
for other military leaders as well, would spur debate as the Air
Force frantically argued for more funds to enable a more effective military space program.
Figure 1 complements the frustrations General Schriever
spoke of in the 1960s. During the incredibly expensive Apollo
program, the majority of the space budget went toward NASA.
As the Apollo program came to a close, the bubble in NASA’s
budget decreased as the US shifted its focus on its military space
architecture. This increase in funding for the Department of Defense (DoD) enabled acquisitions of new military space systems.
In order to bolster the effectiveness of military space, DoD needed a service to lead the acquisition of those new space systems.
Twelve years after the establishment of NASA in 1958, DoD
directive 5160.22 established the Air Force as the lead agent
for space development, procurement, and deployment. This
helped to shift the majority of the space budget from NASA and
to DoD.7 Although it was rescinded in the 1970s, the directive
bolstered research and development for military space programs,
and advocated for Air Force leadership in space. With the Air
Force now leading the military space program, and NASA leading the civilian space program, it became clear that over arching
policy was needed to more efficiently administer US initiatives
in space. President Jimmy Carter was the first to develop this
over arching policy, linking the two competing space programs,
and establishing the first comprehensive NSP.
Toward the end of the Cold War, President Carter implemented several initiatives that resulted in considerable changes in the
US Space Program. Table 2 displays some of those initiatives.
In March of 1977, President Carter wrote a top secret (now de57

“I am concerned that the US does not have a coherent
NSP guiding our civil, military, and national intelligence
space programs. I, therefore, direct that the Policy Review Committee thoroughly review existing policy and
prior efforts, and formulate a statement of overall national goals in space, the principles which should guide US
government and private use of space and related activities”8

Less than a year later, President Carter published
the first comprehensive space policy of the US, combining the architecture of the civil, and military space
programs into one overarching policy focusing on cooperation and freedom in space. The president then
expanded on the newly established policy to complement the
direction of civil space operations. The principals of cooperation and freedom in outer space remained relatively consistent
throughout future iterations of the NSP. As illustrated in table 3,
US presidents succeeding Carter continued to mature the direction of the US space program.
The evolution of space policy continued after the Carter administration. Through his National Security Decision Directives,
President Ronald Reagan issued over 10 directives dealing with
space. President George H. W. Bush continued some of Reagan’s
space initiatives but replaced the disbanded National Aeronautics
and Space Council—which helped shape space policy from the
inception of the NASA Act until 1973—with the National Space
Council. The National Space Council enabled President Bush to
issue space policy through NSP directives which mainly focused
on issues with the space launch industry. However, President
Bill Clinton disbanded the National Space Council and absorbed
its functions in the National Science and Technology Council
which issued numerous Presidential Decision Directives during
his administration. Finally, President G. W. Bush refined the US
space program even further through his National Security Presidential Directives, expanding on policies set forth by Clinton.
With presidential leadership, the US space program maintained its commitment toward cooperation. Tables 1, 2, and 3 are
not all inclusive, but display how the US space program matured
since President Dwight D. Eisenhower. Many events such as the
Cold War, and new space technologies drove US presidents to
continuously mature its civil space program. Likewise, military
leaders adapted to presidential guidance on space and established
military doctrine to meet the overall objectives of the NSP. US
commitment toward cooperation in space was challenged by
President

Selective Space Policy
Initiatives

Significance

Carter

National space policy (Presidential Directive [PD] 37)

First major comprehensive US
space policy

Civil and further national
space policy (PD 42)

Elaborated on civil space policy

Civil operational remote sensing (PD 54 )

Set guidelines for civil remote
sensing operations

Table 2. Space Policies by President Carter.9
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President

Selective Space Policy Initiatives

Significance

Reagan

Space Transportation System. (National Security Decision Directive
[NSDD]-8)

Established policy for the
space shuttle

National space policy (NSDD 42)

Comprehensive space policy

Commercialization of Expandable
Launch Vehicles

Policy on commercial use of
military launch systems, and
advocated for commercial
launch vehicles

National space policy (NSDD 293)

Comprehensive space policy

National space policy directives and
charter (National Security Directive [NSD] 30/National Security
Presidential Directive [NSPD]-1)

Comprehensive space policy

Commercial space launch policy
(NSPD-2)

Policy for international commercial launch activities

US commercial space launch policy
guidelines (NSPD-3)

Policy for domestic commercial launch activities

National Space Launch Strategy
(NSPD-4)

Comprehensive guidelines
for the US launch industry

National space transportation policy
(Presidential Decision Directive/
National Science and Technology
Council [PDD/NSTC] 4)

Focused on improving
launch capabilities and
gave permission for federal
agencies to use international
launch services

National space policy (PDD/
NSTC 8)

Comprehensive space policy

US space exploration policy
(NSPD 31)

Established policy for
revisiting the Moon, in
preparation for the exploration of Mars

US space transportation policy
(NSPD 40)

Significantly expanded and
updated NSTC-8

National space policy (NSPD 49)

Comprehensive space policy

Bush

Clinton

G.W. Bush

Table 3. Space Policies from Presidents Reagan through G. W. Bush.10

the security dilemma of the Cold War. The task at hand now is
to continue to solidify that commitment, a challenge President
Barack Obama will have to endure.
CHALLENGES AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR
ADMINISTERING THE 2010 NATIONAL SPACE POLICY
Solidifying Cooperation: Building a Robust US
Commercial Launch Industry
One of the many ways to display cooperation in space is to
successfully launch satellites of other nations. If a nation can
trust another with a multi-million dollar investment, then that
display of trust inherently shows a commitment for cooperation.
Although President H. W. Bush’s launch strategies in the 1990s
attempted to prevent it, the US had a relatively slow start in the
commercial launch industry. This is not because the US lacks
commitment on cooperation, but because policy has been slow
to effectively address commercial launch activities, as evident
by the history of US commercial launches. Despite efforts of
past presidents, it has been unsuccessful in leading commercial
launch activities on the international scale.
Even though the US is a leader in the overall commercial space
industry, there is definite room for improvement, as illustrated
by figure 2. For instance, the Russians are capitalizing on US
dominance in commercial satellite manufacturing by launching
High Frontier

the majority of those commercial satellites; generating approximately $742 million in revenues in 2009 for Russia, as compared
to $258 million in revenues in the 2009 for the US.11 In 2009, the
US executed 24 launches with only four transporting commercial
satellites. At the same time, the Russians executed 29 launches
with 10 being commercial satellites. Many of the launches in
Russia transported US owned commercial payloads.12 The majority of space launches in the US are military or US government
owned. Although many US military, or government satellites
can be used for commercial purposes such as the GPS, one cannot help to notice the irony in the fact that the Russians launch
a considerable amount of commercial satellites with American
companies being a major customer.
Fortunately, Russian success in the commercial space launch
industry does not spark Cold War like security concerns. In fact,
it bolsters cooperation as it is in the best interest of both nations.
Therefore, the evolution of US space policies has relatively solidified cooperation between the once cold war rivals. It is well
known that the US and Russia are space partners not only in the
commercial space sector, but also in human spaceflight. The US
should bolster its commercial space sector, and become the new
leader in commercial launch activities. The 2010 NSP advocates
for this. Thus, the computation of these facts leads to the first
recommendation.
Recommendation #1: The US should continue its commitment for cooperation in space, and bolster its commercial space
launch sector.
In order to help promote its values and principals toward
freedom in space as outlined in the 2010 NSP, the US should
bolster its commercial space launch sector. One of the many
possibilities of doing so is by increasing commercial launch activities within the US. In other words, America needs to promote a “launched in the USA” strategy to gain leadership in the
global commercial launch industry. Although US commercial
launch activates are increasing as new companies such as the
Space Exploration Technologies Corporation enter the arena, the
US is still far behind the commercial launch activities of the Russians. As figure 2 displays, the Russians are launching a significant number of US commercial satellites, therefore the US needs
to seek out the leadership role as it has in many other sectors in
the space industry.
Unfortunately, as the US increases its space activities, history
would suggest that the security dilemma could once again surface. This may not be the case between the US and Russia. However it could be the case between the US and space faring nations
who do not completely adhere to the principals of cooperation. If
the US policy worked with the US’s most formidable competitor
during the Cold War, then it should work with any nation capable
of reaching space today. Nonetheless the security dilemma is
real, and military administrators of space policy should codify
lessons learned throughout history, in the pursuit of protecting
the peaceful use of space.
Keeping Up with Policy; Maturing Military Space
Doctrine
The continuous evolution of US space policy posed a challenge to the military space program. With its new leadership role
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Figure 2. US/Russian Launch Comparison as of 1 December 2010.13

in military space, the Air Force was slow to codify and evolve
its plan to support US space initiatives. The Air Force’s plan to
lead the US space program, its space doctrine, are sets of beliefs
and principals that provides guidance toward achieving the objectives of the US space program. After the publication of DoD
Directive 5160.22, it took the Air Force 12 years to publish Air
Force Manual (AFM) 1-6, its first doctrine document dedicated
solely to space. When AFM 1-6 was rescinded, it was replaced
with Air Force Doctrine Document (AFDD) 4 which was eventually renumbered as 2-2, Space Operations. The next major
change to space doctrine occurred when a draft of joint space
doctrine, Joint Publication (JP) 3-14, was released in 1999, and
then published in 2002. JP 3-14 was the first of its kind in joint
doctrine. Its influence facilitated the expansion of AFDD 2-2 to
AFDD 2-2.1, Counterspace Operations which was initially published in 2004. In late 2010, AFDD 2-2 and AFDD 2-2.1 where
renumbered to AFDD 3-14 and 3-14.1 respectively.
DoD’s establishment of joint space doctrine was a major step
in evolving the military space program. Since then, JP 3-14 has
evolved as it was revised in 2002, then revised again in 2009.14
As far as Air Force space doctrine, it too evolved as AFDD 3-14
was published again in 2001 and 2006.15 However, the 2010
NSP states that DoD must “develop and implement plans, procedures, techniques, and capabilities necessary to assure critical
national security space-enabled missions.”16 As evident by the
continuous evolution of JP 3-14, DoD has shown leadership in
its plans, procedures, and techniques for space operations. As
DoD’s executive agent for space, the Air Force has been slow
to mature its plan to respond to threats in a multi-polar space
world. Its doctrine for counterspace operations AFDD 3-14.1,

which details space warfighting responsibilities, has
not been significantly updated since its introduction
in 2004.17
Air Force counterspace doctrine was published to
display the Air Force’s plans, procedures, and techniques in accomplishing the objectives laid out in
President Clinton’s 1996 NSP. It is difficult to imagine that the plans, procedures, and techniques have
remained the same seven years later. AFDD 3-14.1
as it stands does not incorporate major changes in
the machinery of military space policy such as the
establishment of a Joint Functional Component
Command for Space, nor does it address best practices laid out in the 2006 AFDD 3-14, or the 2009
JP 3-14. Although AFDD 3-14.1 provides a solid
doctrinal base for counterspace operations, it fails to adequately
address the current operational art of current counterspace operations.
When comparing the operational art of space operations with
that of air operations, one could not initially come to the conclusion that the Air Force clearly defines and codifies its beliefs in
terms of space doctrine. AFDD 3-14.1 specifically discusses the
space mission areas of space control, space support, space force
application, and space force enhancement. However, when compared to air doctrine, the Air Force uses an entire document to
present each of the principals and beliefs of air operations. This
figure displays the challenges the Air Force faces with space doctrine. Granted, air operations have been around for a long time,
but space operations have evolved at an incredible pace. It is interesting that joint space doctrine, along with baseline Air Force
space doctrine, has relatively kept up with frequent changes in
space policy; but the doctrine for the employment of space forces
has not. This leads to the last recommendation.
Recommendation #2: In order to defend freedom and cooperation in space, and as DoD’s executive agent for space, the Air
Force must rethink how it codifies the operational art of space
operations.

Figure 4. Proposed US Air Force space doctrine.

Figure 3. Current US Air Force air doctrine.
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Air Force space doctrine needs to be reconsidered not to mirror the complexities of air doctrine, but to enable more complete
thought in the principals and procedures of the space mission
areas as outlined in NSP, and to accurately portray the current
operational art of space. First, the Air Force must consider how it
employs space operations, and the lessons learned throughout the
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years while space policy has evolved. These lessons and codified beliefs should be incorporated into overarching space operations doctrine, AFDD 3-14. Furthermore, instead of lumping and
quickly addressing counterspace in one document, the Air Force
should codify its lessons learned, and update its beliefs and principals of counterspace in three separate doctrine documents, adequately addressing the updated operational, conceptual, and legal considerations of, offensive counterspace operations (AFDD
3-14.1), defensive counterspace operations (AFDD 3-14.2), and
space situational awareness (AFDD 3-14.3). Finally, the Air
Force must consider codifying lessons learned from years of employing space forces in support of the war-fighter in one doctrine
document (AFDD 3-14.4), and the years of space support operations in another (AFDD 3-14.5). With these changes, the Air
Force can better prepare its forces for the challenges posed in a
new multi-polar space environment, and better lead the protection of the principals of the US space program.
CONCLUSION
The 2010 NSP incorporates many goals and principals of previous space policies, but despite challenges from new space faring nations, continues to display commitment for cooperation.
From 1958 to 2010, US space policy matured while advocating
American principals and goals in the peaceful use of outer space.
Granted, the Cold War security dilemma fueled most of the mistrust between the US and Russia on space issues, the Cold War
also proved that working toward cooperation in space can help
mitigate these concerns and perceptions. The 2010 NSP advocates for commercialization, and promotes cooperation with current and new space faring nations as they successfully achieve
orbit. A major step in doing so is by renewing its efforts in commercialization of key space missions, especially in the launch
industry.
Since the Cold War, new competitors and allies in the pursuit of activities in space such as Europe, Canada, Japan, Israel,
China, and many others, became space fairing nations. However, few of the new space nations do not play by the cooperative principals agreed by the once Cold War rivals. Since DoD
directive 5160.22 placed the Air Force in a leadership role for
space, it has been relatively slow to mature its counterspace doctrine as the Air Force overcame challenges presented by the new
multi-polar space arena. In order to defend freedom and cooperation in space, and as DoD’s executive agent for space, the Air
Force must rethink how it codifies the operational art of space
operations and update its space doctrine to more effectively lead
DoD’s future space efforts.
The combination of these two recommendations, one for the
civilian space program, and one for the military, will help space
professionals in administering the 2010 NSP.
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uch of the response to President Barack Obama’s newly-announced space policy has been focused on the
administration’s changes to NASA’s human exploration program. Lost in the somewhat-emotional debate over the funding of human spaceflight has been the space policy’s impact
on the Department of Defense’s (DoD) relationships with other
space-faring nations and the commercial industry. The Obama
space policy recognizes that as more and more countries develop space capabilities, the US government (USG)—and the
DoD in particular—will need to play a stronger role in defining
the rules for responsible behavior in space and strengthening
international partnerships.
Space policies are not laws. Although they provide some
guidance to agencies, they do not assign budgets, establish programs, or obligate Congress. They are, instead, written to be
directional and aspirational, and, in a tradition that goes all the
way back to President Dwight D. Eisenhower, serve to focus
the nation’s thinking about this one area of American expertise.
Because of the holistic and ecumenical nature of space policy
documents, they also tend to have a ‘something for everyone’
character that can be confusing and, occasionally, internally inconsistent.
The Obama policy articulates the administration’s overarching vision for the future of the US space program. As expected,
it provides support for exploration, national security, international cooperation and commercial activities. Overall, the new
policy covers much the same ground, and in much in the same
manner, as the presidential policies that have preceded it. But
the Obama policy departs from its predecessors in a few key
focus areas. In particular, the policy emphasizes that:
• The space environment is rapidly changing and these
changes will require a corresponding change in our actions.
• Greater international cooperation is desirable, including leveraging the existing and planned space capabilities
of allies.
• “Responsible operations in space” are critical and this
will necessitate improved information collection and
sharing to avoid collisions and to protect critical space
systems.
• The government should increase its reliance on commercial space activities and consider innovative approaches such as public-private partnerships, hosting
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government payloads on commercial spacecraft, and purchasing of data products.
This article concludes that the Obama policy adds an important new dimension to the nation’s space policy dialogue but
that significant work needs to be done to achieve the articulated
goals. In particular, the calls for greater international cooperation, better data sharing, and increased reliance on the commercial sector have yet to be translated into significant programs
or initiatives.
Focusing on the Need for Change
For decades, the US and the Soviet Union maintained a
near total monopoly on access to and the exploitation of space.
Now, many more countries have access to space and new transportation capabilities suggest that the number will continue to
expand rapidly. Although vast, near-Earth space is ultimately
a finite resource that must be managed. This is particularly
true with respect to the more desirable orbits for communication and remote sensing. Radio frequency spectrum, long acknowledged by experts to be a scarce resource, has been under
significant pressure lately to accommodate new terrestrial and
space actors and applications. The Obama space policy embraces the belief that rapid and significant change in the space
environment has created an urgent need for nations to work
cooperatively together to ensure that the space environment is
preserved for future generations.
The theme of change can be found in the space policy’s introduction:
The legacy of success in space and its transformation also presents new challenges. When the space age began, the opportunities to use space were limited to only a few nations, and there
were limited consequences for irresponsible or unintentional
behavior. Now, we find ourselves in a world where the benefits
of space permeate almost every facet of our lives.… The nowubiquitous and interconnected nature of space capabilities and
the world’s growing dependence on them mean that irresponsible acts in space can have damaging consequences for all of us.1

Since the release of the policy, the theme of change has been
discussed frequently by administration officials. For example,
when addressing the United Nations’ Committee on Disarmament in July of 2010, Deputy Assistant Secretary of State Frank
Rose said:
“…the new space policy recognizes the transformation of the
space environment as well as the evolution of our utilization
of space … The transformation of the space environment also
presents challenges. The interconnected nature of space capabilities and the world’s growing dependence on them mean that
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Figure 1. Tracked space debris in Earth orbit.
irresponsible acts in space can have damaging consequences for
all of us. Furthermore, decades of space activity have littered
Earth’s orbit with debris. As nations and commercial enterprises continue to increase activities in space, the possibility of
another collision, increases correspondingly.2

In a similar vein, in December of 2009, the European Union
issued a draft code of conduct for outer space activities which
also is predicated on the assumption that space activities have
grown sufficiently complex to warrant additional governmental attention.3 The code was designed to encompass civilian
and military uses of space. Key features of the text include
a voluntary commitment to refrain from intentionally harming
space objects; measures to control and mitigate space debris;
and, mechanisms for cooperation and consultation. The European Union is now holding consultations to encourage other
countries to embrace these principles.
Accepting that the space environment is undergoing a rapid
transition, it is still unclear what steps countries and the international regulatory community should take in response. US and
European officials seem to be taking prudent steps in initiating
a broad, international dialogue about this issue while declining to suggest specific bureaucratic or international regulatory
solutions. Like the ‘rules of the road’ that developed to govern
the conduct of nations on the high seas, ‘rules of the road’ for
space are best developed, over time, in response to real problems and with the guidance of long experience.
Enhancing International Cooperation
The Obama space policy calls for increased international cooperation and suggests that the US is open to the possibility of
leveraging the space assets of allied nations. Today, it is routine
for US forces to work and fight alongside the military forces of
other nations. As illustrated by our actions in Iraq and Afghanistan, coalition operations in response to global challenges are
increasingly becoming the norm. When deploying US forces
with those of other countries, the interoperability of communication and information systems becomes a critical concern.
Therefore, the “interdependence” of military and intelligencegathering space systems would seem to be a logical goal. However, history has demonstrated that fostering space system “interdependence” is an exceedingly complex goal to implement.
High Frontier

Developing processes to achieve international consensus and
funding for select space systems, while maintaining operational
constructs that do not constrain national freedom of action, is
challenging indeed.
This is not the first time that this idea has been contemplated.
Writing over a decade ago, in words that sound familiar, Deputy Under Secretary of Defense Robert Davis, said:
International cooperative efforts offer a real chance to enhance
interoperability, stretch declining defense budgets, and preserve
industrial capabilities. The US Department of Defense thus is
renewing its efforts at international cooperation. Cooperation
can range from simple industrial subcontracting relationships
to … bilateral and multilateral programs. It may also include:
… operational standards and protocol agreements; basic science
and technology research and development projects; product and
data sharing; joint system operations; and personnel exchanges.4

The goals articulated by Under Secretary Davis were certainly worthy ones; however, the lack of progress on these goals
over the last decade—even during a time of enhanced coalition
warfare—is evidence of the complexity of their implementation.
Typically, concepts for space system interdependence seem
most attractive when budgets are in decline. Recent global
financial events, decades of deficit spending, and the cost of
fighting multiple wars have placed a great strain on the US
economy and defense budget. The defense budgets of our closest allies have also been under considerable strain. Over the
next few years, the US and its allies will likely be challenged to
do more with fewer resources. In this environment, there will
be great pressure to find ways to cooperatively design, development, and acquire new defense space systems. The Obama
space policy seeks to respond to this situation by suggesting
that the US will seek to “leverage the existing and planned
space capabilities of our allies.”
Although this is certainly a worthy goal, it is likely to prove
difficult to implement. First, savings from joint or multiagency
programs are often hard to achieve because collaborative development programs are inherently more complex and often result in higher overall costs than independent projects. This fact
was reinforced recently by a study by the National Research
Council (NRC). The NRC concluded:
Multiagency collaboration [is]… often intrinsically complex
and, therefore costly, and … developing these missions typically results in additional complexity and cost. Advocates of
collaboration have sometimes underestimated the difficulties
and associated costs and risks of dividing responsibility and accountability between two or more partners; they also discount
the possibility that collaboration will increase the risk in meeting performance objectives.5

Second, there is rarely perfect alignment between the strategic and operational objectives of international partners. To
date, the US has taken the global leadership role in developing
and deploying new military communication and imagery technology. These development programs have been in support of,
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and have fundamentally redefined, the way that the US plans
and fights in a conflict. Not all of the friends and allies share
our operational or warfighting strategies.
Finally, shared management of programs that are essential
to the US warfighter raises significant operational questions.
A good example of this is the current discussion over the future of the US GPS system and the European Galileo navigation system, which is currently under development. Comments
by some Administration officials after the release of the space
policy seemed to open the door to possible international cooperation on the existing GPS satellite constellation, which is operated by the US Air Force and serves military and commercial
users world-wide.6 This idea would seem to have some obvious
merit in that it could reduce the US financial burden of supporting a peace-time global navigation network. However, it
is unclear what operational constraints such a cooperative pact
would have should the US ever engage in a conflict with a technologically equal opponent.
There are a number of ways, short of seeking system interdependence, in which a goal of increased reliance on international capabilities might be implemented. First and simplest,
the USG can purchase foreign space capabilities and services
when they exist, are cost-effective, and meet US objectives.
For example, the USG currently buys Radarsat imagery from
MDA Corporation of Canada and X Band and ultrahigh frequency (UHF) band communications from Paradigm Communication Systems in the United Kingdom. The US also buys
communication services from a wide range of foreign commercial satellite operators. To the extent that such purchases avoid
the large and ongoing expense of maintaining additional global
networks, they are a prudent investment and, in a limited way,
support the overall goal of increased cooperation and interdependence.
Another, more significant way for the USG to engage in collaboration with others countries is to encourage them to invest
in the US military systems. The Australian Defense Force’s
decision to invest the US Wideband Global Satellite (WGS)
system is one example of this trend. In 2007, Australia agreed
to pay for construction of the sixth WGS satellite in exchange
for specified access to the entire WGS system. According to
press reports, the US is actively engaged with international allies to replicate the Australian deal with other willing participants.7 This cooperative approach certainly has merit but has
yet to be fully reconciled with the space policy’s desired goal
of increased reliance on commercial satellite service providers.
This subject will be discussed in greater detail below.
In addition to encouraging investment in US satellite systems, the USG can also make reciprocal investment in the space
systems of other countries. For example, the US recently entered into a bilateral agreement with the Australian Defence
Force (ADF) by which US forces will have access to the ADF’s
18-channel UHF payload to be launched on the Intelsat IS-22
satellite in early 2012.8 In compensation for the near-term access to the ADF payload, the ADF will gain access to DoD’s
future Mobile User Objective System constellation of satellites.
In summary, the space policy’s goal of seeking opportuni63

ties for selective space system interdependence with partners
and allies is a worthy one. However, past experience would
indicate that implementing this goal is likely to be a slow and
incremental process. This process, although encouraged by
near-term funding constraints, is likely to only be successful
where the long-term strategic and operational objectives of the
partners are closely aligned.
Data Sharing to Ensure Responsible Operations in
Space
Data sharing is a theme that is repeated throughout the space
policy. This paper will focus on data sharing as it specifically
relates to sharing between the private commercial operators
and governments and will examine the sharing of satellite position data to ensure safety of flight.
Major commercial satellite operators routinely share information with each other about their flight operations. The data
exchange usually consists of the latest location information,
near-term maneuver plans, transmission frequencies, and contact information for further discussion. Intelsat, for example,
operates a fleet of more than 50 satellites. In response to business opportunities and changing market needs, Intelsat regularly replaces satellites and relocates satellites in orbit. To change
the orbital location of a satellite, Intelsat must delicately move a
minibus-sized, multi-ton object, traveling thousands of kilometers per hour, through the crowded geostationary arc, avoiding
the potential for collisions with, or disturbing the radio communications of, any of the more than 250 other commercial communications satellites in that orbit.
With the exception of the initial grant of approval by a national regulator, this entire process is managed without governmental regulation or oversight, using rules developed through
experience and implemented by consensus among the commercial operators themselves. This process has been used effectively and without incident since the commercial satellite
communications era began in the 1960s. This remarkable example of international and inter-company cooperation and selfreliance is premised on a simple realization that the results of a
collision could be catastrophic.
Data sharing is possible because operators continuously and
accurately track the locations of their own satellites. Most operators also incorporate information from the US Joint Space
Operations Center when analyzing potential close approaches
between satellites or between satellites and trackable space debris. The basic information (referred to as two-line element
[TLE] data) used in this process is available to authorized users
of the USG’s “spacetrack.org” website.
There are drawbacks to the current close-approach monitoring process. In addition to a lack of standards for TLE modeling, TLE data does not have the required accuracy for credible
collision detection. An operator that relies on TLE data must
increase the calculated collision margin to avoid potential close
approaches, therefore increasing the number of maneuvers.
Maneuvers based on inaccurate data can waste fuel, shorten the
life of satellites, and in some cases can introduce uncertainties that decrease the safety of space operations. In most cases,
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threats identified using basic TLE data are downgraded after
coordination with other operators or further evaluation with
more precise orbital data. TLE data also lacks reliable planned
maneuver information, which limits the usefulness of data for
longer-term predictions.
Adding complexity to this problem is the fact that there is
no single standard for representing the position of an object
in space. Operators characterize the orbital position of their
satellites differently depending on the software used for flight
operations. In addition, there is no single agreed-upon protocol for sharing information, and coordinating operators must
be prepared to accommodate the practices of other operators.
To do this, operators must maintain redundant file transfer protocols and tools to convert and reformat information so that it
is consistent with other software systems for computing close
approaches. Some operators write their own software tools for
monitoring and predicting the close approach of other spacecraft, while others contract with third parties for this service.
Therefore, separate tools for each operator are necessary to
exchange data. The magnitude of the effort to maintain space
situational awareness grows quickly as the number of coordinating operators increases. Further, not all satellite companies
participate in close-approach monitoring due to lack of financial resources or appropriately skilled technicians.
Since TLE data is relatively imprecise, US Strategic Command (USSTRATCOM) has been working to develop a procedure for granting operators access to information that goes
beyond the basic TLEs.9 USSTRATCOM recently authorized
Joint Functional Component Command for Space (JFCC
SPACE) to share conjunction summary messages (CSMs)
with satellite operators whose satellites have been identified as
closely approaching another space object.10 CSMs contain vector and covariance data computed using Special Perturbations
theory and are, therefore, more accurate than the TLE data.
In response to the recognition that better and broader interoperator information sharing is desirable and to augment the
services available from the Air Force, a number of satellite operators recently began a broad dialogue on how to best ensure

Figure 2. Space Data Association satellites.
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information sharing within the satellite communications industry. As a result, the major satellite operators have formed the
Space Data Association (SDA), which is an interactive repository for commercial satellite orbit, maneuver, and payload frequency information.11 The principal goal of the SDA’s Space
Data Center is to promote the safety of space operations by
encouraging coordination and communication among its operator members. Satellite operators maintain the most accurate
information available on their fleets in the data center systems;
augment existing TLE data with precise orbit data and maneuver plans from the operator’s fleets; and retrieve information
from other member operators when necessary. As a result, the
data center:
• Enhances safety of flight.
• Provides efficient, timely, accurate conjunction assessments for members.
• Reduces false alarms, missed events.
• Minimizes member time and resources devoted to conjunction assessment.
• Establishes common format conversions and a common
information repository.
• Provides radio frequency interference geolocation and
resolution support, allowing operators to more rapidly
find and address interference sources.
• Encourages the evolution of best practices for members.
The SDA has offered to augment USG sensor data with more
precise operator-generated data to improve the accuracy of conjunction monitoring. The SDA could also provide a standardized method and focal point for operators to share information
and facilitate communications between satellite operators and
the USG. At present, because of a range of policy, technical,
and security concerns, JFCC SPACE is unable to routinely accept satellite position data from the SDA.
By creating the SDA, commercial industry took a giant
step towards accomplishing the Obama space policy goal of
“promoting safe and responsible operations in space” and “improved information collection and sharing for space object collision avoidance.” The fact that the USG has been unable to
fully capitalize on this industry sponsored and funded initiative
serves to undercut the goals of the space policy. Solving the
problem of government/industry data sharing and the role of
the SDA should be a key objective of those seeking to implement the Obama policy goals.
Government Reliance on the Commercial Sector
The Commercial Space Guidelines make up the single longest section of the space policy and certainly one of the most
detailed. In pursuit of the goal of “promoting a robust domestic commercial space industry,” the departments and agencies
are directed to undertake a remarkably specific array of tasks.
They are to:
• Purchase and use commercial space capabilities and services to the maximum practical extent when such capa64

bilities and services are available in the marketplace and
meet USG requirements;
Modify commercial space capabilities and services to
meet government requirements when existing commercial capabilities and services do not fully meet these requirements…;
Actively explore the use of inventive, non-traditional arrangements for acquiring commercial space goods and
services to meet USG requirements, including measures
such as public-private partnerships, hosting government
capabilities on commercial spacecraft, and purchasing
scientific or operational data products from commercial
satellite operators in support of government missions;
Develop governmental space systems only when it is in
the national interest and there is no suitable, cost-effective US commercial or, as appropriate, foreign commercial service or system that is or will be available;
Refrain from conducting USG space activities that preclude, discourage, or compete with US commercial space
activities…;
Pursue potential opportunities for transferring routine,
operational space functions to the commercial space sector where beneficial and cost-effective…;
Cultivate increased technological innovation and entrepreneurship in the commercial space sector through the
use of incentives such as prizes and competitions;
Ensure that USG space technology and infrastructure are
made available for commercial use…;
Minimize, as much as possible, the regulatory burden for
commercial space activities….

cial satellite industry—the least progress has been made.
Notwithstanding the space policy’s guidance, within the
•
DoD, the question of whether it is more prudent to buy military
satellites or to lease commercial capacity is still an ongoing
subject of discussion and debate. This debate continues even
though some of the communications satellites that DoD pro•
cures are nearly identical to the commercial satellites currently
providing the vast majority of DoD satellite communication
(SATCOM) traffic in Afghanistan and Iraq. As was mentioned
above, the USG is also actively marketing participation in its
military WGS system to interested allies.12 The WGS system,
though certainly capable, does not include any of the exotic
protections, such as anti-jam or nuclear hardening, which typi•
cally characterize a protected military communication satellite.
So, in a sense, the USG’s marketing activities are in direct competition with the commercial industry.
On first review, it is difficult to square current SATCOM ac•
quisition practices with the rather emphatic terms of the commercial space policy. The simplest explanation is that the policy contains conflicting goals. The policy does encourage the
•
use of commercial systems, but it also encourages the pursuit of
“appropriate cost- and risk-sharing among participating nations
in international partnerships.” The space policy does not pro•
vide guidance on how to resolve this dispute, so the challenge
will be to develop an implementation plan that balances these
conflicting objectives.
•
One good place to start would be to clarify the role that commercial operators will play in future military satellite architec•
tures and to appropriately fund that role. To this day, with the
partial exception of the Navy, the US military services—even
though they rely on commercial SATCOM for critical operaAlthough this section is the most extensive and specific, it is tions—do not routinely budget for these services but prefer,
the area where—at least from the perspective of the commer- instead, to buy them with supplemental funds supplied by Congress for the war effort. Similarly, commercial satellite operators do not have a
specific mission designated in DoD’s communication architecture. This lack of a
mission means that commercial operators
are, for the most part, selling generic satellite capacity developed for the commercial
marketplace to military users whose satellite needs are growing more and more specific.
Nowhere is this truer than in the role
that the commercial satellite industry has
played in supporting the dramatic increase
in use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV).
The success of early UAVs drove the demand for more UAV flights and more and
better onboard sensors suites, which, in
turn, drove the need for more satellite capacity. Once the data is collected, it must
be dispersed for action. The quickest way
to do this in theater is via satellite. This
Figure 3. Intelsat 14 is a communications satellite owned by Intelsat located at 45° West
raises a fundamental question for the fulongitude, serving the Americas, Europe, and African markets.
ture: should the DoD create an enduring
65
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role for commercial industry in meeting long-term UAV requirements, or should it mount a multi-billion dollar campaign
to replace existing commercial terminals and satellite capacity
with new military satellites and antennas?
In many ways, this debate echoes the now more than a decade-long debate regarding the role of the commercial remote
sensing industry in meeting the basic mapping mission of the
USG. For years, the imagery community debated whether the
commercial sector could be granted an enduring role in collection of certain types of imagery data. After much anguish,
several presidential policies, innumerable Pentagon and intelligence community reviews and numerous Congressional directives, the answer on remote sensing has finally been determined
to be “yes.” It now seems clear that commercial remote sensing
will play a distinct role in the government’s acquisition of medium resolution data.
There is much in the commercial space policy that is creative
and forward looking. One in particular is the policy’s guidance
to explore the “use of inventive, nontraditional arrangements
for acquiring commercial space goods and services to meet
USG requirements, including measures such as public-private
partnerships, hosting government capabilities on commercial
spacecraft, and purchasing scientific or operational data products from commercial satellite operators.” However, a simple
and practical starting point would be to declare, as a matter of
policy, that the commercial sector will be the primary means
to meet some specific portion of the UAV satellite requirement
and then to fund this commitment appropriately. The private
sector is prepared to invest heavily in satellites that can respond
to DoD’s changing SATCOM needs if the government is prepared to build a partnership for the future.
Conclusion
Success in both commercial and government space programs throughout the world has meant that new demands are
being placed on the space environment. This has resulted in
orbital crowding, an increase in space debris, greater demand
for limited frequency resources, and the proliferation of sometimes conflicting military and commercial activities. The successful management of these issues will require a strong partnership between government and industry, new procedures for
data sharing, and the careful, experienced-based expansion of
international law and diplomacy.
As DoD’s satellite communication needs continue to change
and grow, new partnerships and commitments must be developed that harness the creativity and resources of the private
sector and the international partners of the US. A good first
step in the implementation of this goal would be to define the
appropriate role that each of the major partners will play in a
preferred future satellite communication architecture and then
to fund that architecture consistent with available resources.
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Executive Summary
roven business optimization techniques can be used to
improve national level policy formulation and execution. This article examines the National Space Policy (NSP) as
an example of how the innovation value chain (IVC), a proven
workforce productivity methodology, can be applied to enhance
policy success. The innovation value chain is a sequence of activities prescribed to produce meaningful results in the execution of a complex effort: establish a goal then practice sound
communications to lay the foundation for cooperation that
establishes the context for collaboration to enable innovative
execution. The NSP discusses cooperation and collaboration
extensively, yet without the precision required for successful
execution. The trust and clarity established early in the innovation value chain coupled with using ‘people verbs’ are critical
to establishing the accountability that will insure policy formulation likely to be accepted by its constituents and executed by
responsible parties. The NSP formulation could have benefited
from the application of the IVC but the use of the IVC may still
positively influence the execution of the NSP.
Scope
The goals and principles of the NSP are reviewed in detail
relative to the innovation value chain but the guidelines sections are not scrutinized in this article. The priority of this article is to highlight the importance of using business approaches
that are systematic yet personal for policy formulation and execution. The observations and recommendations in this article
may be easily applied to enhance the guidelines sections of the
NSP; the execution of the NSP; and to improve other policy and
organizational efforts.
Introduction
The 2010 NSP has been compared to the 2006 NSP and examined to predict its implications for the future.1 The concern
about orbital debris, the focus on international cooperation, and
a subtle leadership tone are key major characteristics of the 2010
NSP. However, there have been no discussions about whether
the 2010 NSP provides an implementable framework modeled
on commercial business practices. Indeed, the potential success of the NSP should be measured relative to business norms
since the business of space operations is critical to the future
of US national security and its economy. The accountability in
business flows from the executives through the employees on to
67

the stockholders. Sound policies provide language to identify
how actions by people in each of these groups relate and affect
organizational outcomes. Without this linkage, it is unlikely
that large, diverse groups of people will act in complementary
ways. Similarly, in the national policy process, accountability
must flow from the government to industry and academia and
then finally to citizens. Constituents at all of these levels need
to be addressed, considered, and involved in a quality, executable policy just as actions of executives, employees, and stockholders must be synchronized to implement a business strategy
effectively.
Innovation Value Chain
In 2004, while serving as director of science and technology
strategy of SAIC, I established the IVC which prescribes activities required to enhance workforce productivity and enable innovative technical operations, as shown in figure 1.2 A critical
theme permeating the IVC is that all four phases are performed
by people. Therefore, in any approach to enhancing organizational performance, one must use ‘people verbs’ (i.e., actions
that people take, not activities that organizations do). For example, when asked to “align their efforts with strategic objectives” it is difficult to expect that people will know what behavior will satisfy this policy. However, if they are told to “listen,
learn, and write things down when attending interdepartmental
meetings” they have clear actionable behavior to model.

Figure 1. The IVC provides a logical sequence of people-centric activities to empower organizational effectiveness in attaining strategic
goals.

When applying the IVC it is important to first establish a
clear, relevant, achievable, and challenging goal. This provides
a common motivation for all other activities, accountability for
all constituents, and a metric for success.
The introduction to the 2010 NSP states:
Our goal is the capacity for people to work and learn and operate
and live safely beyond the earth for extended periods of time,
ultimately in ways that are more sustainable and even indefinite.
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And in fulfilling this task, we will not only extend humanity’s
reach in space—we will strengthen America’s leadership here
on Earth.
~ President Barack Obama, 15 April 2010

The goal in this quote by the president is challenging in both
its ambiguity and scope. First, it is unclear whether long-term
manned presence in space will actually “strengthen America’s
leadership here on Earth.” Second, this high-level goal does
not clearly match the individual goals detailed later. A policy
that will energize people to act with a shared vision must be
logical in its thought process, relevant in its intent, and inspirational in its implementation. A quote by Margaret Wheatley,
organizational consultant and author, highlights this point:3
Thinking is the place where intelligent actions begin. There is
no distance between thinking and acting when the ideas mean
something to us. When we look thoughtfully at a situation and
understand its destructive dynamics, we act to change it. Governments and organizations struggle with implementation since
inside any bureaucracy there’s a huge gap between ideas and
actions. But this is because we don’t care about those ideas.
We will not take risks for something we do not believe in. But
when it’s your idea, a result of thinking, and we see how it might
truly benefit our lives, then we act immediately on any promising notion.

ples’ actions and organizational outcomes. Later in the article,
an alternative goal statement will be proposed which embodies
the essence of the IVC.
Communicate: Once the goals are established, the sequence
of people-centric activities of the IVC begins. Communicating
expectations, motivations, and common goals in a memorable
way for all constituents is critical to success. The US NSP
should clearly describe what the US will do while related policy
statements explain how this approach is consistent with international strategies and will set an example for other countries.
The figure below outlines actions performed and products
resulting from this stage as originally envisioned for use in
business operations. Yet, without modification, these are all
also largely applicable to government policy development and
execution efforts.

The NSP does contain additional goals. These are in the
table below with comments regarding their efficacy:
Goal

Comments

2. Expand international cooperation on mutually beneficial
space activities.

This is an enabler for other more
results-oriented objectives.

1. Energize competitive domestic
industries.

3. Strengthen stability in space.

4. Increase assurance and resilience of mission-essential
functions.
5. Pursue human and robotic
initiatives

6. Improved space-based Earth
and solar observation.

This has the potential for a
tangible objective: improve the
economy of citizens and, thus,
their well-being.

This is a very important goal that
is unclear in its intent and scope.
How this relates to the other goals
is also not made evident in the
NSP.
This is a very important objective
and is similar to goal #3 in its
operational focus.
This goal focuses on enabling
technologies much like goal #2.
There is a reference to fostering
new industries that would be better placed with goals #1 and #3.
This presents a tangible, relevant
benefit to constituents.

Table 1. The 2010 NSP goals cover a wide spectrum of areas.

These goals are sufficiently vague, and their interdependencies unclear, producing many possible interpretations as to how
they could be satisfied. There is a need to prioritize and create a
relationship between the objectives to inspire a simple, powerful shared vision and the beginning of traceability between peoHigh Frontier

Figure 2. The typical actions and products from the communications
foundation of the IVC should produce trust and clarity amongst constituents.

Many terms in the NSP are not defined or have multiple interpretations. If key words in the goals are interpreted differently the natural consequence will be confusion and suboptimal
implementation of the policy. The words below are a sampling
of important terms that need to either be defined or replaced
with ‘real-world’ words. This list is not exhaustive, but rather,
shows that communication of a policy starts with careful word
choice.
• Transparency: Appears to be purposely ambiguous and,
as such, does not support the development of trust and
clarity. The implication is that we should not have any
hidden agendas in our actions. Alternatively, the US
should be honest and share all information that is required
to ensure achievement of the policy goals.4
• Confidence-building: Implies that someone is more of
themselves, but ‘who’ is more confident and ‘why’? More
explicitly, one might say that if we build trust between
the US and other spacefaring countries by clearly stating
motivations and assumptions upon entering discussions
then the fact that we are dealing honestly (i.e., establishing trust) with all nations will be a byproduct.
• Sustainability: Is so complex that there is a recently released Dictionary of Sustainable Management that captures the complexity of this word in 122 pages.5
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When we want to inspire people to do things then we should
use ‘people verbs’ to describe the desired behavior. The NSP
did do this well in the guidelines (i.e., actions) sections for commercial space activities and job responsibilities for several key
US government actors. Similarly, in the principles section, the
challenge of ‘responsible behavior’ evokes a compelling message, especially as it mirrors word use applied by the Administration to the Chinese antisatellite event in 2007.6
Implementers of the NSP within the Department of Defense are acting on this need for more precise terminology by
strengthening the export control function related to the NSP by
“replacing vague, catch-all terms with objective, specific criteria.”7
Cooperate: During the next phase of the IVC, the community leverages the trust and clarity developed in the communication phase to focus on listening and sharing. The American
Heritage Dictionary defines cooperation as, “an association of
persons for mutual benefit.” Indeed, the result of this phase is a
shared vision—reinforcing accountability between individuals’
actions and organizational goals.
In the preamble to the principles section, the NSP states that
“in the spirit of cooperation, the US will adhere to, and proposes that other nations recognize and adhere to, the following
principles…”. While the “spirit of cooperation” is a good start,
what is needed is action. As the section states accurately, the
US will only be perceived as cooperative if we act cooperatively.
The figure below lays out some simple business tasks that
are considered cooperative actions—these should be emphasized early in the discussion of the NSP internationally and with
a focus on “acting our way into a new way of thinking” rather
than trying to “think our way into a new way of acting.”8

closer to collective success.
Real ‘cooperation’ takes time and effort. While ‘active’
listening sounds contradictory, the ability to focus on other
peoples’ needs/wants (over our own) and incorporate them into
a shared approach to a problem does take energy and finesse.
Cooperation is not simply the lack of arguing and competing
but rather the preparatory efforts needed for individuals across
diverse organizations to be willing to collaborate in positive
ways.
Collaborate: While the words cooperation and collaboration
appear 16 times within the 2010 NSP, there is no hint as to
the specific constituent behavior the NSP hopes to encourage.
The primary action during the collaboration phase of the IVC
is to adjust schedules and resource expenditures based upon the
joint activities with others. The relationships between parties
should have advanced beyond mere access to shared information stores (i.e., websites, trip reports, etc.) to cost-share and
resource allocation arrangements.
This stage leverages messaging, repository, and discovery
tools and applications to empower learning. Advanced web
technologies, such as widgets, wikis, and blogs, may be applied to aid in collaboration. All these tools contribute to the
potential for joint execution directly leading to our end state—
innovative results. However, if a group of constituents rush
to having collaborations where messages, insights, data, and
products are easily shared amongst parties without an establishment of trust and a shared vision, increased awareness may
just as easily serve to undermine eventual joint execution and
success, rather than help it.
Think of the negative application of the use of social networking tools such as Facebook when users do not have positive shared intentions—the knowledge of peoples’ lives can be
used against them rather than providing a context for healthy
relationships—a desired outcome of social networking.
An example of collaboration by the US Strategic Command
is the potential expansion of the Joint Space Operations Center, the source of accurate on-orbit conjunction warnings, into a
Combined Space Operations Center that would have extensive
international participation.

Figure 3. The shared vision expected to form by the end of this phase
may include both policy development and execution activities.

The current administration has embraced a cooperative foreign policy style with an obvious interest in listening to many
countries and organizations with whom previous administrations have not engaged. However, it is not evident that this tactic will be used in the implementation of the NSP. In addition,
meetings without trust and clear terminology are merely a series of ‘feel good’ gatherings unlikely to move the community
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Figure 4.  Collaborative activities provide the impetus to execute activities in support of a well-stated policy efficiently and effectively.
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Many ideas that will make policy implementation a success
will result from in-tune dialogue leading to joint execution.
Commercially, some of the most successful ventures, such as
eBay, garner the vast majority of their innovations from collaborative discussions with their partners and customers.9
Innovation—Strategic Execution: Innovation is not necessarily about ‘new’ items but about creating more valuable
results more efficiently (i.e., improved outcomes while simultaneously consuming fewer resources). During this last phase
productivity is enhanced, the borders between previously segregated groups are dissolved, and organizational performance
is maximized. These benefits do not come easily; they are the
result of all the work in the previous phases.

Figure 5.  Achieving the goals of the NSP will naturally occur if effort
is placed on the phases leading to this point—it will even be difficult
to derail success at this point with the proper foundation.

Throughout the course of the IVC, but especially during execution, the need for cognitive diversity within the community
to solve difficult problems is paramount—lawyers, economists,
analysts, policymakers, engineers, scientists, and so forth must
work together to solve these inherently multi-disciplinary problems. The development and execution of the NSP is especially
challenging due to the diversity and complexity of issues that
must be addressed when dealing with the space environment,
aerospace hardware, legal/regulatory context, and global economics.10
Successfully executing strategy through sound policy requires tough, often uncomfortable choices. Most policy and
technical situations with which we deal are opportunity-rich
and solution-rich, making the ability to decide what not to do
more critical than selecting what to do. Mr. Steve Jobs, chief
executive officer of Apple, has said, “People think focus means
saying ‘yes’ to things you’ve got to focus on. But that’s not
what it means at all. It means saying ‘no’ to the 100 other good
ideas.”11
New National Space Policy Goal Statement
I propose the following alternative set of goals for the NSP
based upon the basic tenets of the IVC:
Space activities by the US should provide a benefit to all Americans. There are three primary ways in which our investment in
resources and manpower will bring value to citizens of the US
and the world.
1. Provide a catalyst for economic growth. Participation in
markets that leverage space-based assets or are required to
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design, build, launch, and operate satellites shall be empowered by our increased activity in space. Actions shall be
taken to: increase investment capital in firms looking to contribute to space missions, improve related advanced technology development infrastructure within the US, pursue
retrieval of extraterrestrial rare Earth resources, and accelerate the ability of companies to use capabilities developed
for space-based applications for ground-based uses. The
administration will strive to increase expenditures in each
of these areas each year for the next five years. Just as our
terrestrial-based economy has a global dimension, the US
understands that it must work with the global community in
reaping the economic benefits of space.
2. Increase efforts supporting space-based Earth and solar
observation. Enhance funding and other support to activities that use space-based observation to: improve the quality
of life of all citizens by increased understanding of global
climate patterns; upgrade warning, response, and recovery
from man-made and natural disasters; enhance agricultural
production efficiency; optimize development and deployment of sustainable energy alternatives; and map water resources to improve water availability to citizens worldwide.
These efforts shall be supported at increasing levels with a
goal of 25 percent more funding over a five-year time frame.
3. Establish zero-increase goal in man-made space hazard.
Perform requisite technical, regulatory, and policy analysis
and modeling to determine the means by which hazards from
man-made effects on space operations can be controlled to
go no higher than they will be in 2012. While this largely
addresses catastrophic effects from potential orbital debris
encounters and offensive space operations, it should also
include mission-degrading effects from debris, frequency
interference, cross-contamination of space systems, space
system reliability technologies and methodologies, and so
forth.
To support the first two goals, space systems must be able
to perform their missions as designed (i.e., goal #3); therefore, the controlling of the risk from man-made and natural
sources is imperative for the US and all spacefaring countries so that they can continue to leverage space operations
to improve the quality of life on Earth.

Appreciative Inquiry
When looking to invigorate truly cooperative and collaborative international space activities it is instructive to apply a Harvard Business School technique called appreciative inquiry—
catching oneself doing something right and learning from that
process.12 While there have been many successful international
space projects, there is probably no effort more successful than
the International Space Station (ISS). The sequence of goalsetting, communication, cooperation, collaboration, and innovation started in 1984 when President Ronald Reagan invited
others to participate in his newly approved space station program. While this only initiated informal discussions, it got scientists, engineers, managers, and policymakers to discuss common themes and complementary capabilities among countries
also pursuing space station programs.
Russia and the US were both feeling financial pressure when
trying to deploy large scale space stations in the 1990s and so
began the Shuttle-Mir program through which the two space
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powers routinely interoperated the space shuttle and the Russian space station Mir. This provided an ongoing learning experience that laid the groundwork for a successful international
space station program. The ISS now has 14 pressurized modules with nearly 1,000 cubic meters of volume—more than is
available in a Boeing 747. The ISS is operated cooperatively
by five national space agencies (from the US, Russia, Japan,
Canada, and the European Space Agency) while citizens from
15 different countries have visited the station.13
The cooperation resulting in the highly successful achievements of the ISS may have been partially driven by a need for
cost-sharing but the trust and clarity of purpose honed during
the early stages of community interaction provided the catalyst
to keep the multi-national team progressing through their own
version of the IVC. This international collaborative success
should be examined as it relates to the practical execution of
the NSP.
Conclusion
The NSP should not focus solely on cooperation and collaboration—these are only part of the answer. With clear, relevant, achievable, and challenging goals plus a coherent framework for how they relate to each other and to the actions that
people and organizations must undertake, the US may progress
through the IVC with its international partners so that all parties
will benefit. This work will be hard and will require activities
that are not currently deemed critical but they are necessary
to build the trust that will result in efficient joint execution.
While the NSP provides a long list of actions in the intersector
guidelines and sector guidelines sections, these activities will
be more powerful if they logically flow from a clear goal statement that we all believe in. Using the NSP and the IVC as our
guides, the US can maintain and enhance its space leadership
role and provide for the betterment of Americans and citizens
worldwide.
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he National Space Policy (NSP) of the US of America released on 28 June 2010 has a new attitude—cooperative
and accommodating. It retains fundamental principles found in
all previous policies and does not retreat even a little on the precepts of sovereign rights, open passage, and interference-free
operations. It even incorporates some of the issues raised in
its immediate 2006 predecessor and reiterates the US position
that space capabilities are vital national interests. Those who
looked for dramatic shifts in space policy with the new 2010
release will have to wait a bit longer, but there is likely to be
some “delta-V” in the near term, even if it’s not a plane change.
And there are a couple of new priorities, too.
Policy statements serve a variety of purposes. They communicate the country’s intentions not only to those who are expected to implement them (members of the executive branch of
government including federal departments, agencies, and the
military) but also to Congress, to the international community,
and to the public at large. Balancing the messages for so many
audiences can be challenging so national policy, whether space
or otherwise, can feel a little squishy to those of us who are
more comfortable dealing with hard facts in the physical sciences. Policymakers spend a great deal of energy considering,
and even arguing, what may appear to others to be semantic
or trivial aspects of the language, the concepts, and even the
principles of policy statements. As you may see from a quick
comparison of the latest NSP, sometimes the differences are
more about attitude, feeling, or tone, than about content.
When the new 2010 space policy was released, several organizations and individuals developed comparisons to the 2006
space policy.1 The comparison published by Mariel John of
the Space Foundation provides a relatively straightforward description of those differences.2 John notes that there are many
similarities between the two versions, there are a few additions,
some items have been dropped, there are changes in order (perhaps implying priority), and there is a fairly consistent change
in tone throughout. In essence, the new policy embraces less
forceful language, refers less often to specific US interests,
and refers far more often to international, global, and universal
principles. It also encourages and plans for greater private and

international collaboration to achieve advances in space science, technology, and security.
The 2006 policy uses the term “cooperate” six times; the
new 2010 policy uses the term 15 times. The 2010 policy closes the introduction with a pledge of cooperation and opens the
section on principles with the phrase “In this spirit of cooperation, the US will adhere to, and proposes that other nations
recognize and adhere to.…”3 On the other hand, the term “interest” is used nine times in the 2006 document, all referring to
national or US interests, whereas, the 2010 document uses it
only two times where US interests are asserted as in the 2006
document and twice referring to shared and mutual interests.
The new space policy is a kinder, gentler policy. However,
it does not eliminate most of the key principles, including the
use of space systems for national and homeland security activities, and reasserts our right to self-defense including defeat of
efforts to attack them.4 Interestingly, one 2006 key principle:
“The US will seek to cooperate with other nations in the peaceful use of outer space to extend the benefits of space, enhance
space exploration, and to protect and promote freedom around
the world” is not repeated as a key principle in the 2010 policy,
but clearly its meaning has been applied throughout. Another
key principle dropped is US opposition to any constraining new
legal regimes.
A national policy issued by the president is a set of principles
and goals, and in the case of the new space policy, also includes
a roadmap to accomplish those goals. Of course, our government was purposefully designed with checks and balances to
incorporate conflicting interests and priorities so policy goals
may not be common to all parts of the government or the public, and implementation of the roadmap may not always be
straightforward. Congressional funding of specific programs,
or failing to fund others, has a critical impact on which parts of
the policy become reality. And of course, a given president’s
goals may be unfinished at the end of his term and the new
president may have different goals. A written policy may heavily influence where the nation heads, but it is really the collection of activities achieved related to that policy that constitute
the nation’s “actual” policy. As Mr. Jeff Kueter has eloquently
stated:
The policy signals principles and goals, but ultimately, actions,
reflected by budgets, decision about programs and technical investments, and position taken in bilateral and multilateral settings, will determine the character of US space policy.5

Balancing the messages for so many audiences can be challenging so national policy,
whether space or otherwise, can feel a little squishy to those of us who are more comfortable dealing with hard facts in the physical sciences.
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The new policy, like any, can steer programs, projects, and plans, but only to the degree
that it can influence the generation or cancellation of funding for those programs, projects,
and plans.
In fact, actions say more about the real policy than the policy
statements themselves. Even before the new space policy was
issued, there were some changes evident. The human spaceflight program at NASA, for instance, was made aware of a
shift in policy away from then-current plans when the president
announced cancellation of the Constellation program in favor of
a still somewhat imprecise alternative using commercially developed crew launch systems to reach the space station. (Constellation was NASA’s development of a new manned spacelift
system to replace the shuttle and reach the moon and beyond.)
In subsequent speeches, the president emphasized that the goals
of visiting the moon and nearby asteroids with a human orbit
of Mars by the mid-2030’s were not changed however, only the
means to achieve them. This adjustment was announced several months before the new policy document was issued, so the
document really just codifies the already implemented policy.
The new manned space exploration goals are, in fact, spelled
out explicitly in the new policy and congressional funding actions so far match the new plan.6
The new policy, like any, can steer programs, projects, and
plans, but only to the degree that it can influence the generation or cancellation of funding for those programs, projects, and
plans. Even so, the policy does serve to at least outline what the
president and his administration want to do, or to not do.
US Space Policy “Remarkably Consistent”
The first public policy statements regarding space came
from the Eisenhower administration immediately following the
launch of the Soviet Sputnik I, the first satellite successfully
deployed by humans. At the time, the US feared the Soviets
in general, and their early successes in the space-race greatly
exacerbated that fear. The Eisenhower administration actually
began a discussion on the potential value of a small satellite
a couple of years earlier, but most of those discussions were
(then) classified. In that first written space policy, National
Security Council (NSC) 5520,8 the primary military applications envisioned for a space program were (1) advancement of
missile technology, (2) understanding of the ionosphere and its
impact on military communications, and probably most significant, (3) the potential value of reconnaissance from space.
This concept has had long-standing implications for subsequent
space policy, including international agreements such as the
Outer Space Treaty of 1967.9 The US desire to retain freedom
of overflight for our spy satellites molded early policy; how
much may be debated but there can be no argument that it has
always played an important role in decision-making. Due to
this influence, along with other factors (including physics and
finances), there are more things constant throughout the history
of US space policy than different. In fact, many of the origi7
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nal principles have found their way into all presidential space
policy statements, with policy changing more through growth
and evolution than through dramatic revolutionary transformation. Historian Cargill Hall observed (prior to both the 2006
policy and the new policy):
… for 50 years, between 1955 and 2005, a few basic principles
have undergirded US space policy, principles enumerated in
presidential NSC space directives from Eisenhower to Clinton.
During this period they have remained remarkably consistent,
with the US pledged to freedom of space, that is, free access to
and unimpeded passage through space for satellite of all nations
and to the exploration and use of space for peaceful purposes for
the benefit of all mankind.10

He goes on to identify four enduring principles—(1) free
access and unimpeded passage; (2) rejection of any claims to
outer space or celestial bodies; (3) three separate but related
governmental space programs (civil, military, and intelligence)
and; (4) space systems are property of each nation and interference is infringement on sovereign rights.11 In my view, updating that observation in light of both the 2006 and 2010 policies
would not change it. In fact, those same fundamental principles
have continued for another half-decade, so far.
When Policy Did Matter
Very few things stand out from my own childhood more than
the Project Apollo missions of the late 1960s and early 1970s.
With my family, I watched every launch and listened intently
to the radio as we moved closer and closer then finally, we did
it. I was not alone—millions of Americans did the same. One
of former President John F. Kennedy’s most famous speeches
earlier in that decade called on the US to achieve in space the
unimaginable.12 That speech amounted to a declaration of a
new element of space policy. His profound statement of such
an unambiguous goal served to focus the nation and its technical resources on that famous single challenge and ultimately
guided the nation’s civil space program to achieve incredible
success. To achieve the unimaginable remains a benchmark for
precision in policy statements, even outside of the space community. While the US has a long history of both written and
informal space policies, none so far have had the same immediate impact. How the latest NSP will fare in changing the vector
of space activities remains to be seen.
For most of history, mankind’s “space policy” was pretty
limited—“look up in wonder”—followed eventually by “use
it as a navigational tool.” As scientific advancements offered
more detailed study, an emerging national goal of finding ways
to employ space for the good of mankind materialized. Policy
is permitted, and sometimes driven, by what we are capable of,
or at least capable of imagining. Modern US space policy was
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initially formulated in the wake of World War II and concurrent
with the birth of the Cold War. It was influenced dramatically
by the desire to be able to watch the Soviet Union which appeared to be ahead of us on several technological fronts.
Several policymakers who participated during those early
years have noted that the Kennedy announcement was probably so successful due to the alignment of technology, politics,
and need. It is not likely that all of the necessary elements will
align so well again in the foreseeable future. The space enterprise is no longer the sole domain of two large governments
as it once was; today there are many governments engaged
in space activities, and commercial ventures have formed all
around the globe. Also, at that point in time space policy was
truly nascent—formally written only five years previous. It is
now more than a half-century old. No policy, including this
one, will change things as dramatically ever again.
In 2006, Mr. Hall wrote an exceptional history of space policy and the context around which many policy decisions were
made.13 Hall is emeritus chief historian at the National Reconnaissance Office and much of his context surrounds the debate:
protect with weapons in space or keep the domain weaponsfree for the sake of spy satellites? The US desire to observe Soviet activities was so powerful that it was willing to bend (even
violate) international law with overflights of spy aircraft. The
physics of spaceflight presented an opportunity to craft a different international paradigm, one in which it was legal to spy
from above, as long as the spy platform was in Earth-orbit—the
objective difference being that it was not possible to control a
satellite well enough to avoid overflight of any particular spot
of ground. In order to initiate and maintain this new philosophy, the presidents and their advisors were willing to concede
other potential military advantage that might come from controlling space. This decision was likely made a bit easier by the
fact that we did not actually have technology that made controlling space feasible. However, despite agreements and informal
understandings, neither the Soviets nor the US fully restrained
from advancing those technologies, under the mutual assumption that the other would do so and would then have a destabilizing advantage. For the most part, those early counter-space
programs were not orbital, and there is a belief that groundbased antisatellite systems are less objectionable than spacebased systems. The Outer Space Treaty prohibits deployment
of weapons of mass destruction in space but there is no current
legal construct prohibiting orbital protective space systems. It
has long been US policy to protect its freedom of access to
space by avoiding a space weapons race. There have been,
however, exceptions in policy to date such as former President
Ronald Reagan’s Strategic Defense Initiative which, on paper,
included space-based interceptors and possibly lasers. Due to
high costs, technical challenges, and political considerations,

plans were subsequently scaled back to the ground-based interceptors of today’s missile defense system. Space remains
a “sanctuary from weapons,” in part, to provide for freedom
of operation of our space-based intelligence, surveillance, and
reconnaissance capabilities. Some, however, believe that this
is a temporary lull in the inevitable march to the ultimate high
ground. How does the new space policy fit into their view?
It certainly does not give them much. There is an alternative
view of the reasoning that got us to this point in history, though
it does not argue where we are today.14 The premise is that
space is still free of space-based arms largely because of the
technical, resource, and strategy challenges of building space
weapons, not simply because US and other leaders have always
chosen the high moral ground in order to avoid a space-weapons race to protect our spy satellites. The implication, perhaps,
that whenever and wherever those obstacles are overcome, then
the race will be on. Does the new policy change that debate? I
think it intends to try.
The Differences and What They Mean to Space
Protectors
While it is interesting to see how the new policy compares
to all its precursors, the primary interest now is how the new
policy may change the current course of activities. First, as
mentioned before, in comparison to the prior 2006 policy there
is much more the same than different. The four key principles
remain, though in a modestly softer spirit. The new aspects of
the 2010 space policy are subtle changes in some cases, but actually quite a bit is just new. The following are three areas that
I think are most significant.
Transparency and confidence building: International cooperation is a consistent theme across many of the current Administration’s policies, and it certainly is in the new space policy.
Virtually throughout the document there is a call for increased
cooperation, bilateral, and multilateral engagements. This appears to be backed by policy actions outside of the document as
well; significant international engagement has increased across
the government agencies involved in national space issues.
Space situational awareness and debris: In a section titled
“Persevering the Space Environment and the Responsible Use
of Space,” the new policy has considerable language devoted
to understanding, mitigating, and controlling space debris. The
2006 document included a short guidance section on debris,
which is mostly still there, but the new policy includes the
phrase “[p]ursue research and development of technologies and
techniques … to … remove on-orbit debris.…” The new policy
also uses a new phrase: “responsible behavior,” which we have
heard used in discussions about the differences between how
the Chinese conducted their antisatellite missile tests and how
the US demolished an errant satellite to prevent hazardous re-

The space enterprise is no longer the sole domain of two large governments as it once was;
today there are many governments engaged in space activities, and commercial ventures
have formed all around the globe.
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Although there are new items in the new space policy, it really builds very modestly on the
firm foundation of the five decades of prior space policy statements and captures the same
core principles and goals.
entry. Debris from the Chinese intercept will be on orbit for a
very long time; the vast majority of debris from the US event
has already decayed or will in a very few years. It looks like
the new policy has elevated the importance of monitoring actions in space in order to motivate “responsible behavior.” A
new guideline is included that directs the secretary of defense
(in consultation with other agencies) to develop collision warning measures, and here allows collaboration with industry and
foreign nations. Space situational awareness and debris activities have a strong reason to expect continued support from the
current administration, particularly when they include partnerships.
Space protection: The 2010 policy continues the precept of
our right to defend our interests against interference or attack.
It specifically directs the secretary of defense to ensure cost
effective survivability and to develop plans and capabilities to
deter, defend against, and defeat efforts to interfere with or attack our systems (or US allies).15 However, the 2010 words are
not as aggressive—the 2006 policy included activities to deter
others from even developing interference or attack capabilities.
It appears that programs and projects that have a clearly protective nature will be well supported, those that are less clearly
defensive in nature, may not.
Although there are new items in the new space policy, it
really builds very modestly on the firm foundation of the five
decades of prior space policy statements and captures the same
core principles and goals. The key to what impact the new
policy will have is in how the current administration, Congress,
and the implementing agencies prioritize and pursue those principles and goals. For the moment, the nation appears to be on a
path toward hoped-for green pastures and still waters, but with
a notice to keep an eye out for an angry bear or a passionate
dragon along the way.
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ormulation of US Air Force (USAF) space policy has a
long, interesting history. Generally speaking, such policy has followed pronouncements of national and Department
of Defense (DoD) space policy and has conformed derivatively
to it. This is not to suggest, however, that the USAF itself has
not taken the initiative, on occasion, to advance its own interests with carefully crafted policy statements. Highlights from
the first 50 years of USAF space policy-making exemplify this.
We offer them simply as background for the focus of this High
Frontier on more current policy issues.
The USAF had existed less than four months as an independent service when General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, its first vice
chief of staff, issued its first official space-related pronouncement. In January 1948, he signed a “Statement of Policy for
a Satellite Vehicle” that declared, “The USAF, as the service
dealing primarily with air weapons—especially strategic—has
logical responsibility for the satellite.” This staked the Air
Force claim to space leadership, which the service’s leaders
would defend fiercely during the inter-service rivalries of the
1950s.
Acquisition of an intercontinental ballistic missile accelerated with creation of the Western Development Division (WDD)
in 1954, and USAF leaders understood a rocket capable of carrying a nuclear warhead through outer space could launch a
military satellite into Earth orbit. Consequently, in February
1956, WDD officially gained responsibility for Weapon System 117L, the first USAF satellite program. On 19 February
1957, Maj Gen Bernard A. Schriever, WDD commander, delivered a pre-Sputnik keynote address titled, “ICBM—A Step
Toward Space Conquest,” at the first Air Force Office of Scientific Research Astronautics Symposium in San Diego, California, where leading representatives from industry, research
institutions, academia, and the military had convened to review

scientific and technological progress in astronautics and chart
the way forward. Schriever speculated, “In the long haul our
safety as a nation may depend upon our achieving ‘space superiority.’” For that, his superiors in Washington, DC, severely
reprimanded him, because President Dwight D. Eisenhower’s
administration wanted to establish the “peaceful use of outer
space” as national policy and, therefore, to avoid references to
military use of outer space, lest the press or general public misconstrue them.
Eisenhower’s strategy contained two essential principles:
space for peaceful purposes and freedom of space. In effect,
he perceived space as a global commons and had no intention
of “weaponizing” it. Furthermore, the wastefulness of interservice rivalry associated with rocket and satellite development
offended his frugal sensibilities. For these reasons, he signed
legislation establishing the civilian National Aeronautics and
Space Administration. Despite the USAF failure to win leadership of the national space program, some senior generals
remained skeptical about the national space strategy. General Thomas S. Power, Strategic Air Command commander in
chief, wrote confidentially in August 1958 to General Thomas
D. White, USAF chief of staff, regarding “Strategic Air Command Space Policy.” Focusing on “primacy of the offensive,”
Power believed “offensive space weapons provide a dimensional extension in system capability for the accomplishment
of the strategic air warfare mission—the mission remains constant.” To that end, he claimed the presence of humans in orbiting spacecraft was the essential ingredient for full exploitation
of the space domain, just as humans in bomber cockpits were
essential for full exploitation of the air domain.
Within a few months, General White and other senior USAF
officers began using publicly a new term—“aerospace”—to describe an indivisible operational arena for which their service
had responsibility. The aerospace concept long would remain
at the center of USAF leaders’ efforts to defend their service’s
prerogatives in space, even though many realized the fundamentally different nature of, and operational differences within,
the air and space domains. In April 1964, for example, General
Curtis E. LeMay, USAF chief of staff, approved a summary of
“USAF Space Objectives” based on the aerospace concept that
became the service’s primary policy statement for the next 13
years.
On 9 May 1977, USAF Chief of Staff General David C.

Focusing on “primacy of the offensive,” Power believed “offensive space weapons provide
a dimensional extension in system capability for the accomplishment of the strategic air
warfare mission—the mission remains constant.”
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General Gabriel said, “The Air Force affirms that its exclusive responsibilities in space
include the duty to protect the right to free use of space by providing space control (i.e.,
space superiority) as defined in the Air Force Space Plan.”
Jones, prompted by the growing importance of military space
and organizational disarray, issued the first official statement
on “Air Force Space Policy” since General LeMay’s summary
in 1964. In his cover letter, General Jones asserted that the
“increasing reliance on space operations has been accompanied
by a growing threat to the free use of space.” The policy document itself stated that USAF responsibilities included a “duty
to protect the free use of space by providing needed space defense capabilities.” This document, together with President
James E. Carter’s directives on space, provided the framework
for important USAF organizational and doctrinal deliberations
that culminated with the establishment of a major command for
USAF space operations in September 1982.
That organizational action, combined with publication of a
new USAF manual on space doctrine in October 1982, provided the basis for Chief of Staff General Charles A. Gabriel
to issue on 1 July 1983 an updated, expanded version of General Jones’s 1977 policy letter. General Gabriel said, “The Air
Force affirms that its exclusive responsibilities in space include
the duty to protect the right to free use of space by providing space control (i.e., space superiority) as defined in the Air
Force Space Plan.” Further asserting USAF dominance over
the Army and Navy in space, General Gabriel bluntly stated the
USAF would assume responsibility if national security requirements justified development of space-based weapons.
The Space Shuttle Challenger disaster in January 1986,
combined with new challenges from the DoD, US Space Command, Strategic Defense Initiative Organization, Army, and
Navy regarding USAF space dominance, compelled the latter
to reassess thoroughly its role in the military space community and the role of space within the USAF itself. A June 1987
“White Paper on Air Force Space Policy” described the most
significant challenges to USAF space leadership and the service’s failure to realize the lofty objectives set forth in General
Gabriel’s July 1983 letter. The white paper recommended alternatives and concluded, “A new Air Force policy statement
with appropriate implementing instructions and milestones is
required.” Specifically, it recommended the USAF declare that
it would be, as a matter of policy, “lead service for space” and
would “provide space defense, force application, space support
and multi-user space force enhancement forces for employment
by US Space Command.” This white paper sparked the convention of a blue-ribbon panel in autumn 1987 to reassess the
USAF role in space and precipitated Air Staff work on revision
of General Gabriel’s policy letter.
New USAF space policy guidelines issued on 2 December
1988 by Secretary of the Air Force E. C. “Pete” Aldridge, Jr.,
and Chief of Staff General Larry D. Welch backed away somewhat from Gabriel’s aggressive assertion of responsibility for
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virtually all DoD space activities. They scoped the still-broad
USAF aspirations more realistically. The guidelines included
three basic tenets: (1) spacepower would be as decisive in future combat as airpower was in the present; (2) the USAF must
prepare for the evolution of spacepower from combat support to the full spectrum of military capabilities; and (3) the
USAF should make a solid corporate commitment to integrate
spacepower throughout the full spectrum of USAF capabilities. Furthermore, the policy envisioned the responsibilities
of the USAF in space as encompassing four areas: (1) space
control, which included acquisition and operation of antisatellite (ASAT) capabilities, plus integration of those capabilities
with improved space surveillance; (2) force application, which
involved acquisition and operation of space-based ballistic missile defense (BMD) assets and BMD/command, control, and
communications management in the event a BMD deployment
decision occurred; (3) force enhancement, which included acquisition and operation of space-based systems for navigation,
meteorology, tactical warning and attack assessment, nuclear
detonation detection, multi-user communications, and spacebased means for space surveillance, while continuing to support
a “multiservice approach to conducting space surveillance and
for providing mission-unique, space-based communications”;
and (4) space support, which continued the service’s longstanding provision of launch and common-user, on-orbit support for
DoD. While reassuring the Army and Navy that it did not view
its right to space as exclusive and that the other services could
build space systems for their unique requirements, the USAF
sought to capitalize on its heritage as the principal provider of
space forces for national defense.
The 1988 USAF policy statement set the course for a twotrack approach to space in the 1990s. One track aimed to integrate and normalize space within the service, and the other track
sought to gain recognition as the lead service, if not the DoD
executive agent, for space. Progress along both tracks benefited greatly from the obvious contributions of space systems
in Operations Desert Shield and Storm during 1990 to 1991.
To move beyond the traditional strategic concept of aerospace
and emphasize the utility of space operations for warriors at the
theater and tactical level, Chief of Staff General Merrill A. McPeak articulated a new USAF mission statement in a June 1992
speech at Maxwell AFB, Alabama. Henceforth, he declared,
air and space would be treated as co-equal domains for which
the USAF had primary military responsibility.
General McPeak appointed Lt Gen Thomas S. Moorman,
Jr., vice commander of Air Force Space Command, to chair a
Blue Ribbon Panel on space late in 1992. Its charter included a
review of USAF space policy, organization, and infrastructure
for the purpose of charting the service’s role in space during
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the early 21st century. The panel’s final report made many of
the same points as the 1988 policy statement with respect to
ASAT, BMD, and military space support. It also went further
on several key policy-related issues, including one in which
the USAF should “seek designation as the single manager for
DoD space acquisition.” By October 1994, Secretary of the Air
Force Sheila E. Widnall released a policy letter on roles and
missions in which she argued that the increasing importance of
space to warfighting, balanced against declining budgets and a
fragmented space acquisition process, made it logical for DoD
to take advantage of USAF expertise and designate her service
as the DoD executive agent for space. Resistance from the
other services and alternative solutions temporarily thwarted
Dr. Widnall’s proposal, however, in favor of inter-service and
interagency cooperative measures in the space arena.
As the 20th century drew to a close and USAF leaders contemplated their service’s space future, they undoubtedly found
some tea leaves easier to read than others. The facts and, consequently, the policy-related impacts of events such as a brief
reversion to the traditional concept of aerospace as a singular
domain (2000), release of an extremely influential report by
the Commission to Assess US National Security Space Management and Organization (2001), devastating terrorist attacks
on the World Trade Center and Pentagon (2001), large-scale
military operations in Afghanistan and Iraq (2001–2003), a
new statement that added “cyberspace” to the mix of USAF
missions (2005), and a successful Chinese ASAT test (2007)
remained largely unforeseen and unpredictable.
These and other events significantly affected the USAF perspective on space in the first decade of the 21st century. Civilian and military leaders alike continued to pursue adjustments
to different types of threats in a post-Cold War world. With
reference to the acquisition of space systems, the secretary of
defense designated the secretary of the Air Force as the DoD
executive agent for space in June 2003, only to retract that responsibility in March 2005, then reinstate it in November 2010.
Given the presence of an increasing number of nations in space,
some strategists would argue it was more a congested and contested domain than a peaceful commons. With the growing reliance of US military forces on space systems for efficient, effective warfighting, USAF leaders increasingly would emphasize
space situational awareness, space protection, and the ability
to achieve both air and space superiority in combat operations.
Note:
For further information on the historical evolution of USAF space
policy, see David N. Spires, Orbital Futures: Selected Documents in Air
Force Space History, 2 vols. (Peterson AFB, Colorado: Air Force Space
Command, 2004).
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ews reports in October 2010 described how, as practice
for the real-world threat posed by North Korea, a Japanese
destroyer fired an SM-3 interceptor missile to successfully destroy
its target 100 miles over the Pacific Ocean. This event certainly
signaled Japan’s intent to work collaboratively with the US on ballistic missile defense, but it failed to expose a more extensive,
fundamental shift in how that nation seeks to ensure its future security. To understand the latter, In Defense of Japan provides a
relatively current, book-length starting point. Its co-authors, University of Washington professor of law and international studies
Dr. Saadia M. Pekkanen and award-winning science journalist
Paul Kallender-Umezu, show how Japan has become a military
space power.
Constrained by the terms of peace after World War II, the Japanese initially avoided developing missiles for military purposes.
They focused instead on building an indigenous civil space program, beginning with the launch of a Pencil rocket in 1955. Two
events in 1969 created the institutional context for development of
Japan’s space industry: first, the Diet’s Peaceful Purposes Resolution, which bounded the nation’s future space activities exclusively to peaceful purposes; and second, establishment of the National
Space Development Agency to bring coherence to the implementation of Japan’s space policy. For the next three decades, despite
enormous structural changes in global politics and economics, Japan’s official space policy consistently reflected civilian use and
international cooperation in space. At the same time, it emphasized increasing the sophistication of key technologies related to
spaceflight.
By the beginning of the 21st century, however, what Pekkanen
and Kallender-Umezu term “a market-to-military trend” became
an increasingly apparent challenge to the principles that long had governed Japanese defense
policies. In 2000, a shakeup in the policymaking structure for science and technology signaled
a pivotal shift to realign space policy by moving the space industry into the national security
arena. The government’s release in 2004 of a
detailed space plan for the next decade cemented
the “tilt toward the militarization of space policy.” Subsequent deliberations within the National Space Strategy Planning Group led by Takeo
Kawamura resulted in a purposeful initiative to
free Japan’s space industry from the institutional
and legal structures, both domestic and international, that long had attempted to constrain the
militarization of Japan’s space assets.
While so-called “government players”
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certainly have had a significant role in the market-to-military reorientation of Japan’s space industry, the authors of In Defense of
Japan place corporate interests or “private players” at the heart
of this change. Pekkanen and Kallender-Umezu identify and
elaborate on the “key private companies whose economic fortunes
have risen and fallen in the highly competitive space business.”
Over time, these companies accumulated an impressive set of
world-class, space-related technologies. Finding nowhere to sell
high-quality, sometimes cutting-edge products in the commercial
sphere, Japan’s leading space industrialists saw increasing possibilities for marketing them in the military sphere. By systematically examining, in separate chapters, the evolution of Japanese
launch vehicles, satellites and spacecraft, and emerging technologies, the authors build a convincing case for how technological
capabilities developed strictly for the peaceful use of outer space
provide a strong, dual-use foundation for Japan’s current and future military space activities.
The authors assess the interplay and relevance of several contested, theoretical paradigms—realist or constructivist in orientation—to understanding the advancement of space technologies
in Japan’s national defense. Parallel to the vigorous academic
debates surrounding the applicability of these theories, they find
“controversies over constitutional limits and interpretation that are
more pragmatically relevant in the real world.” All of this provides a “rich context” for framing their particular approach, which
focuses on the economic interests of Japanese industrialists and
corporate leaders in contemporary geopolitical context. The result
is a relatively empirical exposition of the evolutionary militarization of Japan’s space policy and space-related technologies.
In Defense of Japan draws substantively from an impressive
number and variety of sources, as the notes indicate. From conference papers and journal articles to government reports and
scholarly books, the authors siphon a wealth of factual detail to
document the market-to-military trend. Citations for newspapers,
trade magazines, and websites—both English- and Japanese-language—occur more frequently as the story approaches relatively current events. Interviews
with Japanese government officials and industrial
leaders augment the most recent sources. Combined with the tabular presentation of historical facts and statistics throughout the narrative,
an abundance of explanatory annotations adds
useful depth and breadth to the book. Anyone
interested in reading a thoroughly researched,
up-to-date, English-language treatise on the dual-use nature of Japan’s evolving space activities
need look no further than this particular volume,
which might serve as a model for historically
grounded analyses of other national space policies and programs.
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